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Introduction
USB-I/O Interface Adapter GPIO-24 allows to connect various hardware devices to your PC. Easy
installation and plug-and-play support makes GPIO-24 adapter an ideal solution to add USB interface to
your HW.
The adapter provides both analog and digital input/output capabilities to any computer with USB port.
GPIO-24 adapter serves the needs of automation engineering, various devices monitoring, retrieving
industrial process information or lab measurement data.
Any of 24 I/O pins can be configured to accept inputs, to drive outputs, to send continuous low or high
frequency PWM signals or to send single pulses.
You can configure pins in input mode to notify PC software when the input signal level is changed. To avoid
contact bounce, signal level is accepted after it has been stable for a predefined period of time.
In PWM mode each contact can be independently configured to send square waves with predefined high
and low signal periods. Periods can vary from 1 ms up to 65 seconds.
To create default values for pins, weak pull-up resistors are used. The implemented pull-up resistors are
software controlled.
Flexible API allows software development to use any programming language.
Note, that several GPIO-24 adapters can be connected to the PC simultaneously.
Communication with GPIO-24 adapter can be implemented using Win32 Dynamic Link Library –
gpio24.dll. The DLL can recognize multiple GPIO-24 device instances and can be mapped into a
number of processes (applications) running simultaneously.
Before using, gpio24.dll should be initialized with the help of GPIO_Init() function. During initialization
the application selects one of the following notification types:
• event object;
• window messages;
• thread messages;
• callback function;
• none.
For more detailed information refer to the Notification section.
When the initialization is done, the application must select the physical device(s) it wants to work with. The
number of devices currently connected to the PC can be obtained with GPIO_GetDeviceCount() function.
Every device or object has its own unique identifier (called handle) which is used to get access to the
device. To open handle to the particular device use GPIO_OpenDevice() function.
Communication with GPIO-24 adapter can be synchronous and asynchronous. The difference between
them is as follows. During the synchronous communication when the application receives a command,
the thread stops running and waits the response of the device. During the asynchronous communication
the thread doesn’t stop.
• For asynchronous communication use GPIO_SendCommand() and GPIO_GetEvent() functions. When
a command is sent, GPIO-24 adapter processes it and sends a response. When the driver receives the
response it sends notification to the user mode application through selected notification method. Then
you can call the GPIO_GetEvent() function to obtain the response details.
• For synchronous communication use GPIO_Transaction() function. All required input and output data
is passed through parameters and return code. The driver waits until the transaction is completed and
passes the response to the calling application.
Copyright © 2010 Diolan
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GPIO adapter can also generate events when input value on one of the pins is changed. When the event
is received by driver, it notifies the application through the selected notification method. Then you can call
the GPIO_GetEvent() function to obtain the event details.
Use GPIO_CloseDevice() function to close the device handle. When device handle is closed the application
doesn’t receive events from the specific device, but the application still receives plug-and-play notifications.
When the application finishes using gpio_24.dll, the application has to call the GPIO_Uninit() function
to free up resources allocated by the DLL.
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During DLL initialization you choose how the library will notify your application when GPIO-24 adapter
sends events or responses. The following options are available: event object, callback function, window
messages or thread messages.
Notification settings are passed to GPIO_Init() function as GPIO_NOTIFICATION structure:
typedef struct _GPIO_NOTIFICATION
{
GPIO_NOTIFICATION_TYPE type;
PGPIO_CALLBACK callback;
DWORD thread;
HWND wnd;
UINT msg;
HANDLE event;
} GPIO_NOTIFICATION, *PGPIO_NOTIFICATION;
Notification type is declared as enumeration:
typedef enum _GPIO_NOTIFICATION_TYPE
{
ntEvent,
ntCallback,
ntWindowMessage,
ntThreadMessage,
ntNoNotification,
} GPIO_NOTIFICATION_TYPE;
After you have chosen the notification type, you have to fill the rest of the structure members as described
below:
• type=ntEvent – In this case the DLL uses an event object to notify the application when GPIO-24 adapter
sends events or responses.
Specify valid handle to the event object in event member of the GPIO_NOTIFICATION structure.
As there is no possibility to pass parameters, handle to the device that generated the event is not
sent. Specify HGPIO_ALL_DEVICES constant as the device handle when you call the GPIO_GetEvent()
function.
You can use tracer.exe application source code as an example of event object notification.
• type=ntCallback – DLL calls the specified callback function to notify the application.
Specify the address of a callback function in callback member of the GPIO_NOTIFICATION structure.
The function should be declared as:
void CALLBACK GPIO_Callback(HGPIO hDevice);
The callback function receives handle to the device that has generated the event or
HGPIO_DLL_NOTIFICATION constant for events generated internally by the DLL.

Warning
The callback function is called in the context of the internal DLL thread. If you use resources which are also
available for other threads, apply the appropriate synchronization.
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• type=ntWindowMessage – DLL sends a window message to notify the application.
Specify valid window handle in wnd member of the GPIO_NOTIFICATION structure. Message ID should
be chosen during the initialization and specified in msg member of the GPIO_NOTIFICATION structure.
The device handle is sent in wParam of the window message. If an event is generated by the DLL,
HGPIO_DLL_NOTIFICATION constant is sent instead of device handle.
• type=ntThreadMessage – DLL sends a thread message to notify the application.
Specify valid thread identifier in thread member of the GPIO_NOTIFICATION structure. Message ID
should be chosen during the initialization and specified in msg member of the GPIO_NOTIFICATION
structure.
The device handle is sent in wParam of the window message. If an event is generated by the DLL,
HGPIO_DLL_NOTIFICATION constant is sent instead of device handle.
• type=ntNoNotification – DLL doesn’t notify the application when events arrive.
In this case you can use synchronous communication routines or send asynchronous commands but the
application will receive no notifications. You can still call the GPIO_GetEvent() function to check whether
the new events have arrived and get event details.
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Chapter 2. API Functions Reference
API (Application Programming Interface) is a set of functions that can be called from your application to
operate GPIO-24 adapter. The functions can be divided into two groups: initialization functions and device
communication functions.
Initialization functions are used:
• to initialize gpio_24.dll library and to uninitialize it ( GPIO_Init() and GPIO_Uninit());
• to get the number of adapters connected currently to the computer ( GPIO_GetDeviceCount());
• to open an adapter (GPIO_OpenDevice() ;
• to close a specified adapter or all of them (GPIO_CloseDevice() and GPIO_CloseAllDevices()).
Device communication functions are used:
• to send asynchronous commands to the adapter (GPIO_SendCommand());
• to send synchronous commands to the adapter (GPIO_Transaction());
• to get events or responses sent by a specified GPIO-24 adapter (GPIO_GetEvent()).

2.1. Initialization functions
2.1.1. GPIO_Init()
GPIO_RESULT GPIO_Init(
GPIO_NOTIFICATION Notification
);
The GPIO_Init() function initializes gpio_24.dll library and instructs it how to notify the application
when GPIO-24 adapter sends events or responses.

Parameters:
Notification
Specifies the notification method. For detailed description refer to the Notification section.

Return values:
GPIO_S_SUCCESS
Library has been successfully initialized.
GPIO_S_SUCCESSFUL_REINIT
Library had been already initialized and now the new notification method was selected.
GPIO_E_OUT_OF_MEMORY
There is no enough memory to initialize the library.

2.1.2. GPIO_Uninit()
GPIO_RESULT GPIO_Uninit ();
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The GPIO_Uninit() function frees up resources allocated by the gpio_24.dll library and returns it
to uninitialized state.

Return values:
GPIO_S_SUCCESS
Library has been successfully uninitialized.
GPIO_E_NOT_INITIALIZED
Library has not been initialized.

2.1.3. GPIO_GetDeviceCount()
GPIO_RESULT GPIO_GetDeviceCount(
int* pDevNumber
);
The GPIO_GetDeviceCount() function retrieves the number of GPIO-24 adapters that are currently
connected to the computer.

Parameters:
pDevNumber
Pointer to an integer variable to be filled with the number of detected GPIO-24 adapters.

Return values:
GPIO_S_SUCCESS
Function call succeeded.
GPIO_E_NOT_INITIALIZED
Library has not been initialized.

2.1.4. GPIO_OpenDevice()
GPIO_RESULT GPIO_OpenDevice(
int nDevice,
HGPIO* phDevice
);
The GPIO_OpenDevice() function opens the GPIO-24 adapter, specified by its number, and returns its
handle.

Parameters:
nDevice
The number of the device to be opened.
phDevice
Pointer to a variable to be filled with the device handle.

Return values:
GPIO_S_SUCCESS
The device was successfully opened and *phDevice contains correct handle.
Copyright © 2010 Diolan
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GPIO_S_ALREADY_OPENED
The device has been already opened; *phDevice contains the same handle as was returned
previously.
GPIO_E_INVALIDARG
Invalid argument has been provided (nDevice must be in the range from 0 to number of devices - 1).
GPIO_E_FAIL
Failed to open device.
GPIO_E_NOT_INITIALIZED
Library has not been initialized.

2.1.5. GPIO_CloseDevice()
GPIO_RESULT GPIO_CloseDevice(
HGPIO hDevice
);
The GPIO_CloseDevice() function closes the GPIO-24 adapter, specified by its handle.

Parameters:
hDevice
Handle to the device to be closed.

Return values:
GPIO_S_SUCCESS
The device referenced by hDevice handle has been successfully closed.
GPIO_E_HANDLE
Invalid device handle has been provided.
GPIO_E_FAIL
Failed to close device.
GPIO_E_NOT_INITIALIZED
Library has not been initialized.

2.1.6. GPIO_CloseAllDevices()
GPIO_RESULT GPIO_CloseAllDevices();
The GPIO_CloseAllDevices() function closes all devices, currently opened by the application.

Return values:
GPIO_S_SUCCESS
All devices were successfully closed.
GPIO_E_FAIL
Failed to close one or more devices.
GPIO_E_NOT_INITIALIZED
Library has not been initialized.
Copyright © 2010 Diolan
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2.2. Device communication functions
Functions referenced in current section use GPIO_COMMAND and GPIO_EVENT structures.
The declaration of the GPIO_COMMAND structure is:
typedef struct _GPIO_COMMAND
{
unsigned char command[8];
} GPIO_COMMAND, *PGPIO_COMMAND;

Members:
command
8-byte array filled with a command to be sent to GPIO-24 adapter.
The declaration of the GPIO_EVENT structure is:
typedef struct _GPIO_EVENT
{
unsigned char event[8];
LARGE_INTEGER timestamp;
HGPIO device;
} GPIO_EVENT, *PGPIO_EVENT;

Members:
event
8-byte array to be filled with an event or response received from GPIO-24 adapter.
timestamp
Timestamp filled with the RDTSC (Read Time Stamp Counter) high-resolution timer value at the
moment the event was received by USB host.
device
Handle to the device that has generated the event, or HGPIO_DLL_NOTIFICATION constant value if
the event was generated internally by the DLL.

2.2.1. GPIO_SendCommand()
GPIO_RESULT GPIO_SendCommand(
HGPIO hDevice,
GPIO_COMMAND Command
);
The GPIO_SendCommand() function sends the specified asynchronous command to GPIO-24 adapter.
The application does not wait until GPIO-24 adapter executes the command and sends the response.
Control is returned to the application immediately after the command is sent.

Parameters:
hDevice
Handle to the device to send command to.
Command
Specifies the command to be sent.
Copyright © 2010 Diolan
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Return values:
GPIO_S_SUCCESS
The command was successfully sent.
GPIO_E_HANDLE
Invalid device handle has been provided.
GPIO_E_FAIL
Failed to send command.
GPIO_E_NOT_INITIALIZED
Library has not been initialized.

2.2.2. GPIO_GetEvent()
GPIO_RESULT GPIO_GetEvent(
HGPIO hDevice,
GPIO_EVENT* pEvent
);
The GPIO_GetEvent() function checks an event queue for an event or response sent by specified
GPIO-24 adapter.
During DLL initialization you can choose how the library should notify your application when GPIO-24
adapter sends events or responses.

Parameters:
hDevice
Handle to the GPIO-24 adapter. If the device handle is specified, an event queue will be checked for
an event from the particular device. Use HGPIO_DLL_NOTIFICATION constant to obtain events sent
by DLL. Use HGPIO_ALL_DEVICES constant to get the eldest event, sent either by any open device
or by DLL.
pEvent
Pointer to GPIO_EVENT structure to be filled with event details.

Return values:
GPIO_S_SUCCESS
Function call succeeded.
GPIO_E_EVENT_ABSENT
There are no new events.
GPIO_E_HANDLE
Invalid device handle has been provided.
GPIO_E_FAIL
Failed to read event.
GPIO_E_NOT_INITIALIZED
Library has not been initialized.

2.2.3. GPIO_Transaction()
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GPIO_RESULT GPIO_Transaction(
HGPIO hDevice,
GPIO_COMMAND Command,
GPIO_EVENT* pResponse
);
The GPIO_Transaction() function sends synchronous command, waits for GPIO-24 adapter response
and returns the response details. After sending synchronous command, control will only be returned to the
application when the response has been received. Response will be stored in buffer pointed by pResponse
parameter.

Parameters:
hDevice
Handle to the GPIO-24 adapter.
Command
Specifies the command to be sent.
pResponse
Pointer to GPIO_EVENT structure to be filled with the response details.

Return values:
GPIO_S_SUCCESS
Function call succeeded.
GPIO_E_HANDLE
Invalid device handle has been provided.
GPIO_E_FAIL
Failed to perform the transaction.
GPIO_E_NOT_INITIALIZED
Library has not been initialized.
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Chapter 3. Monitoring of device
connection/disconnection
Win32 Dynamic Link Library – gpio24.dll allows to monitor when devices are connected to or
disconnected from the PC. Your application may receive an event with corresponding information.
There are two events which are generated when:
• a new GPIO-24 adapter is connected to the PC (GPIO_EV_DEVICE_ADDED);
• a GPIO-24 adapter is disconnected from the PC (GPIO_EV_DEVICE_REMOVED).

3.1. GPIO_EV_DEVICE_ADDED (0x80)
GPIO_EV_DEVICE_ADDED event is sent when a new GPIO-24 adapter is connected to the PC. As no
device handle is available at that time, application receives HGPIO_DLL_NOTIFICATION instead of device
handle.
Byte 0
Bytes 1..7

GPIO_EV_DEVICE_ADDED
Reserved

Event ID (0x80).
Reserved

Event is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_EV_DEVICE_ADDED
Event ID (event type). This byte will contain 0x80.
Bytes 1..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_EV_DEVICE_ADDED structure is declared in reports.h file.

3.2. GPIO_EV_DEVICE_REMOVED (0x81)
GPIO_EV_DEVICE_REMOVED event is sent when a GPIO-24 adapter is disconnected from the PC.
If a device has previously been opened, the application receives notification with a valid device handle.
This handle should be closed with the GPIO_CloseDevice() function to release resources allocated for
this device.
If the device has not been opened, the application receives HGPIO_DLL_NOTIFICATION instead of device
handle.
Byte 0
Bytes 1..7

GPIO_EV_DEVICE_REMOVED
Reserved

Event ID (0x81).
Reserved

Event is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_EV_DEVICE_REMOVED
Event ID (event type). This byte will contain 0x81.
Bytes 1..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_EV_DEVICE_REMOVED structure is declared in reports.h file.
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Chapter 4. Device Identification and
Configuration
Every GPIO-24 adapter has such parameters as a serial number, ID and version of the adapter firmware.
If your fixture consists of several GPIO-24 adapters, you can use ID and serial number to distinguish
between one adapter and another.
Device identification commands are used:
• to retrieve the version of the GPIO-24 adapter firmware (GPIO_GET_FW_VER);
• to retrieve the serial number of the GPIO-24 adapter (GPIO_GET_SN);
• to set and retrieve ID of the GPIO-24 adapter (GPIO_SET_DEV_ID and GPIO_GET_DEV_ID).
There is also a number of commands which are used to configure the GPIO-24 adapter and to retrieve
the configuration.
Device configuration commands can be used:
• to configure pins of a specific GPIO port for input, output and PWM (GPIO_SET_CFG);
• to retrieve configuration settings for all pins of particular GPIO port or for any chosen I/O pin
(GPIO_GET_CFG and GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG);
• to save the configuration settings
(GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM);

into

internal

GPIO-24

adapter

EEPROM

memory

• to clear previously saved configuration settings from the GPIO-24 adapter internal EEPROM memory
(GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM).
The values for all 24 GPIO pins can be retrieved with GPIO_GET_VAL command.
Use GPIO_GET_VDD command to retrieve the GPIO-24 adapter supply voltage.

4.1. GPIO_GET_FW_VER (0x0B)
GPIO_GET_FW_VER Command
Go to Response
The GPIO_GET_FW_VER command retrieves the version of the GPIO-24 adapter firmware. Version number
consists of three parts: major, minor and sub-minor. Major part is the main version number. It is incremented
after fundamental changes in the ideology or architecture of the program. Minor part is the number
of program release. It is incremented after minor changes in the functionality, capabilities or interface
improvements. Sub-minor part is the number of assembly. It is incremented after correction of defects or
errors in the program.
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_FW_VER

Byte 1

ECHO

Bytes 2..7

Reserved

Command ID (0x0B).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_FW_VER (0x0B)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x0B.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
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Bytes 2..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_FW_VER_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_FW_VER response after command execution. The firmware version
is specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_FW_VER Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_FW_VER

Byte 1

ECHO

Response ID (0x0B).
Echo to associate a command with the response.

Byte 2

ST

Bytes 3

MAJOR

Major part of the firmware version.

Bytes 4

MINOR

Minor part of the firmware version.

Bytes 5

SUB_MINOR

Bytes 6..7

Command execution status.

Sub-minor part of the firmware version.

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_FW_VER (0x0B)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x0B.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – GPIO-24 adapter firmware version has been successfully retrieved.
Byte 3: MAJOR
Major part of the firmware version. It is the main version number and is incremented after fundamental
changes in the ideology or architecture of the program.
Byte 4: MINOR
Minor part of the firmware version. It is the number of program release and is incremented after minor
changes in the functionality, capabilities or interface improvements.
Byte 5: SUB-MINOR
Sub-minor part of the firmware version. It is the number of assembly and is incremented after correction
of defects or errors in the program.
Bytes 6..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_GET_FW_VER_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

4.2. GPIO_GET_SN (0x0C)
Each single GPIO-24 adapter has its unique serial number (SN). It is assigned during manufacturing and
identifies the adapter. The SN of the GPIO-24 adapter is a 4-byte number. The GPIO_GET_SN command
retrieves the serial number of the GPIO-24 adapter.

GPIO_GET_SN Command
Go to Response
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Byte 0

GPIO_GET_SN

Byte 1

Command ID (0x0C).

ECHO

Bytes 2..7

Echo to associate a command with the response.

Reserved

Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_SN (0x0C)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x0C.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Bytes 2..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_SN_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_SN response after command execution. Device serial number is
specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_SN Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Byte 3

UPPER_SN

Byte 4

HI_SN

Byte 5

LOW_SN

Byte 6

LOWEST SN

Byte 7

Reserved

Response ID (0x0C).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Command execution status.
UPPER_SN byte.
HI_SN byte.
LOW_SN byte.
LOWEST_SN byte.
Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_SN (0x0C)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x0C.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – The I/O pins output values were successfully configured.
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PORT (0x03) – Invalid port number has been specified.
Byte 3..6: Serial Number bytes:
SN of the GPIO-24 adapter is a 4-byte number. GPIO_GET_SN response serial number consists of
following bytes:
• UPPER_SN
• HI_SN
• LOW_SN
• LOWEST_SN
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Byte 7: Reserved
This byte is reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_GET_SN_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

4.3. GPIO_SET_DEV_ID (0x0D)
The GPIO_SET_DEV_ID command sets ID of the GPIO-24 adapter. ID is the value which identifies the
specific GPIO-24 adapter, if several devices are connected to the same PC. ID is stored in internal
EEPROM memory of the adapter and can be retrieved with the help of GPIO_GET_DEV_ID command.

GPIO_SET_DEV_ID Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_DEV_ID

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

Echo to associate a command with the response.

DEV_ID

Bytes 3..7

Command ID (0x0D).
ID number of a specific device.

Reserved

Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_DEV_ID (0x0D)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x0D.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: DEV_ID
ID number of the specific device.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_SET_DEV_ID_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_SET_DEV_ID response after command execution.

GPIO_SET_DEV_ID Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_DEV_ID

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2
Bytes 3..7

ST
Reserved

Response ID (0x0D).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Command execution status.
Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_DEV_ID (0x0D)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x0D.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – The ID of the GPIO-24 adapter was successfully set.
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Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_SET_DEV_ID_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

4.4. GPIO_GET_DEV_ID (0x0E)
The GPIO_GET_DEV_ID command retrieves ID of the GPIO-24 adapter. ID is the value which idetifies the
specific GPIO-24 adapter, if several devices are connected.

GPIO_GET_DEV_ID Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_DEV_ID

Byte 1

ECHO

Bytes 2..7

Command ID (0x0E).
Echo to associate a command with the response.

Reserved

Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_DEV_ID (0x0E)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x0E.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Bytes 2..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_DEV_ID_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_DEV_ID response after command execution. Device ID is specified
inside the response.

GPIO_GET_DEV_ID Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_DEV_ID

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Byte 3

DEV_ID

Bytes 4..7

Response ID (0x0E).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Command execution status.
ID number of the specific device.

Reserved

Reserved.

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_DEV_ID (0x0E)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x0E.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – The ID number of the GPIO-24 adapter was successfully retrieved.
Byte 3: DEV_ID
ID number of the spesific device.
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Bytes 4..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_GET_DEV_ID_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

4.5. GPIO_SET_CFG (0x01)
The GPIO_SET_CFG command configures settings for pins of a GPIO port with values from Bytes 4-7.
The GPIO port is specified in Byte 2 .

GPIO_SET_CFG Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Command ID (0x01).
Echo to associate a command with the response.

Byte 2

PORT

GPIO port.

Byte 3

MASK

Data mask to use when modifying I/O pin configuration.

Byte 4

PIN 7,6

Configuration settings for 7, 6 pins.

Byte 5

PIN 5,4

Configuration settings for 5, 4 pins.

Byte 6

PIN 3,2

Configuration settings for 3, 2 pins.

Byte 7

PIN 1,0

Configuration settings for 1, 0 pins.

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_CFG (0x01)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x01.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte can be used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific
command. Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: PORT
GPIO port to configure:
• 0 – GPIO PORT A
• 1 – GPIO PORT B
• 2 – GPIO PORT C
Byte 3: MASK
Data mask which is used to modify GPIO port configuration. It is well known that a byte consists of
8 bits (which can be 0 or 1). This characteristic is used to create a mask. The mask value allows to
modify certain pins, leaving rest of the pins unchanged. Note, that only the pins with mask bit set to 1
will be affected. The pins with mask bit set to 0 will leave unchanged.
Byte 4..7: PINS
Each nibble (four-bit aggregation or half an 8-bit byte) of bytes 4-7 contains configuration settings for
a specific pin. The following values are supported:
• GPIO_CFG_IN (0x0) – GPIO port is configured for input. GPIO-24 adapter can send events when input
level is changed. Use GPIO_SET_IN_CFG command to configure event generation;
• GPIO_CFG_OUT (0x1) – GPIO port is configured for output. Use GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL command to
set output value;
• GPIO_CFG_PWM (0x2) – GPIO port is configured for PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) output. Use
GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG command to configure PWM setting;
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• GPIO_CFG_NOT_CONFIGURED (0xf) – I/O port is not configured.

Figure 4.1. Configuration settings for specific pin

For convenience GPIO_SET_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_SET_CFG response after command execution.

GPIO_SET_CFG Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Bytes 3..7

Response ID (0x01).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Command execution status.

Reserved

Reserved.

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_CFG (0x01)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x01.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – The GPIO port was successfully configured;
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PORT (0x03) – Invalid port number has been specified;
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_CFG (0x04) – Invalid configuration value has been specified in one or more
PINS nibbles. These pins were left with their previous configurations. The correct configuration
values were applied for other pins.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_SET_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

4.6. GPIO_GET_CFG (0x02)
The GPIO_GET_CFG command retrieves the configuration settings for all pins of particular GPIO port. The
port number is specified in Byte 2.

GPIO_GET_CFG Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Echo to associate a command with the response.

PORT

GPIO port.

Byte 2
Bytes 3..7

Reserved

Command ID (0x02).

Reserved (must be 0).
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Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_CFG (0x02)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x02.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
The response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: PORT
GPIO PORT:
• 0 – GPIO PORT A
• 1 – GPIO PORT B
• 2 – GPIO PORT C
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_CFG response after command execution. The configuration settings
are specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_CFG Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Response ID (0x02).
Echo to associate a command with a response.

Byte 2

ST

Byte 3

PORT

Command execution status.
GPIO port.

Byte 4

PIN 7,6

Configuration settings for 7, 6 pins.

Byte 5

PIN 5,4

Configuration settings for 5, 4 pins.

Byte 6

PIN 3,2

Configuration settings for 3, 2 pins.

Byte 7

PIN 1,0

Configuration settings for 1, 0 pins.

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_CFG (0x02)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x02.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – The GPIO port configuration settings were successfully retrieved;
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PORT (0x03)- Invalid port number has been specified.
Byte 3: PORT
GPIO PORT:
• 0 – GPIO PORT A;
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• 1 – GPIO PORT B;
• 2 – GPIO PORT C.
Byte 4..7: PINS
Each nibble of bytes 4-7 contains configuration settings of a specific pin. The following values are
supported:
• GPIO_CFG_IN (0x0) – I/O pin is configured as a digital input;
• GPIO_CFG_OUT (0x1) – I/O pin is configured as a digital output;
• GPIO_CFG_PWM (0x2) – I/O pin is configured for PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) output;
• GPIO_CFG_PULSE (0x3) – I/O pin is configured to send single pulses. Use GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG
command to retrieve settings for current pin. Byte 5 of the GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG response contains
extended configuration settings;
• GPIO_CFG_ADC (0x4) – I/O pin is used by ADC module. Use GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG command
to retrieve settings for current pin. Byte 5 of the GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG response contains extended
configuration settings;
• GPIO_CFG_CMP (0x5) – I/O pin is used by comparator module. Use GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG
command to retrieve settings for current pin. Byte 5 of the GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG response contains
extended configuration settings;
• GPIO_CFG_FR_CNT (0x6) – I/O pin is used by frequency counter;
• GPIO_CFG_PLS_CNT (0x7) – I/O pin is used by pulse counter;
• GPIO_CFG_HPWM (0x8) – I/O pin is configured for HPWM (High Frequency Pulse Width
Modulation) output;
• GPIO_CFG_NOT_CONFIGURED (0xf) – I/O pin is not configured.
For convenience GPIO_GET_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

4.7. GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG (0x2D)
The GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG command retrieves the configuration settings for specified I/O pin. I/O pin
number is specified in Byte 2.

GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Echo to associate a command with the response.

Byte 2

GPIO

I/O pin number.

Bytes 3..7

Reserved

Command ID (0x2D).

Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG (0x2D)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x2D.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
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Byte 2: GPIO
GPIO pin number:
• 0..7 corresponds to GPIO PORT A pins 0..7;
• 8..15 corresponds to GPIO PORT B pins 0..7;
• 16..23 corresponds to GPIO PORT C pins 0..7.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG response after command execution. The configuration
settings are specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Response ID (0x2D).
Echo to associate a command with the response.

Byte 2

ST

Byte 3

GPIO

Current GPIO pin number.

Byte 4

CFG

Configuration settings for a specific pin.

Byte 5

EXTENDED_CFG

Byte 6..7

Command execution status.

Extended configuration settings for a specific pin.

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG (0x2D)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x2D.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x0) – The I/O pin configuration settings were successfully retrieved;
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_GPIO (0x2) – Invalid I/O pin number has been specified.
Byte 3: GPIO
GPIO pin number:
• 0..7 corresponds to GPIO PORT A pins 0..7;
• 8..15 corresponds to GPIO PORT B pins 0..7;
• 16..23 corresponds to GPIO PORT C pins 0..7.
Byte 4: CFG
CFG byte contains configuration settings for a specific pin. The following values are supported:
• GPIO_CFG_IN (0x0) – I/O pin is configured as a digital input;
• GPIO_CFG_OUT (0x1) – I/O pin is configured as a digital output;
• GPIO_CFG_PWM (0x2) – I/O pin is configured for PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) output;
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• GPIO_CFG_PULSE (0x3) – I/O pin is configured to send single pulses. Byte 5: EXTENDED_CFG
contains extended configuration settings;
• GPIO_CFG_ADC (0x4) – I/O pin is used as an analog input by ADC module. Byte 5:
EXTENDED_CFG contains extended configuration settings;
• GPIO_CFG_CMP (0x5) – I/O pin is used by comparator module. Byte 5: EXTENDED_CFG
contains extended configuration settings;
• GPIO_CFG_FR_CNT (0x6) – I/O pin is used by frequency counter;
• GPIO_CFG_PLS_CNT (0x7) – I/O pin is used by pulse counter;
• GPIO_CFG_HPWM (0x8) – I/O pin is configured for HPWM (High Frequency Pulse Width
Modulation) output;
• GPIO_CFG_NOT_CONFIGURED (0xf) – I/O pin is not configured.
Byte 5: EXTENDED_CFG
EXTENDED_CFG byte contains extended configuration settings for a specific pin. The following values
are supported:

Extended configuration settings for pins used by the comparator module (these
settings are available only when Byte 4: CFG contains GPIO_CFG_CMP (0x5)
value):
• GPIO_CFG_CMP_IN_MINUS (0x0) – I/O pin is configured as VIN- comparator analog input;
• GPIO_CFG_CMP_IN_PLUS (0x1) – I/O pin is configured as VIN+ comparator analog input;
• GPIO_CFG_CMP_OUT (0x2) – I/O pin is configured as comparator digital output;
• GPIO_CFG_CMP_NC (0x3) – I/O is not connected to a comparator;
• GPIO_CFG_CMP_VREF_HIGH (0x4) – I/O pin is configured as High Level Reference Voltage
input;
• GPIO_CFG_CMP_VREF_LOW (0x5) – I/O pin is configured as Low Level Reference Voltage input;
• GPIO_CFG_CMP_OUT_VREF (0x6) – I/O pin is configured as Comparator Voltage Reference
Voltage Module output.

Extended configuration settings for for pins used by ADC module (these
settings are available only when Byte 4: CFG contains GPIO_CFG_ADC (0x4)
value):
• GPIO_CFG_ADC_IN (0x0) – I/O pin is configured as ADC analog input;
• GPIO_CFG_ADC_VREF_HIGH (0x1) – I/O pin is configured as High Level Reference Voltage
input;
• GPIO_CFG_ADC_VREF_LOW (0x2) – I/O pin is configured as Low Level Reference Voltage input.

Extended configuration settings for pins used to send single pulses (these
settings are available only when Byte 4: CFG contains GPIO_CFG_PULSE (0x3)
value):
• GPIO_CFG_PULSE_ACTIVE (0x00) – I/O pin is sending a single pulse at the moment;
• GPIO_CFG_PULSE_IDLE (0x01) – I/O pin is configured to send single pulses, but it is not sending
a pulse at the moment.
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Bytes 6..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.

4.8. GPIO_GET_VAL (0x09)
The GPIO_GET_VAL command retrieves current values on the I/O pins.
This command retrieves:
current input values:
for digital input pins;
current output values:
for digital output pins;
for pulse width modulation (PWM) pins;
for pins sending a single pulse.
For convenience GPIO_GET_VAL_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_VAL response after command execution. The current values on the
I/O pins are specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_VAL Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_VAL

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2..7

Command ID (0x09).
Echo to associate a command with the response.

Reserved

Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_VAL (0x09)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x09.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Bytes 2..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_VAL_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_VAL response after command execution. The current values on I/
O pins are specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_VAL Response
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_VAL

Response ID (0x09).

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Byte 3

PORT A

I/O port A pins values.

Byte 4

PORT B

I/O port B pins values.

Byte 5

PORT C

I/O port C pins values.

Byte 6..7

Reserved

Reserved

Echo to associate a command with the response.
Status of the command execution.
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Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_VAL (0x09)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x09.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – The I/O pins values were successfully retrieved.
Byte 3: PORT A
I/O port A pins values.
Byte 4: PORT B
I/O port B pins values.
Byte 5: PORT C
I/O port C pins values.
Bytes 6..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_GET_VAL_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

4.9. GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM (0x1B)
The GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM command saves current pins configuration settings into internal GPIO-24
adapter EEPROM memory. Each time you connect the adapter to PC it retrieves these settings
from internal EEPROM memory and uses them. Use GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM command to clear
configuration settings saved in internal EEPROM memory.

GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM

Byte 1
Bytes 2..7

ECHO
Reserved

Command ID (0x1B).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0:GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM (0x1B)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x1B.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Bytes 2..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM response after command execution.

GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM Response
Go to Command
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Byte 0

GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Bytes 3..7

Response ID (0x1B).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Command execution status.

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0:GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM (0x1B)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x1B.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x0) – The GPIO pins configuration settings have been saved.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

4.10. GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM (0x1C)
The GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM command clears previously saved configuration settings from the
GPIO-24 adapter internal EEPROM memory. Next time you connect the adapter to PC all the
pins will be not configured. The GPIO_GET_CFG and GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG commands will return
GPIO_CFG_NOT_CONFIGURED (0xf) value. Use GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM command to save the
current GPIO pins configuration settings.

GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM

Byte 1

ECHO

Bytes 2..7

Reserved

Command ID (0x1C).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM (0x1C)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x1C.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Bytes 2..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and have to be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM response after command execution.

GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM Response
Go to Command
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Byte 0

GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Bytes 3..7

Response ID (0x1C).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Command execution status.

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM (0x1C)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x1C.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x0) – The GPIO pins configuration settings have been cleared.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

4.11. GPIO_GET_VDD (0x27)
The GPIO_GET_VDD command allows to retrieve the GPIO-24 adapter supply voltage (VDD). The VDD
can be either 3.3 V or 5.0 V. You can change the GPIO-24 adapter voltage by changing the JP3 jumper
position on the GPIO-24 board. If JP3 is open the VDD equals to 5 V, otherwise it equals to 3,3 V.

GPIO_GET_VDD Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_VDD

Byte 1

ECHO

Bytes 2..7

Command ID (0x27).
Echo to associate a command with the response.

Reserved

Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_VDD (0x27)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x27.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Bytes 2..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_VDD_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_VDD response after command execution. The GPIO-24 adapter
supply voltage is specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_VDD Response
Go to Command
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Byte 0

GPIO_GET_VDD

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Byte 3
Bytes 4..7

Response ID (0x27).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Command execution status.

VDD

The supply voltage (VDD) value.

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_VDD (0x27)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x27.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x0) -The supply voltage (VDD) value has been retrieved.
Byte 3: VDD
The supply voltage (VDD) value. The VDD can be either 3.3 V or 5.0 V. VDD value of 33 corresponds
to 3.3 V. VDD value of 50 corresponds to 5.0 V.
Bytes 4..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_GET_VDD_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.
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Each of 24 USB-I/O adapter GPIO pins can be configured as a digital output. Digital outputs can take
on two different values: 0 and 1.
Output values can be set with GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL command.

Warning
GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL command does not configure the pin as a digital output.
If a pin is in digital output mode, GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL command changes its output value immediately. If
a pin is not in digital output mode, the command saves the output value in internal memory (in output data
latches of every pin). The changes will be applied when the pin is configured as a digital output.
Use GPIO_SET_CFG command to switch the pin to digital output mode.
We recommend to set the output value before switching the pin to digital output mode. In this case you
can be sure that the configured pin immediately starts to output the correct value.
Use GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL command to retrieve output values, stored in output data latches of every of
24 pins. If a pin is not configured as digital output, the value on the pin may differ from the value in its
output data latch. Use GPIO_GET_VAL command to retrieve current output values on the I/O pins.

Digital Outputs Electrical Characteristics
Digital outputs of GPIO-24 adapter are CMOS compatible. The output voltage level depends on JP3
jumper. The digital outputs DC characteristics are specified in the following table:
Characteristic

Min

Max

Units

Condition

-

0.6

V

I = 8.5 mA, -40°C to +85°C

Digital output high voltage (JP3 open)

4.3

-

V

I = -3.0 mA, -40°C to +85°C

Digital output high voltage (JP3 close)

2.6

-

V

I = -3.0 mA, -40°C to +85°C

-

50

pF

Digital output low voltage

Capacitive loading specs on digital outputs

5.1. GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL (0x03)
The GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL command sets output values for all pins of particular I/O port (Byte 2: PORT).
If you want to change values on certain pins use a mask (Byte 3: MASK). It is well known that a byte
consists of 8 bits (which can be 0 or 1). This characteristic is used to create a mask. The mask value allows
to modify certain pins, leaving rest of the pins unchanged. Note, that only the pins with mask bit set to 1
will be affected. The pins with mask bit set to 0 will leave unchanged.
I/O pins can be switched to output mode with the help of GPIO_SET_CFG command.
GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL command can be used prior to GPIO_SET_CFG to preset output values before
switching the pin to output mode. If I/O pin is already in output mode, the output value is applied
immediately.

GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL

Byte 1

ECHO

Echo to associate a command with the response.

Byte 2

PORT

Command execution status.

Byte 3

MASK

Data mask to use while modifying I/O pin output values.

Byte 4
Bytes 5..7

VAL
Reserved

Command ID (0x03).

Bits of this byte are output values to be set on the corresponding pins.
Reserved (must be 0).
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Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL (0x03)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x03.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: PORT
GPIO PORT:
• 0 – GPIO PORT A
• 1 – GPIO PORT B
• 2 – GPIO PORT C
Byte 3: MASK
Data mask to use when modifying I/O pin output values. The mask value allows to modify certain
pins, leaving rest of the pins unchanged. Note, that only the pins with mask bit set to 1 will be affected.
The pins with mask bit set to 0 will leave unchanged.
Byte 4: VAL
Bits of this byte are output values to be set on the corresponding pins.
Bytes 5..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL response after command execution.

GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Bytes 3..7

Response ID (0x20).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Command execution status.

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL (0x03)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x03.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – The I/O pins output values were successfully configured.
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PORT (0x03) – Invalid port number has been specified.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
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For convenience GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

5.2. GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL (0x04)
All GPIO-24 adapter pins have an output data latch. The GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL command retrieves the
values on these data latches. If a pin is not configured as digital output, the value on the pin may differ from
the value in its output data latch. Use GPIO_GET_VAL command to retrieve the values on the I/O pins.

GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2..7

Command ID (0x04).
Echo to associate a command with the response.

Reserved

Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL (0x04)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x04.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Bytes 2..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL response after command execution. The values on output
data latches are specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL Response
Go to Command
The GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL response returns the values on data latches. If pin is not configured in output
mode, the value on the pin may differ from the value on its output data latch. Use GPIO_GET_VAL
command to retrieve the values currently present on the I/O pins.
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL

Byte 1

ECHO

Response ID (0x04).
Echo to associate a response with a specific command.

Byte 2

ST

Byte 3

PORT A

Status of the command execution.
Output values on data latches of the GPIO port A pins.

Byte 4

PORT B

Output values on data latches of the GPIO port B pins.

Byte 5

PORT C

Output values on data latches of the GPIO port C pins.

Byte 6..7

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL (0x04)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x04.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
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• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – The I/O pins output values were successfully retrieved.
Byte 3: PORT A
Output values of the GPIO port A pins.
Byte 4: PORT B
Output values of the GPIO port B pins.
Byte 5: PORT C
Output values of the GPIO port C pins.
Bytes 6..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.

Warning
The I/O pin does not output the value specified in this response if it is not configured for output with the
GPIO_SET_CFG command.
For convenience GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.
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Chapter 6. Digital Inputs
Each of 24 USB-I/O adapter GPIO pins can be configured as a digital input. The pins can be turned into
the digital input mode with GPIO_SET_CFG command. Use GPIO_SET_IN_CFG command to configure
input mode settings for specified I/O pins.
The values for all 24 GPIO pins can be retrieved with GPIO_GET_VAL command. For digital input pins
this command returns current input values.
You can configure digital input pins to send GPIO_EV_IN event to your application. The conditions of the
event generation are defined with three bytes: Byte 4: PHASE, Byte 5: DEBOUNCE and Byte 6: REPEAT
of GPIO_SET_IN_CFG command. For more detailed information see Section 6.1, “Digital Input Event”.

6.1. Digital Input Event
Each of 24 USB-I/O adapter GPIO pins can be configured with GPIO_SET_IN_CFG command to send
GPIO_EV_IN event.
The configuration settings may be identical for several pins of one port. Use data mask to specify the pins
which should be configured identically. You can specify data mask in Byte 3: MASK of GPIO_SET_IN_CFG
command. It is well known that a byte consists of 8 bits (which can be 0 or 1). This characteristic is used
to create a mask. The configuration settings are applied only for the pins with the corresponding mask
bit set to 1.
Use Byte 4: PHASE of GPIO_SET_IN_CFG command to define the conditions of GPIO_EV_IN event
generation. For more detailed information see Section 6.2, “Phase of Event Generation for Digital Input
Pins”.
If the phase configuration is set to GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_0 or GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_1 the event can be sent
periodically while the event condition exists. This repeat interval in units of 100 ms is specified in Byte 6:
REPEAT of GPIO_SET_IN_CFG command.
Contact bounce may cause sending numerous events. To avoid it, debounce algorithm is implemented in
USB-I/O interface adapter. The new value is only accepted if it is stable for a predefined period of time.
The time period is defined with Byte 5: DEBOUNCE in ms. If Byte 5: DEBOUNCE = 0, the debounce
check is not carried out.
The event may return current values on one input pin or on several pins at once. Use data masks to define
which pins the event has been sent for. Data masks for port A, port B and port C pins are stored in Byte 5:
A_MASK, Byte 6: B_MASK and Byte 7: C_MASK of GPIO_EV_IN event. Current values on the input pins
of port A, port B and port C are stored in Byte 2: A_VAL, Byte 3: B_VAL and Byte 4: C_VAL of GPIO_EV_IN
event. Note, that these values are valid only for the pins with the corresponding mask bit set to 1.

6.2. Phase of Event Generation for Digital Input Pins
Byte 4: PHASE of GPIO_SET_IN_CFG command defines the conditions when GPIO-24 adapter sends
GPIO_EV_IN event.
This byte can take on one of 6 different values:
• GPIO_IN_EV_NONE (0x00) – No events are sent for current pin.
• GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_0 (0x01) – Events are sent when pin has logical "0" on its input.
• GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_1 (0x02) – Events are sent when pin has logical "1" on its input.
• GPIO_IN_EV_RISING (0x03) – Events are sent when input value changes from logical "0" to "1".
• GPIO_IN_EV_FALLING (0x04) – Events are sent when input value changes from logical "1" to "0".
• GPIO_IN_EV_CHANGE (0x05) – Events are sent when input value of the pin changes.
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6.2.1. GPIO_IN_EV_NONE (0x00) – No events are sent
No events are sent for current pin.

I/O pin can still be switched to input mode with the help of GPIO_SET_CFG command.
The input values can be obtained with the help of GPIO_GET_VAL command.
Byte 5: DEBOUNCE and Byte 6: REPEAT are ignored and will be reset to 0.

6.2.2. GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_0 (0x01) – Sending events when pin has
logical "0" on its input
Events are sent when pin has logical "0" on its input.

If Byte 6: REPEAT is non-zero, GPIO-24 adapter sends events every REPEAT * 100 ms while the pin has
logical "0" on its input .
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If Byte 5: DEBOUNCE is non-zero, the event is sent only if logical "0" is stable for a predefined period of
time. The time period is defined in ms.

6.2.3. GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_1 (0x01) – Sending events when pin has
logical "1" on its input
Events are sent when pin has logical "1" on its input.
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If Byte 6: REPEAT is non-zero, GPIO-24 adapter sends events every REPEAT * 100 ms while the pin has
logical "1" on its input .

If Byte 5: DEBOUNCE is non-zero, the event is sent only if logical "1" is stable for a predefined period of
time. The time period is defined in ms.

6.2.4. GPIO_IN_EV_RISING (0x03) – Sending events when input
value changes from logical "0" to "1"
Events are sent when input value changes from logical "0" to "1".
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Byte 6: REPEAT is ignored and will be reset to 0.
If Byte 5: DEBOUNCE is non-zero, the event is sent only if logical "1" is stable for a predefined period of
time. The time period is defined in ms.

6.2.5. GPIO_IN_EV_FALLING (0x04) – Sending events when input
value changes from logical "1" to "0"
Events are sent when input value changes from logical "1" to "0".
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Byte 6: REPEAT is ignored and will be reset to 0.
If Byte 5: DEBOUNCE is non-zero, the event is sent only if logical "0" is stable for a predefined period of
time. The time period is defined in ms.

6.2.6. GPIO_IN_EV_CHANGE (0x05) – Sending events when input
value of the pin changes
Events are sent when input value of the pin changes.

Byte 6: REPEAT is ignored and will be reset to 0.
If Byte 5: DEBOUNCE is non-zero, the event is sent only if input value of the pin is stable for a predefined
period of time. The time period is defined in ms.
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6.3. Electrical Characteristics of Digital Inputs
USB-I/O adapter digital input pins have either TTL or Schmitt Trigger buffer. Refer to I/O Pinout table to
determine the input type for each specific pin.
Electrical characteristics of digital input pins are specified in the following table:
Characteristic

Min

Max

Units

Condition

VSS

0.8

V

JP3 open

VSS

0.5

V

JP3 close

VSS

1.0

V

JP3 open

VSS

0.66

V

JP3 close

2.0

5.0

V

JP3 open

1.65

3.3

V

JP3 close

4.0

5.0

V

JP3 open

2.65

3.3

V

Digital input low voltage:
Pins with TTL buffer
Pins with Schmitt Trigger buffer
Digital input high voltage:
Pins with TTL buffer
Pins with Schmitt Trigger buffer
Input leakage current

-

±1

µA

JP3 close
VSS ≤ VPIN ≤ VDD
pin at high-impedance

6.4. GPIO_SET_IN_CFG (0x05)
The GPIO_SET_IN_CFG command configures input mode settings for specified I/O pins. If I/O
pin is already in input mode, settings are applied immediately. If a pin is not in input mode, use
GPIO_SET_CFG command to configure it as a digital input. GPIO_SET_IN_CFG command can be used
prior to GPIO_SET_CFG command.

GPIO_SET_IN_CFG Command
Go to Response
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Byte 0

GPIO_SET _IN_CFG

Command ID (0x05).

Byte 1

ECHO

Echo to associate a command with the response.

Byte 2

PORT

GPIO port.

Byte 3

MASK

Data mask to use while modifying I/O pin configuration.

Byte 4

PHASE

Phase configuration

Byte 5

DEBOUNCE

Byte 6

REPEAT

Repeat interval in units of 100 ms.

Byte 7

Reserved

Reserved (must be 0).

Debounce time in ms.

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_IN_CFG (0x05)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x05.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: PORT
GPIO PORT:
• 0 – GPIO PORT A
• 1 – GPIO PORT B
• 2 – GPIO PORT C
Byte 3: MASK
Data mask to use while modifying I/O pin digital input mode configuration. It is well known that a byte
consists of 8 bits (which can be 0 or 1). This characteristic is used to create a mask. The mask value
allows to modify certain pins, leaving rest of the pins unchanged. Note, that only the pins with mask
bit set to 1 will be affected.
Byte 4: PHASE
Phase configuration, which determines the conditions when GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_EV_IN
event.
The following values are available for this byte:
• GPIO_IN_EV_NONE (0x00) – No events are sent for current pin. For more detailed information see
Section 6.2.1, “GPIO_IN_EV_NONE (0x00) – No events are sent”.
• GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_0 (0x01) – Events are sent when pin has logical "0" on its input. For more
detailed information see Section 6.2.2, “GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_0 (0x01) – Sending events when pin
has logical "0" on its input”.
• GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_1 (0x02) – Events are sent when pin has logical "1" on its input. For more
detailed information see Section 6.2.3, “GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_1 (0x01) – Sending events when pin
has logical "1" on its input”.
• GPIO_IN_EV_RISING (0x03) – Events are sent when input value changes from logical "0" to "1".
For more detailed information see Section 6.2.4, “GPIO_IN_EV_RISING (0x03) – Sending events
when input value changes from logical "0" to "1"”.
• GPIO_IN_EV_FALLING (0x04) – Events are sent when input value changes from logical "1" to "0".
For more detailed information see Section 6.2.5, “GPIO_IN_EV_FALLING (0x04) – Sending events
when input value changes from logical "1" to "0"”.
• GPIO_IN_EV_CHANGE (0x05) – Events are sent when input value of the pin changes. For more
detailed information see Section 6.2.6, “GPIO_IN_EV_CHANGE (0x05) – Sending events when
input value of the pin changes”.
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Byte 5: DEBOUNCE
To avoid sending numerous events caused by contact bounce, GPIO-24 adapter accepts signal
change only after the new value is stable. Byte 5: DEBOUNCE parameter specifies the debounce
time in ms. If Byte 5: DEBOUNCE = 0, the debounce check is not carried out.
Byte 6: REPEAT
Byte 6 defines the repeat interval in units of 100 ms for the event GPIO_EV_IN generation. Byte 6:
REPEAT is used for pins with phase configuration set to GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_0 or GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_1.
It is ignored for pins with other phase configurations. If Byte 6: REPEAT is non-zero , GPIO-24
adapter sends events each REPEAT*100 ms. For more detailed information see Section 6.1, “Digital
Input Event”.
Byte 7: Reserved
This byte is reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_SET_IN_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_SET_IN_CFG response after command execution.

GPIO_SET_IN_CFG Response
Go to Command
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_SET_IN_CFG response after GPIO_SET_IN_CFG command execution.
It contains the command execution status.
Byte 0

GPIO_SET _IN_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2
Byte 3..7

Response ID (0x05).
Echo to associate a command with the response.

ST

Status of the command execution.

Reserved

Reserved.

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_IN_CFG (0x05)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x05.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – The I/O pins were successfully configured.
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PORT (0x03) – Invalid port number has been specified.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_SET_IN_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

6.5. GPIO_GET_IN_CFG (0x06)
The GPIO_GET_IN_CFG command retrieves input mode settings for specified I/O pin. The settings are
configured with GPIO_SET_IN_CFG command.

GPIO_GET_IN_CFG Command
Go to Response
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Byte 0

GPIO_GET_IN_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Echo to associate a command with the response.

Byte 2

GPIO

GPIO pin number.

Byte 3..7

Reserved

Command ID (0x06).

Reserved (must be set to 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_IN_CFG (0x06)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x06.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: GPIO
GPIO pin number:
• 0..7 corresponds to GPIO PORT A pins 0..7
• 8..15 corresponds to GPIO PORT B pins 0..7
• 16..23 corresponds to GPIO PORT C pins 0..7
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_IN_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_IN_CFG response after command execution. The configuration
settings are specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_IN_CFG Response
Go to Command
The GPIO_GET_IN_CFG response contains input mode configuration settings for I/O pin specified in
GPIO_GET_IN_CFG command.
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_IN_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Byte 3

GPIO

Byte 4

PHASE

Byte 5

DEBOUNCE

Response ID (0x06).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Status of the command execution.
GPIO pin number.
Phase configuration
Debounce time in ms.

Byte 6

REPEAT

Repeat interval in units of 100 ms.

Byte 7

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_IN_CFG (0x06)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x06.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – The I/O pin input mode configuration settings were successfully
retrieved.
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• GPIO_ST_INVALID_GPIO (0x02) – Invalid I/O pin number has been specified.
Byte 3: GPIO
GPIO pin number:
• 0..7 corresponds to GPIO PORT A pins 0..7
• 8..15 corresponds to GPIO PORT B pins 0..7
• 16..23 corresponds to GPIO PORT C pins 0..7
Byte 4: PHASE
Phase configuration, which determines the conditions when GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_EV_IN
event.
The following values are available for this byte:
• GPIO_IN_EV_NONE (0x00) – No events are sent for current pin. For more detailed information see
Section 6.2.1, “GPIO_IN_EV_NONE (0x00) – No events are sent”.
• GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_0 (0x01) – Events are sent when pin has logical "0" on its input. For more
detailed information see Section 6.2.2, “GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_0 (0x01) – Sending events when pin
has logical "0" on its input”.
• GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_1 (0x02) – Events are sent when pin has logical "1" on its input. For more
detailed information see Section 6.2.3, “GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_1 (0x01) – Sending events when pin
has logical "1" on its input”.
• GPIO_IN_EV_RISING (0x03) – Events are sent when input value changes from logical "0" to "1".
For more detailed information see Section 6.2.4, “GPIO_IN_EV_RISING (0x03) – Sending events
when input value changes from logical "0" to "1"”.
• GPIO_IN_EV_FALLING (0x04) – Events are sent when input value changes from logical "1" to "0".
For more detailed information see Section 6.2.5, “GPIO_IN_EV_FALLING (0x04) – Sending events
when input value changes from logical "1" to "0"”.
• GPIO_IN_EV_CHANGE (0x05) – Events are sent when input value of the pin changes. For more
detailed information see Section 6.2.6, “GPIO_IN_EV_CHANGE (0x05) – Sending events when
input value of the pin changes”.
Byte 5: DEBOUNCE
To avoid sending numerous events caused by contact bounce, GPIO-24 adapter accepts signal
change only after the new value is stable. Byte 5: DEBOUNCE contains the debounce time in ms. If
Byte 5: DEBOUNCE = 0, the debounce check is not carried out.
Byte 6: REPEAT
Byte 6 defines the repeat interval in units of 100 ms for the event GPIO_EV_IN generation. Byte 6:
REPEAT is used for pins with phase configuration set to GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_0 or GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_1.
It is ignored for pins with other phase configurations. If Byte 6: REPEAT is non-zero , GPIO-24
adapter sends events each REPEAT*100 ms. For more detailed information see Section 6.1, “Digital
Input Event”.
Byte 7: Reserved
This byte is reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_GET_IN_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

6.6. GPIO_EV_IN (0x82)
GPIO-24 adapter can send GPIO_EV_IN event to your application.
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You can configure event generation conditions with GPIO_SET_IN_CFG command. For more detailed
information see Section 6.1, “Digital Input Event”.
The GPIO_EV_IN event returns the following information:
• current values on the input pins of port A, port B and port C (Byte 2: A_VAL, Byte 3: B_VAL and Byte
4: C_VAL);
• data masks for port A, port B and port C pins values (Byte 5: A_MASK, Byte 6: B_MASK, Byte 7:
C_MASK).
Use data masks to define which pins the event has been sent for. Current values on inputs are valid only
for the pins with the corresponding mask bit set to 1.
Byte 0

GPIO_EV_IN

Response ID (0x82).

Byte 1

CNT

Byte 2

A_VAL

Counter value.
Port A input pins values.

Byte 3

B_VAL

Port B input pins values.

Byte 4

C_VAL

Port C input pins values.

Byte 5

A_MASK

Data mask for port A pins values.

Byte 6

B_MASK

Data mask for port B pins values.

Byte 7

C_MASK

Data mask for port C pins values.

Event is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_EV_IN (0x82)
Event ID (event type). This byte will contain 0x82.
Byte 1: CNT
Counter value. This counter is incremented by GPIO-24 adapter with each event.
Byte 2: A_VAL
Port A input pins values. Only values with the corresponding mask bit set to 1 are valid. The data mask
is stored in Byte 5: A_MASK.
Byte 3: B_VAL
Port B input pins values. Only values with the corresponding mask bit set to 1 are valid. The data mask
is stored in Byte 6: B_MASK.
Byte 4: C_VAL
Port C input pins values. Only values with the corresponding mask bit set to 1 are valid. The data mask
is stored in Byte 7: C_MASK.
Byte 5: A_MASK
Data mask for port A pins values. If mask bit equals to 1, the corresponding bit of Byte 2: A_VAL
contains valid value. If mask bit equals to 0. the corresponding bit of Byte 2: A_VAL should be
ignored.
Byte 6: B_MASK
Data mask for port B pins values. If mask bit equals to 1, the corresponding bit of Byte 3: B_VAL
contains valid value. If mask bit equals to 0. the corresponding bit of Byte 3: B_VAL should be
ignored.
Byte 7: C_MASK
Data mask for port C pins values. If mask bit equals to 1, the corresponding bit of Byte 4: C_VAL
contains valid value. If mask bit equals to 0. the corresponding bit of Byte 4: C_VAL should be
ignored.
For convenience GPIO_IN_EV structure is declared in reports.h file.
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USB-I/O interface adapter has 5 analog inputs connected to 10-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC). When
you switch on the ADC module, the C.1, C.2, C.5, C.6 and B.3 pins automatically become analog inputs.
You can use these inputs to measure voltage, current and resistance generated by wide range of analog
sensors.
The ADC module converts an input voltage relative to voltage reference. The analog inputs may have a
voltage range from VRefLow to VRefHi for making conversion. VRefLow can be either internal (the adapter
negative supply voltage – VSS) or external (the voltage level on the C.5 pin). And VRefHigh can be either
internal (the adapter positive supply voltage – VDD) or external (the voltage level on the C.6 pin). For more
detailed information see Section 7.3, “Analog Reference Voltage”.
The ADC module is software controlled. Using ADC commands, you can enable/disable the ADC module
and select the analog reference voltage. You can request the analog input value at any time. Besides, ADC
module may periodically send events containing the analog input values. Or you can define limits (high
and low threshold values) and ADC module will generate events when the threshold values are reached.
For more detailed information about the ADC module events see Section 7.4, “ADC Event”.

7.1. Association between analog input voltage and ADC
digital code
USB-I/O interface adapter ADC module allows conversion of an analog input signal to the corresponding
10-bit digital number. The result is generated via successive approximation. The analog-to-digital
conversion can be represented mathematically as:

where:
• ADCCode – ADC digital output code;
• VIn – analog input voltage;
• VRefHi – upper reference voltage;
• VRefLow – lower reference voltage.
For more detailed information about the reference voltage see Section 7.3, “Analog Reference Voltage”.
We get much simpler expression when VRefLow is equal to zero:

If VRefHi = 5V and VRefLow = 0, analog-to-digital conversion can be illustrated by the following diagram:
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7.2. ADC Module SW Interface
GPIO-24 analog-to-digital converter is easy to setup and use. You can enable/disable the ADC module
and select the analog reference voltage. You can request the analog input values at any time. Besides,
ADC module may send the analog input values periodically or when user-defined limits are reached.
Use GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG command to configure the ADC module of USB-I/O adapter. You
can enable/disable the ADC module with this command. When you enable the ADC module, all the 5 pins
(C.1, C.2, C.5, C.6 and B.3) are switched to analog input mode.
You can specify the analog reference voltage in Byte 3. Bit 0: VREF_HI and Bit 1: VREF_LOW of this
byte are used to configure VRefHi and VRefLow, respectively. The upper reference voltage (VRefHi) can be
either the GPIO-24 adapter positive supply voltage (VDD) or the voltage on the C.6 pin. VRefLow can be
either negative supply voltage (VSS) or the voltage level on the C.5 pin.
Use GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG command to set the conditions of event generation. You may
specify the low threshold value in Bytes 4..5: LOW_LSB/LOW_MSB and the high threshold value in Bytes
6..7: HIGH_LSB/HIGH_MSB. These limits are constantly compared with input voltage. The event can be
sent when input voltage reaches user-defined limits, depending on the condition of comparison (Bits 7..4:
EVENT_CONDITION of Byte 2).
USB-I/O adapter may send events periodically with predefined interval. The repeat interval is specified in
Byte 3: REPEAT in units of 10 ms.
For more detailed information about the event see Section 7.4, “ADC Event”.
By default, the ADC channels settings (configured with GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG command)
are saved in USB-I/O adapter memory. When you switch off the ADC module, the C.1, C.2, C.5, C.6
and B.3 pins cease to be analog inputs, but the ADC channels configuration is retained. To reset the
pins configurations, specify 1 in Byte 4: RESET_CHANNELS of GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG command.
After reset the default values are applied to all ADC channels.
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With GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL command you can get the current analog input values. Send
GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG command to retrieve the conditions of event generation. ADC module
configuration can be retrieved with GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG command.

7.3. Analog Reference Voltage
GPIO-24 analog-to-digital converter can measure input voltage from VRefLow up to VRefHi. The reference
voltage is software selectable and can be internal or external.
So, VRefLow can be:
• negative supply voltage (VSS) – internal;
• the voltage level on the C.5 pin – external.
VRefHi can be:
• positive supply voltage (VDD) – internal;
• the voltage level on the C.6 pin – external.
You can select the reference voltage with GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG command. Choose VRefLow in
Bit 1: VREF_LOW and VRefHi in Bit 0: VREF_HI.
If you use the external reference voltage, the following requirements must be met:
• reference voltage range must be no less than 3V:

• upper reference voltage must be more than VSS and less than VDD:

• lower reference voltage must meet the following requirement:

• recommended impedance of analog voltage source must be less than 2.5k:

With external reference voltage you can achieve better accuracy of measurement than with USB-I/O
adapter supply voltage. USB-I/O adapter supply voltage depends on the voltage level of USB port. When
using the external reference voltage, keep in mind that any analog input voltage must not exceed VRefHi.
An inexpensive way to generate VRef is by employing a Zener diode:
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Most common Zener diodes offer 5% accuracy. Reverse bias current may be as low as 10 μA. However,
larger currents (1-20 mA) are recommended for stability, as well as for lower impedance of the VRef source.
Finally, various reference voltage generator chips (typically using on-chip band-gap reference) are
available. They are more accurate.
You can measure larger range of voltage levels if you connect the analog input to the output of a voltage
divider. In theory, you can measure an indefinitely large DC and AC voltage with the help of resistive
dividers. But keep in mind that GPIO-24 adapter does not have galvanic isolation from the PC. The
improper connection to the source of high voltage (or current) can damage both the USB-I/O adapter and
the PC.

7.4. ADC Event
ADC module send current voltage to the user-mode application:
• periodically with predefined repeat interval;
• when user-defined limits are reached.
For this purpose GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_EV_ADC event to your application. The conditions of the
event generation are set with GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG command as described below.
If you do not want to receive events at all:
Set GPIO_ADC_EV_NONE (0x0) value in Bits 7..4: EVENT_CONDITION of Byte 2. The measured
voltage can still be retrieved with GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL command.

If you want to receive the event periodically:
Set GPIO_ACD_EV_ALWAYS (0x5) value in Bits 7..4: EVENT_CONDITION of Byte 2. In this
case events will be sent periodically with predefined interval. Specify the non-zero interval in Byte 3:
REPEAT. The repeat interval is specified in units of 10 ms. That allows to set the interval up to 2550
ms (2.5 s).
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If you want to receive the event when user-defined limits are reached:
Specify low and high threshold values in Bytes 4..5: LOW_LSB/LOW_MSB and Bytes 6..7: HIGH_LSB/
HIGH_MSB. You can set any value from 0 to 0x3FF as low and high threshold values. 0 corresponds
to VRefLow and 0x3FF corresponds to VRefHi voltage.
Use the following expression to calculate the high and low threshold values:

where:
• Threshold Value – value, that should be specified in Bytes 4..7;
• VTV – threshold voltage;
• VRefHi – upper reference voltage;
• VRefLow – lower reference voltage.
USB-I/O adapter constantly compares current voltage with these threshold values. The event can be
generated:
• when the input voltage descends below the low threshold value:
Set GPIO_ADC_EV_BELOW (0x1) value in Bits 7..4: EVENT_CONDITION of Byte 2. The low
threshold value is specified in Bytes 4..5: LOW_LSB/LOW_MSB.

You can also configure USB-I/O adapter to send events periodically while the input voltage is below
the low threshold value. To do this, specify the repeat interval in Byte 3: REPEAT.
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• when the input voltage rises above the high threshold value:
Set GPIO_ADC_EV_ABOVE (0x2) value in Bits 7..4: EVENT_CONDITION of Byte 2. The high
threshold value is specified in Bytes 6..7: HIGH_LSB/HIGH_MSB.

You can also configure USB-I/O adapter to send events periodically while the input voltage is above
the high threshold value. To do this, specify the repeat interval in Byte 3: REPEAT.

• when the input voltage exceeds user-defined limits:
Set GPIO_ADC_EV_OUTSIDE (0x3) value in Bits 7..4: EVENT_CONDITION of Byte 2. The event
will be sent when the input voltage descends below the low threshold value or rises above the high
threshold value. The low threshold value is specified in Bytes 4..5: LOW_LSB/LOW_MSB. The high
threshold value is specified in Bytes 6..7: HIGH_LSB/HIGH_MSB.

You can also configure USB-I/O adapter to send events periodically while the input voltage is outside
user-defined limits. To do this, specify the repeat interval in Byte 3: REPEAT.

• when the input voltage is within user-defined limits:
Set GPIO_ADC_EV_INSIDE (0x4) value in Bits 7..4: EVENT_CONDITION of Byte 2. The event
will be sent when the input voltage is between the low and high threshold values. The low threshold
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value is specified in Bytes 4..5: LOW_LSB/LOW_MSB. The high threshold value is specified in Bytes
6..7: HIGH_LSB/HIGH_MSB.

You can also configure USB-I/O adapter to send events periodically while the input voltage is within
user-defined limits. To do this, specify the repeat interval in Byte 3: REPEAT.

7.5. Default Values of ADC Channels
Default values are the preset configuration of ADC channels that is used when the user provides no
settings.
The default values are as follows:
Condition of the event generation

GPIO_ADC_EV_NONE (0x0) – No events are sent

Repeat interval for the event generation

0

Low threshold value

0

High threshold value

0

7.6. GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG (0x20)
The GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG command switches on/off the ADC module of GPIO-24 adapter and
configures the reference voltage.

GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ON

Byte 3 Bits 7..2
Bit 1
Bit 0
Byte 4
Bytes 5..7

Reserved

Command ID (must be 0x20).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
ADC module state (on/off)
Reserved (must be 0).

VREF_LOW

Low reference voltage configuration.

VREF_HI

High reference voltage configuration.

RESET_CHANNELS
Reserved

ADC channels Reset byte
Reserved (must be 0)

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG (0x20)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It must be set to 0x20.
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Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: ON
The ADC module state (on/off):
• 1 – turn on the ADC module. The C.1, C.2, C.5, C.6 and B.3 pins become analog inputs (ADC
channels). GPIO_GET_CFG and GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG commands will return GPIO_CFG_ADC
(0x4) value for the pins. The pins can be used only by the ADC module;
• 0 – turn off the ADC module. The ADC mode will be switched off on the C.1, C.2,
C.5, C.6 and B.3 pins. GPIO_GET_CFG and GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG commands will return
GPIO_CFG_NOT_CONFIGURED (0xf) value for the pins. The pins can be used by any module.
Byte 3: VREF
This byte contains reference voltage configuration. You can use either USB-I/O adapter supply
voltage (VDD and VSS) or the external reference voltage connected to C.6 (VRefHi) and C.5 (VRefLow)
pins:
Bits 7..2

Bit 1

Bit 0

Reserved

VREF_LOW

VREF_HI

Bits 7..2: Reserved
These bits are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
Bit 1: VREF_LOW
The low reference voltage:
• 1 – the external voltage reference on C.5 pin is used as low reference voltage;
• 0 – the USB-I/O adapter negative supply voltage (VSS) is used as low reference voltage.
Bit 0: VREF_HI
The high reference voltage:
• 1 – the external voltage reference on C.6 pin is used as high reference voltage;
• 0 – the USB-I/O adapter positive supply voltage (VDD) is used as high reference voltage.
If you use the external reference voltage, the following requirements must be met:
• (VRefHi – VRefLow) ≥ 3V
• VSS < VRefHi < VDD
• (VSS – 0.3V) < VRefLow < (VDD – 3.0V)
• Impedance of the reference voltage source must be less then 2.5k
Byte 4: RESET_CHANNELS
The ADC channels Reset byte:
• 1 – the ADC channels settings (configured with GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG command) will
be reset. The default values will be applied to all ADC channels;
• 0 – the ADC channels settings (configured with GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG command and
saved in USB-I/O adapter memory) will not be reset.
Bytes 5..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future and must be set to 0.
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For convenience GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG response after command execution.

GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

Echo to associate a command with the response.

ST

Bytes 3..7

Response ID (0x20).
Command execution status.

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG (0x20)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x20.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

7.7. GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG (0x25)
The GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG command retrieves the ADC module configuration.

GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG Command
Go to Response
Byte 0
Byte 1
Bytes 2..7

GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG
ECHO
Reserved

Response ID (0x25).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Reserved

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG (0x25)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x25.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Bytes 2..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG response after command execution. ADC module
configuration settings are specified inside the response.
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GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Response ID (0x25)
Echo to associate a command with the response

Byte 2

ST

Status of the command execution

Byte 3

ON

ADC module state (on/off)

Bits 7..2
Byte 4 Bit 1
Bit 0
Bytes 5..7

Reserved

Reserved

VREF_LOW

Low reference voltage configuration

VREF_HI

High reference voltage configuration.

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG (0x25)
This byte contains response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x25.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – ADC module configuration has been succesfully retrieved.
Byte 3: ON
The ADC module state (on/off):
• 1 – the ADC module is turned on. The C.1, C.2, C.5, C.6 and B.3 pins are analog inputs (ADC
channels);
• 0 – the ADC module is turned off. The ADC mode is switched off on the C.1, C.2, C.5, C.6 and
B.3 pins.
Byte 4: VREF
This byte contains the value of reference voltage. You can use either USB-I/O adapter supply voltage
(VDD and VSS) or the external reference voltage connected to C.6 (VRefHi) and C.5 (VRefLow) pins.
Bits 7..2

Bit 1

Bit 0

Reserved

VREF_LOW

VREF_HI

Bits 7..2: Reserved
These bits are reserved for future usage
Bit 1: VREF_LOW
The low reference voltage:
• 1 – the external voltage reference on C.5 pin is used as low reference voltage;
• 0 – the USB-I/O adapter negative supply voltage (VSS) is used as low reference voltage.
Bit 0: VREF_HI
The high reference voltage:
• 1 – the external voltage reference on C.6 pin is used as high reference voltage;
• 0 – the USB-I/O adapter positive supply voltage (VDD) is used as high reference voltage.
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Bytes 5..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

7.8. GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG (0x21)
The GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG command configures the conditions of GPIO_EV_ADC event
generation.

GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG Command ID (0x21).

Byte 1
Byte 2

ECHO

Echo to associate a command with the response.

Bits 7..4

EVENT_CONDITION

Bits 3..0

CHANNEL

Condition of the event generation
ID number of the ADC channel

Byte 3

REPEAT

Byte 4

LOW_LSB

Repeat interval value in units of 10 ms
Low threshold value (least significant byte)

Byte 5

LOW_MSB

Low threshold value (most significant byte)

Byte 6

HI_LSB

High threshold value (least significant byte)

Byte 7

HI_MSB

High threshold value (most significant byte)

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG (0x21)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x21.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2:
Bits 7..4

Bits 3..0

EVENT_CONDITION

CHANNEL

Bits 7..4: EVENT_CONDITION
The bits define the condition when USB-I/O adapter sends GPIO_EV_ADC event. It can take on
one of the following values:
• GPIO_ADC_EV_NONE (0x0) – No events are sent for current ADC channel.
• GPIO_ADC_EV_BELOW (0x1) – The event is sent when the input voltage descends below the
low threshold value. High threshold value is ignored.
• GPIO_ADC_EV_ABOVE (0x2) – The event is sent when the input voltage rises above high
threshold value. Low threshold value is ignored.
• GPIO_ADC_EV_OUTSIDE (0x3) – The event is sent when the input voltage exceeds the limits
specified by low and high threshold values.
• GPIO_ADC_EV_INSIDE (0x4) – The event is sent when the input voltage is within the limits
specified by low and high threshold values.
• GPIO_ACD_EV_ALWAYS (0x5) – The events are sent periodically with predefined interval. The
non-zero repeat interval is specified in Byte 3: REPEAT.
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For more detailed information about the event generation see Section 7.4, “ADC Event”.
Bits 3..0: CHANNEL
The number of ADC channel:
• 0 – C.1 pin;
• 1 – C.2 pin;
• 2 – C.5 pin;
• 3 – C.6 pin;
• 4 – B.3 pin.
Byte 3: REPEAT
This byte defines the repeat interval for GPIO_EV_ADC event generation. If this byte is non-zero,
GPIO-24 adapter sends events each REPEAT * 10 ms. For more detailed information see Section 7.4,
“ADC Event”.
Bytes 4..7: LOW_LSB/LOW_MSB/HI_LSB/HI_MSB
These bytes define low and high threshold values. You can set any value from 0 to 0x3FF as low and
high threshold values. 0 corresponds to VRefLow and 0x3FF corresponds to VRefHi voltage.
Byte 4: LOW_LSB – least significant byte of low threshold value.
Byte 5: LOW_MSB – most significant byte of low threshold value.
Byte 6: HI_LSB – least significant byte of high threshold value.
Byte 7: HI_MSB – most significant byte of high threshold value.
For convenience GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG response after command execution.

GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2
Bytes 3..7

Response ID (0x21).
Echo to associate a command with the response.

ST

Command execution status.

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG (0x21)
This byte contains response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x21.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – ADC channel configuration was succesfully configured.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.
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7.9. GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG (0x26)
The GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG command retrieves the configuration settings for specified ADC
channel (analog input).

GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG Command ID (0x26)

Byte 1

ECHO

Echo to associate a command with the response.

Byte 2

CHANNEL

ID number of the ADC channel

Bytes 3..7

Reserved

Reserved (must be 0)

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG (0x26)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x26.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: CHANNEL
ID number of the ADC channel to retrieve the configuration settings for :
• 0 – C.1 pin;
• 1 – C.2 pin;
• 2 – C.5 pin;
• 3 – C.6 pin;
• 4 – B.3 pin.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG response after command execution. ADC
channel configuration settings are specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG Response ID (0x26).

Byte 1
Byte 2
Byte 3

ECHO

Echo to associate a command with the response.

Bits 7..4

ST

Status of the command execution.

Bits 3..0

EVENT_CONDITION

Condition of the event generation

REPEAT

Repeat interval value in units of 10 ms

Byte 4

LOW_LSB

Low threshold value (least significant byte)

Byte 5

LOW_MSB

Low threshold value (most significant byte)

Byte 6

HI_LSB

High threshold value (least significant byte)

Byte 7

HI_MSB

High threshold value (most significant byte)
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Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG (0x26)
This byte contains response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x26.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2:
Bits 7..4

Bits 3..0

ST

EVENT_CONDITION

Bits 7..4: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – ADC channel configuration was succesfully retrieved.
Bits 3..0: EVENT_CONDITION
The condition when USB-I/O adapter sends GPIO_EV_ADC event:
• GPIO_ADC_EV_NONE (0x0) – No events are sent for current ADC channel.
• GPIO_ADC_EV_BELOW (0x1) – The event is sent when the input voltage descends below the
low threshold value. High threshold value is ignored.
• GPIO_ADC_EV_ABOVE (0x2) – The event is sent when the input voltage rises above high
threshold value. Low threshold value is ignored.
• GPIO_ADC_EV_OUTSIDE (0x3) – The event is sent when the input voltage exceeds the limits
specified by low and high threshold values.
• GPIO_ADC_EV_INSIDE (0x4) – The event is sent when the input voltage is within the limits
specified by low and high threshold values.
• GPIO_ACD_EV_ALWAYS (0x5) – The events are sent periodically with predefined interval. The
non-zero repeat interval is specified in Byte 3: REPEAT.
For more detailed information about the event generation see Section 7.4, “ADC Event”.
Byte 3: REPEAT
This byte contains the repeat interval for GPIO_EV_ADC event generation. If this byte is non-zero,
GPIO-24 adapter sends events each REPEAT * 10 ms. For more detailed information about the event
generation see Section 7.4, “ADC Event”.
Bytes 4..7: LOW_LSB/LOW_MSB/HI_LSB/HI_MSB
These bytes contain low and high threshold values.
Byte 4: LOW_LSB – least significant byte of low threshold value.
Byte 5: LOW_MSB – most significant byte of low threshold value.
Byte 6: HI_LSB – least significant byte of high threshold value.
Byte 7: HI_MSB – most significant byte of high threshold value.
For convenience GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

7.10. GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL (0x11)
The GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL command retrieves current voltage from two channels at once.
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GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

CHANNEL1

ID number of the ADC channel

Byte 3

CHANNEL2

ID number of the ADC channel

Bytes 4..7

Response ID (0x11).
Echo to associate command with the response.

Reserved

Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL (0x11)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x11.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Bytes 2..3: CHANNEL1/CHANNEL2
The GPIO-24 adapter can retrieve current voltage from two channels at once. These bytes define the
ID number of the ADC channel to retrieve voltage from:
• 0 – C.1 pin;
• 1 – C.2 pin;
• 2 – C.5 pin;
• 3 – C.6 pin;
• 4 – B.3 pin.
Bytes 4..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL response after command execution. Current voltage is
specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Response ID (0x11).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Command execution status

Byte 3

CHANNEL1_LSB

Current voltage on the ADC channel (least significant byte)

Byte 4

CHANNEL1_MSB

Current voltage on the ADC channel (most significant byte)

Byte 5

CHANNEL2_LSB

Current voltage on the ADC channel (least significant byte)

Byte 6

CHANNEL2_MSB

Current voltage on the ADC channel (most significant byte)

Byte 7

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL (0x11)
This byte contains response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x26.
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Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: ST
Byte 3: CHANNEL1_LSB/CHANNEL1_MSB
Current voltage on the ADC channel
Byte 3: CHANNEL1_LSB – least significant byte of current voltage.
Byte 4: CHANNEL1_MSB – most significant byte of current voltage.
Byte 5: CHANNEL2_LSB
Current voltage on the ADC channel
Byte 5: CHANNEL2_LSB – least significant byte of current voltage.
Byte 6: CHANNEL2_MSB – most significant byte of current voltage.
Byte 7: Reserved
This byte is reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

7.11. GPIO_SET_ADC_CFG (0x12)
Current command is reserved for backward compatibility with previous versions of GPIO-24 adapter. For
new development, use:
• GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG command to configure USB-I/O adapter ADC module;
• GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG command to configure USB-I/O adapter ADC channels (analog
inputs).

7.12. GPIO_GET_ADC_CFG (0x13)
Current command is reserved for backward compatibility with previous versions of GPIO-24 adapter. For
new development, use:
• GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG command to get the configuration settings for USB-I/O adapter ADC
module;
• GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG command to get the configuration settings for USB-I/O adapter
ADC channels (analog inputs).

7.13. GPIO_EV_ADC (0x83)
GPIO-24 adapter can send GPIO_EV_ADC event to your application.
You can configure event generation conditions with GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG command. For
more detailed information see Section 7.4, “ADC Event”.
Byte 0

GPIO_EV_ADC

Byte 1

CNT

Byte 2

CHANNEL

Event ID (0x83).
Event counter
ID number of the ADC channel which has generated the event

Byte 3

ADC_VAL_LSB

Current voltage (least significant byte)

Byte 4

ADC_VAL_MSB

Current voltage (most significant byte)

Byte 5

EVENT_CONDITION

Bytes 6..7

Reserved

Condition of the event sending
Reserved
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Event is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_EV_ADC (0x83)
Event ID (event type). This byte will contain 0x83.
Byte 1: CNT
CNT byte value is incremented each time when any event arises.
Byte 2: CHANNEL
The number of the ADC channel which has generated the event:
• 0 – C.1 pin;
• 1 – C.2 pin;
• 2 – C.5 pin;
• 3 – C.6 pin;
• 4 – B.3 pin.
Byte 3..4: ADC_VAL_LSB/ADC_VAL_MSB
Current voltage.
Byte 3: ADC_VAL_LSB – least significant byte of the voltage.
Byte 4: ADC_VAL_MSB – most significant byte of the voltage.
Byte 5: EVENT_CONDITION
The condition of the event generation:
• GPIO_ADC_EV_BELOW (0x1) – the input voltage descends below the low threshold value.
• GPIO_ADC_EV_ABOVE (0x2) – the input voltage rises above high threshold value.
• GPIO_ADC_EV_OUTSIDE (0x3) – the input voltage exceeds the limits specified by low and high
threshold values.
• GPIO_ADC_EV_INSIDE (0x4) – the input voltage is within the limits specified by low and high
threshold values.
• GPIO_ACD_EV_ALWAYS (0x5) – the events are sent periodically with predefined interval.
For more detailed information about the event generation see Section 7.4, “ADC Event”.
Bytes 6..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_EV_ADC structure is declared in reports.h file.
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The comparator module consists of two comparators. A comparator is a device which compares two
voltages and switches its output to indicate which voltage is greater.
Comparator module uses C.1, C.2, C.5, C.6 pins as analog inputs and C.4, B.3 pins as digital outputs. In
some configurations only a subset of these pins is connected to the comparator module. You can use the
rest of the pins in other modules or as general purpose I/O.
Both comparators can be configured in a variety of ways by GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG command.
A single comparator is shown in Figure 8.1, “Single Comparator”.

Figure 8.1. Single Comparator

There are two analog inputs and one digital output. When the analog input at VIN+ is less than the analog
input VIN-, the output of the comparator is 0. When the analog input at VIN+ is greater than the analog input
VIN-, the output of the comparator is 1.
The inputs can be selected from the analog inputs multiplexed with pins C.1, C.2, C.5, C.6, as well as from
the on-chip voltage reference module.
The comparison results of GPIO-24 adaptor comparators COMP0 and COMP1 can be retrieved
with GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL command. Also, you can configure the comparator to send events
(GPIO_EV_CMP) with the results of comparison. The events can be generated when the comparison
results change or periodically with predefined interval (for more detailed information see Section 8.3,
“Comparator module event”). In some configurations the results of comparison can be output on C.4, B.3
pins. You can invert comparators outputs with Bit 5: CMP0_INV and Bit 4: CMP1_INV in Byte 2: CMP_CFG
of GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG command.
There are eight modes of operation for the comparator module. They are described in Section 8.1, “Modes
of operation for comparator module”. Bits 3-0: MODE in Byte 2: CMP_CFG of GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG
command are used to select a mode.
You can use the following commands for the comparator module:
• GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG – to configure the settings of the GPIO-24 adaptor comparator module;
• GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG – to retrieve the configuration settings of the GPIO-24 adaptor comparator
module;
• GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL – to retrieve the comparison values of GPIO-24 adaptor comparators COMP0
and COMP1.
Comparator module event (GPIO_EV_CMP) can be generated for either of the comparators. The event
contains the comparison result (for more detailed information see Section 8.3, “Comparator module
event”).

8.1. Modes of operation for comparator module
There are eight possible modes of operation for the comparators.
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Bits 3-0: MODE in Byte 2: CMP_CFG of GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG command are used to select these modes.
The following modes are available:
• MODE = 0 – Comparators are turned off.
• MODE = 1 – One independent comparator with output.
• MODE = 2 – Two independent comparators.
• MODE = 3 – Two independent comparators with outputs.
• MODE = 4 – Two common reference comparators.
• MODE = 5 – Two common reference comparators with outputs.
• MODE = 6 – Four inputs are multiplexed to two comparators.
• MODE = 7 – Comparators reset.

8.1.1. Comparators Off (MODE = 0)

Use this mode to switch off the comparator module.
In this mode B.3, C.1, C.2, C.4, C.5 and C.6 pins are disconnected from the comparator module.
The
GPIO_GET_CFG
and
GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG
commands
will
return
GPIO_CFG_NOT_CONFIGURED (0xf) value for these pins. You can use these pins in other modules or
as general purpose I/O.
If you want to disable temporarily the comparator, switch it to Comparators Reset mode (MODE = 7).

8.1.2. One Independent Comparator with Output (MODE = 1)

In this mode only one comparator (CMP0) is switched on.
It compares analog signal on C.1 (VIN-) and C.6 (VIN+) inputs.
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The comparison result is available for the PC software and it is also directly output to C.4 pin.
The comparator output can be inverted with Bit 5: CMP0_INV.
The CMP1 comparator is switched off. The B.3, C.2 and C.5 pins are disconnected from the comparator
module. You can use them in other modules or as general purpose I/O.

8.1.3. Two Independent Comparators (MODE = 2)

Both comparators are switched on.
CMP0 comparator compares analog signal on C.1 (VIN-) and C.6 (VIN+) inputs.
CMP1 comparator compares analog signal on C.2 (VIN-) and C.5 (VIN+) inputs.
The comparison results are available for the PC software.
The comparators outputs can be inverted with Bit 5: CMP0_INV and Bit 4: CMP1_INV.
B.3 and C.4 pins are disconnected from the comparator module. You can use them in other modules or
as general purpose I/O.

8.1.4. Two Independent Comparators with Outputs (MODE = 3)

Both comparators are switched on.
CMP0 comparator compares analog signal on C.1 (VIN-) and C.6 (VIN+) inputs. The comparison result is
available for the PC software and it is also directly output to C.4 pin.
CMP1 comparator compares analog signal on C.2 (VIN-) and C.5 (VIN+) inputs. The comparison result is
available for the PC software and it is also directly output to B.3 pin.
The comparators outputs can be inverted with Bit 5: CMP0_INV and Bit 4: CMP1_INV.
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8.1.5. Two Common Reference Comparators (MODE = 4)

Both comparators are switched on.
Both comparators use C.6 pin as VIN+ input.
CMP0 comparator compares analog signal on C.1 (VIN-) and C.6 (VIN+) inputs.
CMP1 comparator compares analog signal on C.2 (VIN-) and C.6 (VIN+) inputs.
The comparison results are available for the PC software.
The comparators outputs can be inverted with Bit 5: CMP0_INV and Bit 4: CMP1_INV.
B.3, C.4 and C.5 pins are disconnected from the comparator module. You can use them in other modules
or as general purpose I/O.

8.1.6. Two Common Reference Comparators with Outputs (MODE =
5)

Both comparators are switched on.
Both comparators use C.6 pin as VIN+ input.
CMP0 comparator compares analog signal on C.1 (VIN-) and C.6 (VIN+) inputs. The comparison result is
available for the PC software and it is also directly output to C.4 pin.
CMP1 comparator compares analog signal on C.2 (VIN-) and C.6 (VIN+) inputs. The comparison result is
available for the PC software and it is also directly output to B.3 pin.
The comparators outputs can be inverted with Bit 5: CMP0_INV and Bit 4: CMP1_INV.
The C.5 pin is disconnected from the comparator module. You can use it in other modules or as general
purpose I/O.
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8.1.7. Four Inputs Multiplexed to Two Comparators (MODE = 6)

Both comparators are switched on.
Both comparators use the same VIN+ reference voltage, generated by comparator voltage reference
module. The voltage reference module is configured with Byte 3: VREF.
The VIN- source is selected with Bit 6: CIS in Byte 2: CMP_CFG.
If you select C.1 and C.2 pins (CMP_CFG<CIS>=0), C.5 and C.6 pins can be used as voltage source for
voltage reference module (Bit 5: EXT_SOURCE in Byte 3: VREF) or as general purpose I/O.
If you select C.6 and C.5 pins (CMP_CFG<CIS>=1), C.1 and C.2 pins can be used as general purpose I/O.
The comparison results are available for the PC software.
The comparators outputs can be inverted with Bit 5: CMP0_INV and Bit 4: CMP1_INV.
B.3 and C.4 I/O pins are not connected to the comparator module. You can use them in other modules
or as general purpose I/O.
For more detailed information see Section 8.2, “Comparator voltage reference module”.

8.1.8. Comparators Reset (MODE = 7)

You can use this mode to temporarily switch on/off the comparators.
If you switch off the comparator with Comparator Off mode (MODE = 0), USB-I/O adapter configures the
comparators input pins (C.1, C.2, C.5 and C.6) as digital inputs.
Analog levels on any pin defined as a digital input may cause the input buffer to consume more current.

8.2. Comparator voltage reference module
The comparator voltage reference is a 16-tap resistor ladder network that provides a selectable reference
voltage. A block diagram of the module is shown in Figure 8.2, “Block diagram of the Voltage Reference
Module”.
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Figure 8.2. Block diagram of the Voltage Reference Module

The comparator voltage reference module is only available in Four Inputs Multiplexed to Two Comparators
mode (MODE = 6). It provides the VIN+ reference voltage for both comparators.
Comparator voltage reference module is configured with Byte 3: VREF of GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG command.

Ranges of output voltage
The comparator voltage reference provides two ranges of output voltage (CVREF) values. Each range has
16 distinct levels. The range can be chosen with Bit 4: RANGE in Byte 3: VREF. The primary difference
between the ranges is the size of the steps selected with Bits 3-0: MULTIPLIER. That is why one range
offers finer resolution but shorter interval of possible values (RANGE = 0).
With Bits 3-0: MULTIPLIER you can select the output voltage (CVREF) of voltage reference module.
Use the following equations to calculate the output voltage:
If RANGE = 1:
CVREF = (CVRSRC /24) x MULTIPLIER;
MULTIPLIER = 24* (CVREF/ CVRSRC).
This range offers not so fine resolution but wider interval of possible values.
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If RANGE = 0:
CVREF = (CVRSRC /4) + ((CVRSRC /32) x MULTIPLIER);
MULTIPLIER = 32*( CVREF / CVRSRC) – 8.
This range offers finer resolution but shorter interval of possible values.

Voltage source
The CVRSRC is selected with Bit 5: EXT_SOURCE. It can be either external or internal.
• If EXT_SOURCE = 1, the voltage reference module uses C.5 (VREF+) and C.6 (VREF-) pins as voltage
source:
CVRSRC = VREF+- VREF• If EXT_SOURCE = 0, the voltage reference module uses USB-I/O adapter positive (VDD) and negative
(VSS) supply as voltage source:
CVRSRC = VDD – VSS

Output of comparator voltage reference module
The output of comparator voltage reference module ( VREF) is connected to VIN+ of both comparators.
You can output the voltage reference onto C.5 I/O pin. Use Bit 6: OUTPUT in Byte 3: VREF of
GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG command to enable such output. You can use C.5 pin to check the reference voltage
with oscilloscope. Due to the limited current drive capability, a buffer must be used on the voltage reference
output for external connections to VREF.
If you switch on the CVREF output to C.5 pin, you cannot use it as:
• external voltage source for the voltage reference module (Bit 5: EXT_SOURCE in Byte 3: VREF must
be set to 0);
• VIN- input of the CMP1 comparator (Bit 6: CIS in Byte 2: CMP_CFG must be set to 0).

8.3. Comparator module event
Comparator module event (GPIO_EV_CMP) can be generated for either of the comparators.
The conditions of events generation is configured with Bits 3..0: COND0 and Bits 3..0: COND1 in Bytes
5 and 7 of GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG command.
The following values are available for these bits:
GPIO_CMP_EV_NONE (0x00)
The comparator does not send events. The comparison results still can be retrieved with
GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL command.
GPIO_CMP_EV_CHANGE (0x01)
An event is sent when the comparison result changes.
GPIO_CMP_EV_ALWAYS (0x02)
Events are sent periodically with the predefined repeat interval. The repeat interval is a 12-bit value.
This interval for CMP0 comparator can be specified in Byte 4: REPEAT0_LSB (8 least significant
bits) and Bits 7..4 REPEAT0_MSB in Byte 5 (4 most significant bits) of GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG
command. The repeat interval value for CMP1 comparator can be specified, correspondingly, in Byte
6: REPEAT1_LSB and Bits 7..4 REPEAT1_MSB in Byte 7. The repeat interval is set in units of 1 ms.
It allows to specify repeat values from 1 ms to 4 s.
The GPIO_EV_CMP event returns the following information:
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• the conditions of event generation for both CMP0 and CMP1 comparators, stored in Byte 4:
EVENT_COND0 and Byte 5: EVENT_COND1, respectively;
• the comparison results for both CMP0 and CMP1 comparators, stored in Byte 2: CMP0_OUT and Byte
3: CMP1_OUT, respectively.
The event can be generated for either of the comparators or both of them. So, there are 3 possible
situations:
• if the value of Byte 4: EVENT_COND0 is not GPIO_CMP_EV_NONE (0x00), the event has been
generated by the CMP0 comparator and Byte 2: CMP0_OUT contains valid data;
• if the value of Byte 5: EVENT_COND1 is not GPIO_CMP_EV_NONE (0x00), the event has been
generated by the CMP1 comparator and Byte 3: CMP1_OUT contains valid data;
• if the value of Byte 4: EVENT_COND0 is not GPIO_CMP_EV_NONE (0x00) and the value of Byte
5: EVENT_COND1 is not GPIO_CMP_EV_NONE (0x00), the event has been generated by both
comparators and the event contains valid data for both comparators.
The comparison results can be inverted for each comparator with Bit 5: CMP0_INV and Bit 4: CMP1_INV
in Byte 2: CMP_CFG of GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG command.

8.4. GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG (0x0F)
The GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG command configures the GPIO-24 adaptor comparator module.

GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Command ID (0x0F).
Echo to associate a command with the response.

CMP_CFG

Byte 2

Bit 7

Reserved

Bit 6

CIS

Bit 5

CMP0_INV

CMP0 comparator output inversion bit.

Bit 4

CMP1_INV

CMP1 comparator output inversion bit.

Bit 3..0
VREF
Byte 3

REPEAT0_LSB

Operation mode for the USB-I/O adapter
comparators.

Reserved

Reserved (must be 0).

Bit 6

OUTPUT

CVREF output.

Bit 5

EXT_SOURCE

Bit 4

RANGE

Voltage source (internal or external).
Range of output values (CVREF).

MULTIPLIER

Least significant bits of repeat interval value for CMP0 comparator.

REPEAT0_MSB / COND0

Bits 7..4

Byte 5
Bits 3..0
Byte 6

Comparator Input Switch bit.

Bit 7

Bits 3..0
Byte 4

MODE

Reserved (must be 0).

REPEAT1_LSB

REPEAT0_MSB

Most significant bits of repeat interval value for
CMP0 comparator.

COND0

Low nibble of byte 5 defines when USB-I/O
adapter sends events for CMP0 comparator.

Least significant bits of repeat interval value for CMP1 comparator.

REPEAT1_MSB / COND1

Bit 7..4

Byte 7
Bit 3..0

REPEAT1_MSB

Most significant bits of repeat interval value for
CMP1 comparator.

COND1

Low nibble of byte 5 defines when USB-I/O
adapter sends events for CMP1 comparator.

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG (0x0F)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x0F.
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Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: CMP_CFG
Bit 7

Bit 6

Bit 5

Bit 4

Bit 3..0

Reserved

CIS

CMP0_INV

CMP1_INV

MODE

Bit 7: Reserved
This bit is reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
Bit 6: CIS
Comparator Input Switch bit. The comparator input switch bit is used only in Four Inputs
Multiplexed to Two Comparators mode (MODE = 6).
If CIS = 0:
• C.1 pin is connected to CMP0 VIN-;
• C.2 pin is connected to CMP1 VIN-.
If CIS = 1:
• C.6 pin is connected to CMP0 VIN-;
• C.5 pin is connected to CMP1 VIN-.
If CIS = 1 you cannot use C.5 pin as comparator reference voltage module output (Bit 6: OUTPUT
of Byte 2: VREF). You also cannot use C.5 and C.6 pins as external voltage source (Bit 5:
EXT_SOURCE of Byte 2: VREF) of comparator reference voltage module.
Bit 5: CMP0_INV
CMP0 comparator output inversion bit. Can be set for certain modes of operation for comparator
module (MODE = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6).
If CMP0_INV = 1, CMP0 comparator output is inverted:
• 1, if VIN+ < VIN-;
• 0, if VIN+ > VIN-.
If CMP0_INV = 0, CMP0 comparator output is not inverted:
• 1, if VIN+ > VIN-;
• 0, if VIN+ < VIN-.
When C.4 I/O pin is used to output comparator results, its output is also inverted (MODE = 1,
3 or 5).
Bit 4: CMP1_INV
CMP1 comparator output inversion bit. Can be set for certain modes of operation for comparator
module (MODE = 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6)
If CMP1_INV = 1, CMP1 comparator output is inverted:
• 1, if VIN+ < VIN-;
• 0, if VIN+ > VIN-.
If CMP1_INV = 0, CMP1 comparator output is not inverted:
• 1, if VIN+ > VIN-;
• 0, if VIN+ < VIN-.
When B.3 I/O pin is used to output comparator results, its output is also inverted (MODE = 3 or 5).
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Bits 3-0: MODE
These bits are used to select an operation mode for the USB-I/O adapter comparators. There
are eight operation modes described in Section 8.1, “Modes of operation for comparator module”.
Byte 3: VREF
This byte is used to configure comparator voltage reference module. For more detailed information
see Section 8.2, “Comparator voltage reference module”.
The comparator voltage reference module is only available in Four Inputs Multiplexed to Two
Comparators mode (MODE = 6). In other modes this byte must be set to 0.
Voltage reference module configuration (VREF) is a bit field of the following format:
Bit 7

Bit 6

Bit 5

Bit 4

Bit 3..0

Reserved

OUTPUT

EXT_SOURCE

RANGE

MULTIPLIER

Bit 7: Reserved
This bit is reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
Bit 6: OUTPUT
Voltage reference module can also output the voltage reference (CVREF) onto C.5 I/O pin:
• If OUTPUT = 1, CVREF is output on C.5 I/O pin;
• If OUTPUT = 0, CVREF is disconnected from C.5 I/O pin.
You can use the C.5 pin to check the reference voltage with oscilloscope. It has limited current
drive capability. Due to the limited current drive capability, a buffer must be used on the voltage
reference output for external connections to CVREF.
If you switch on the CVREF output to C.5 pin, you cannot use it as:
• external voltage source for the voltage reference module (Bit 5: EXT_SOURCE in Byte 3: VREF
must be set to 0);
• VIN- input of the CMP1 comparator (Bit 6: CIS in Byte 2: CMP_CFG must be set to 0).
Bit 5: EXT_SOURCE
The comparator reference voltage module’s power supply can be provided either from the GPIO-24
adapter VDD/VSS or from an external source.
• If EXT_SOURCE = 1, the voltage reference module uses C.5 (VREF+) and C.6 (VREF-) pins as
voltage source:
CVRSRC = VREF+- VREF• If EXT_SOURCE = 0, the voltage reference module uses USB-I/O adapter positive (VDD) and
negative (VSS) supply as voltage source:
CVRSRC = VDD – VSS
Bit 4: RANGE
The comparator voltage reference module provides two ranges of output voltage (CVREF), each
with 16 distinct levels. The range is selected with Bit 4: RANGE. The primary difference between
the ranges is the size of the steps selected with Bits 3-0: MULTIPLIER. That is why one range
offers finer resolution but shorter interval of possible values (RANGE = 0). On contrary, the other
range offers not so accurate value but in wider interval (RANGE = 1).
Bits 3-0: MULTIPLIER
With Bits 3-0: MULTIPLIER you can select the output voltage (CVREF) of voltage reference
module.
Use the following equations to calculate the CVREF:
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If RANGE = 1:
CVREF = (CVRSRC /24) x MULTIPLIER;
MULTIPLIER = 24* (CVREF/ CVRSRC).
If RANGE = 0:
CVREF = (CVRSRC /4) + ((CVRSRC /32) x MULTIPLIER);
MULTIPLIER = 32*( CVREF / CVRSRC) – 8.
The CVRSRC is selected with Bit 5: EXT_SOURCE.
Byte 4: REPEAT0_LSB
The bits of Byte 4: REPEAT0_LSB are 8 least significant bits of repeat interval value for CMP0
comparator. For more detailed information see Section 8.3, “Comparator module event”.
Byte 5: REPEAT0_MSB / COND0
Bits 7..4

Bits 3..0

REPEAT0_MSB

COND0

Bits 7..4 REPEAT0_MSB
Bits 7..4 REPEAT0_MSB are 4 most significant bits of repeat interval value for CMP0
comparator. For more detailed information see Section 8.3, “Comparator module event”.
Bits 3..0 COND0
The low nibble of Byte 5 defines when USB-I/O adapter sends events (GPIO_EV_CMP) for CMP0
comparator:
GPIO_CMP_EV_NONE (0x00)
The comparator does not send events.
GPIO_CMP_EV_CHANGE (0x01)
The event is sent when the comparison result changes.
GPIO_CMP_EV_ALWAYS (0x02)
The event is sent periodically with the predefined repeat interval. This interval value is specified
in Byte 4: REPEAT0_LSB (8 least significant bits) and Bits 7..4 REPEAT0_MSB in Byte 5 (4
most significant bits).
Byte 6: REPEAT1_LSB
The bits of Byte 6: REPEAT1_LSB are 8 least significant bits of repeat interval value for CMP1
comparator. For more detailed information see Section 8.3, “Comparator module event”.
Byte 7: REPEAT1_MSB / COND1
Bits 7..4

Bits 3..0

REPEAT1_MSB

COND1

Bits 7..4 REPEAT1_MSB
Bits 7..4 REPEAT1_MSB are 4 most significant bits of repeat interval value for CMP1
comparator. For more detailed information see Section 8.3, “Comparator module event”.
Bits 3..0 COND1
The low nibble of byte 7 defines when USB-I/O adapter sends events (GPIO_EV_CMP) for CMP1
comparator:
GPIO_CMP_EV_NONE (0x00)
The comparator does not send events.
GPIO_CMP_EV_CHANGE (0x01)
The event is sent when the comparison result changes.
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GPIO_CMP_EV_ALWAYS (0x02)
The event is sent periodically with the predefined repeat interval. This interval value is specified
in Byte 6: REPEAT1_LSB (8 least significant bits) and Bits 7..4 REPEAT1_MSB in Byte 7 (4
most significant bits).
For convenience GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG response after command execution.

GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

Echo to associate a command with the response.

ST

Bytes 3..7

Response ID (0x0F).
Command execution status.

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG (0x0F)
The response ID. It should be set to 0x0F.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: ST
Command execution status:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x0) – GPIO-24 comparator module is successfully configured.
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_CFG (0x4) – GPIO-24 comparator module configuration is invalid.
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_CMP_MODE (0x9) – The value of GPIO-24 comparator module operation
mode is incorrect.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

8.5. GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG (0x10)
The GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG command retrieves the configuration settings of the GPIO-24 adaptor
comparator module.

GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Bytes 2..7

Reserved

Command ID (0x10).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL (0x10)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x10.
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Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Bytes 2..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG response after command execution. Comparator module
configuration settings are specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG Response
Go to Command
The GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG response doesn't contain ST (execution status) byte due to limited response
size (8 bytes). The GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG response will always contain GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x0).
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG

Byte 1

Response ID (0x0F).

ECHO

Echo to associate a command with the response.

CMP_CFG

Bit 7

Byte 2

Reserved

Bit 6

CIS

Bit 5

CMP0_INV

CMP0 comparator output inversion bit.

Bit 4

CMP1_INV

CMP1 comparator output inversion bit.

MODE

Bit 3..0
VREF

Bit 7

Byte 3

Bit 6

OUTPUT

CVREF output.

Bit 5

EXT_SOURCE
RANGE

Voltage source (internal or external).
Range of output values (CVREF).

MULTIPLIER

Least significant bits of repeat interval value for CMP0 comparator.

REPEAT0_MSB / COND0

Bits 7..4

Byte 5
Bits 3..0
Byte 6

Operation mode for the USB-I/O adapter
comparators.
Reserved

Bits 3..0
REPEAT0_LSB

Comparator Input Switch bit.

Reserved

Bit 4
Byte 4

Reserved

REPEAT1_LSB

REPEAT0_MSB

Most significant bits of repeat interval value for
CMP0 comparator.

COND0

Low nibble of byte 5 defines when USB-I/O
adapter sends events for CMP0 comparator.

Least significant bits of repeat interval value for CMP1 comparator.

REPEAT1_MSB / COND1

Bit 7..4

Byte 7
Bit 3..0

REPEAT1_MSB

Most significant bits of repeat interval value for
CMP1 comparator.

COND1

Low nibble of byte 5 defines when USB-I/O
adapter sends events for CMP1 comparator.

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG (0x0F)
This byte contains response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x0F.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: CMP_CFG
Bit 7

Bit 6

Bit 5

Bit 4

Bit 3..0

Reserved

CIS

CMP0_INV

CMP1_INV

MODE

Bit 7: Reserved
This bit is reserved for future usage.
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Bit 6: CIS
Comparator Input Switch bit. The comparator input switch bit is used only in Four Inputs
Multiplexed to Two Comparators mode (MODE = 6).
If CIS = 0:
• C.1 pin is connected to CMP0 VIN-;
• C.2 pin is connected to CMP1 VIN-.
If CIS = 1:
• C.6 pin is connected to CMP0 VIN-;
• C.5 pin is connected to CMP1 VIN-.
Bit 5: CMP0_INV
CMP0 comparator output inversion bit.
If CMP0_INV = 1, CMP0 comparator output is inverted:
• 1, if VIN+ < VIN-;
• 0, if VIN+ > VIN-.
If CMP0_INV = 0, CMP0 comparator output is not inverted:
• 1, if VIN+ > VIN-;
• 0, if VIN+ < VIN-.
When C.4 I/O pin is used to output comparator results, its output is also inverted (MODE = 1,
3 or 5).
Bit 4: CMP1_INV
CMP1 comparator output inversion bit.
If CMP1_INV = 1, CMP1 comparator output is inverted:
• 1, if VIN+ < VIN-;
• 0, if VIN+ > VIN-.
If CMP1_INV = 0, CMP1 comparator output is not inverted:
• 1, if VIN+ > VIN-;
• 0, if VIN+ < VIN-.
When B.3 I/O pin is used to output comparator results, its output is also inverted (MODE = 3 or 5).
Bits 3-0: MODE
The operation mode USB-I/O adapter comparator module. There are eight operation modes, they
are described in Section 8.1, “Modes of operation for comparator module”.
Byte 3: VREF
This byte is used to retrieve comparator voltage reference module configuration. For more detailed
information see Section 8.2, “Comparator voltage reference module”.
The comparator voltage reference module is only available in Four Inputs Multiplexed to Two
Comparators mode (MODE = 6). In other modes this byte is reserved and must be ignored.
Voltage reference module configuration (VREF) is a bit field of the following format:
Bit 7

Bit 6

Bit 5

Bit 4

Bit 3..0

Reserved

OUTPUT

EXT_SOURCE

RANGE

MULTIPLIER

Bit 7: Reserved
This bit is reserved for future usage.
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Bit 6: OUTPUT
Voltage reference module may also output the voltage reference (CVREF) onto C.5 I/O pin:
• If OUTPUT = 1, CVREF is output on C.5 I/O pin;
• If OUTPUT = 0, CVREF is disconnected from C.5 I/O pin.
You can use the C.5 pin to check the reference voltage with oscilloscope. Due to the limited current
drive capability, a buffer must be used on the voltage reference output for external connections
to CVREF.
Bit 5: EXT_SOURCE
The comparator reference voltage module’s power supply may be provided either from the
GPIO-24 adapter VDD/VSS or from an external source.
• If EXT_SOURCE = 1, the voltage reference module uses C.5 (VREF+) and C.6 (VREF-) pins as
voltage source:
CVRSRC = VREF+- VREF• If EXT_SOURCE = 0, the voltage reference module uses USB-I/O adapter positive (VDD) and
negative (VSS) supply as voltage source:
CVRSRC = VDD – VSS
Bit 4: RANGE
The comparator voltage reference module provides two ranges of output voltage (CVREF), each
with 16 distinct levels. Use Bit 4: RANGE to determine which range has been selected. The
primary difference between the ranges is the size of the steps selected with Bits 3-0: MULTIPLIER.
That is why one range offers finer resolution but shorter interval of possible values (RANGE = 0).
Bits 3-0: MULTIPLIER
With Bits 3-0: MULTIPLIER you can determine the output voltage (CVREF) of voltage reference
module.
Use the following equations to calculate the CVREF:
If RANGE = 1:
CVREF = (CVRSRC /24) x MULTIPLIER;
MULTIPLIER = 24* (CVREF/ CVRSRC).
If RANGE = 0:
CVREF = (CVRSRC /4) + ((CVRSRC /32) x MULTIPLIER);
MULTIPLIER = 32*( CVREF / CVRSRC) – 8.
Use Bit 5: EXT_SOURCE to determine CVRSRC.
Byte 4: REPEAT0_LSB
Byte 4: REPEAT0_LSB contains 8 least significant bits of repeat interval value for CMP0 comparator.
For more detailed information see Section 8.3, “Comparator module event”.
Byte 5: REPEAT0_MSB / COND0
Bits 7..4

Bits 3..0

REPEAT0_MSB

COND0

Bits 7..4 REPEAT0_MSB
Bits 7..4 REPEAT0_MSB are 4 most significant bits of repeat interval value for CMP0
comparator. For more detailed information see Section 8.3, “Comparator module event”.
Bits 3..0 COND0
The low nibble of Byte 5 defines when USB-I/O adapter sends events (GPIO_EV_CMP) for CMP0
comparator:
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GPIO_CMP_EV_NONE (0x00)
The comparator does not send events.
GPIO_CMP_EV_CHANGE (0x01)
The event is sent when the comparison result changes.
GPIO_CMP_EV_ALWAYS (0x02)
The event is sent periodically with the predefined repeat interval. This interval value is specified
in Byte 4: REPEAT0_LSB (8 least significant bits) and Bits 7..4 REPEAT0_MSB in Byte 5 (4
most significant bits).
Byte 6: REPEAT1_LSB
The bits of Byte 6: REPEAT1_LSB are 8 least significant bits of repeat interval value for CMP1
comparator. For more detailed information see Section 8.3, “Comparator module event”.
Byte 7: REPEAT1_MSB / COND1
Bits 7..4

Bits 3..0

REPEAT1_MSB

COND1

Bits 7..4 REPEAT1_MSB
Bits 7..4 REPEAT1_MSB are 4 most significant bits of repeat interval value for CMP1
comparator. For more detailed information see Section 8.3, “Comparator module event”.
Bits 3..0 COND1
The low nibble of byte 7 defines when USB-I/O adapter sends events (GPIO_EV_CMP) for CMP1
comparator:
GPIO_CMP_EV_NONE (0x00)
The comparator does not send events.
GPIO_CMP_EV_CHANGE (0x01)
The event is sent when the comparison result changes.
GPIO_CMP_EV_ALWAYS (0x02)
The event is sent periodically with the predefined repeat interval. This interval value is specified
in Byte 6: REPEAT1_LSB (8 least significant bits) and Bits 7..4 REPEAT1_MSB in Byte 7 (4
most significant bits).
For convenience GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

8.6. GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL (0x22)
The GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL command retrieves the comparison results of GPIO-24 adaptor comparators
COMP0 and COMP1.

GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL Command
Go to Response
Byte 0
Byte 1
Bytes 2..7

GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL
ECHO
Reserved

Command ID (0x22).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL (0x22)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x22.
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Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Bytes 2..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL response after command execution. The results of
comparison for GPIO-24 adaptor comparators COMP0 and COMP1 are specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Byte 3

CMP_0_OUT

The result of comparison for CMP0 comparator.

Byte 4

CMP_1_OUT

The result of comparison for CMP1 comparator.

Byte 5..7

Response ID (0x22).
Echo to associate a response with a specific command.
Status of the command execution.

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL (0x22)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x22.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution.
Byte 3: CMP_0_OUT
The result of comparison for CMP0 comparator.
The comparator output can be inverted with Bit 5: CMP0_INV in Byte 2: CMP_CFG of
GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG command.
If CMP0_INV = 1, CMP0 comparator output is inverted:
• 1, if VIN+ < VIN-;
• 0, if VIN+ > VIN-.
If CMP0_INV = 0, CMP0 comparator output is not inverted:
• 1, if VIN+ > VIN-;
• 0, if VIN+ < VIN-.
Byte 4: CMP_1_OUT
The result of comparison for CMP1 comparator.
The comparator output can be inverted with Bit 4: CMP1_INV in Byte 2: CMP_CFG of
GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG command.
If CMP1_INV = 1, CMP1 comparator output is inverted:
• 1, if VIN+ < VIN-;
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• 0, if VIN+ > VIN-.
If CMP1_INV = 0, CMP1 comparator output is not inverted:
• 1, if VIN+ > VIN-;
• 0, if VIN+ < VIN-.
Bytes 5..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.

8.7. GPIO_EV_CMP (0x84)
The GPIO_EV_CMP event can be generated for either of the comparators. The event can be sent:
• when the comparison results change;
• periodically with the predefined repeat interval.
For more detailed information see Section 8.3, “Comparator module event”.
Byte 0

GPIO_EV_CMP

Byte 1

CNT

Byte 2

CMP0_OUT

Result of comparison for CMP0 comparator.

Byte 3

CMP1_OUT

Result of comparison for CMP1 comparator.

Byte 4

EVENT_COND0

Condition of sending the event for CMP0 comparator.

Byte 5

EVENT_COND1

Condition of sending the event for CMP1 comparator.

Byte 6..7

Reserved

Event ID (0x84).
CNT byte value is incremented each time after the event arises.

Reserved

Event is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_EV_CMP (0x84)
Event ID (event type). This byte will contain 0x84.
Byte 1: CNT
CNT byte value is incremented each time after the GPIO_EV_CMP event arises.
Byte 2: CMP0_OUT
The result of comparison for CMP0 comparator. This byte contains valid data only if Byte 4:
EVENT_COND0 is not GPIO_CMP_EV_NONE (0x00).
The comparator output can be inverted with Bit 5: CMP0_INV in Byte 2: CMP_CFG of
GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG command.
If CMP0_INV = 0:
• 0, if VIN+ < VIN-;
• 1, if VIN+ > VIN-.
If CMP0_INV = 1:
• 0, if VIN+ > VIN-;
• 1, if VIN+ < VIN-.
Byte 3: CMP1_OUT
The result of comparison for CMP1 comparator. This byte contains valid data only if Byte 5:
EVENT_COND1 is not GPIO_CMP_EV_NONE (0x00).
The comparator output can be inverted with Bit 4: CMP1_INV in Byte 2: CMP_CFG of
GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG command.
If CMP1_INV = 0:
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• 0, if VIN+ > VIN-;
• 1, if VIN+ < VIN-.
If CMP1_INV = 1:
• 0, if VIN+ < VIN-;
• 1, if VIN+ > VIN-.
Byte 4: EVENT_COND0
This byte contains the current event for CMP0 comparator. The following events are possible:
GPIO_CMP_EV_NONE (0x00)
The CMP0 comparator has not taken part in generation of the event. Data, stored in Byte 2:
CMP0_OUT, is not valid.
GPIO_CMP_EV_CHANGE (0x01)
The event is sent because CMP0 comparator output value has changed.
GPIO_CMP_EV_ALWAYS (0x02)
The event is sent periodically with the predefined repeat interval.
Byte 5: EVENT_COND1
This byte contains current event for CMP1 comparator. The following events are possible:
GPIO_CMP_EV_NONE (0x00)
The CMP1 comparator has not taken part in generation of the event. Data, stored in Byte 3:
CMP1_OUT, is not valid.
GPIO_CMP_EV_CHANGE (0x01)
The event is sent because CMP1 comparator output value has changed.
GPIO_CMP_EV_ALWAYS (0x02)
The event is sent periodically with the predefined repeat interval.
Bytes 6..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_EV_CMP structure is declared in reports.h file.
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Pulse width modulation (PWM) module generates a pulse train of fixed frequency.
The following terms are used to describe the PWM signal:
• high time (T1) is a time period when the output equals to 1;
• low time (T0) is a time period when the output equals to 0;
• PWM period (T) is the sum of high time and low time:
• duty cycle (D) is the ratio of the high time to the PWM period:

• PWM frequency (f) is defined as 1/[PWM period]:

The following figure shows a PWM output waveform:

All the pins of USB-IO adapter GPIO-24 can be configured into PWM mode with high time (T1) and low
time (T0) parameters in the range from 1 to 65535 ms (65.535 seconds). For more detailed information
see Section 9.1, “Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) ”.
A.5 and B.5 pins can also generate high-frequency PWM (HPWM) with period (T) and high time (T1)
parameters in the range from 1 to 340 µs. For more detailed information see Section 9.2, “High Frequency
PWM (HPWM)”.
Sometimes it is more convenient to send single pulses on demand. Single pulses can be generated on
any of the 24 pins. You can specify the length and logical level of the pulse. For more detailed information
see Section 9.3, “Single Pulses”.

9.1. Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
Any of 24 pins can generate PWM signal.
The PWM settings are configured by specifying the high time (T1) and low time (T0) of the pulse.

Figure 9.1. PWM mode

Use GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG command to configure the PWM settings for specified pins.
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High time and low time parameters are specified in ms and can vary from 1 to 65535 ms (65.535 seconds).
You can set the high time parameter in Bytes 6, 7: T1L/T1H (the least and the most significant byte). To
set the low time parameter, use Bytes 4: T0L/T0H, respectively.
The same PWM configuration settings may be applied for several pins. Use data mask (Byte 3: MASK)
to specify the pins which should be configured identically. The configuration settings are applied for the
pins with the corresponding mask bit set to 1.
You can switch pins to PWM mode by setting 1 in Bits 3..0: ON. In this case GPIO_GET_CFG and
GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG commands will return GPIO_CFG_PWM (0x2) value for the pins. While the pins
are in PWM mode, they can be used only by PWM module. If these bits are set to 0, the pins will
be disconnected from PWM module. GPIO_GET_CFG and GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG commands will return
GPIO_CFG_NOT_CONFIGURED (0xf) value for the pins.
You can send GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG command to retrieve PWM settings for specified pin.

9.2. High Frequency PWM (HPWM)
The high-frequency PWM signal can be generated on A.5 and B.5 pins.
Unlike PWM mode, HPWM mode is configured by specifying the high time (T1) and period (T). This mode
supports higher frequencies, so the high time and period are defined in µs.

Figure 9.2. HPWM mode

HPWM settings are configured with GPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG command.
High time (T1) and PWM period (T) are specified in µs and can vary from 1 to 340 µs. It is self-evident
that PWM period should be longer, that high time. You can set the high time parameter in Bytes 6, 7: T1L/
T1H (the least and the most significant byte). The PWM period parameter can be set in Bytes 4, 5: TL/
TH, respectively.
Use Byte 2: HPWM_NUMBER to choose the pin (A.5 or B.5) to generate HPWM signal on.
You can switch a pin to HPWM mode by setting Byte 3: ON to 1. In this case GPIO_GET_CFG and
GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG commands will return GPIO_CFG_HPWM (0x8) value for the pin. While the pin
is in HPWM mode, it can be used only by HPWM module. If this byte is set to 0, the pin will be
disconnected from HPWM module. GPIO_GET_CFG and GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG commands will return
GPIO_CFG_NOT_CONFIGURED (0xf) value for the pin.
To retrieve the HPWM configuration for either A.5 pin or B.5 pin, send GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG command.

9.3. Single Pulses
Unlike PWM or HPWM modes, single pulses are not generated continuously. They can be sent on demand
of your application. You can specify the length and logical level of the pulse. You can also choose the pin
to send the pulse on. Note, that single pulses can be generated on any of the 24 pins.
The pulse settings can be configured with GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG command.
You can set:
• number of the pin to generate the pulse on (Byte 2: GPIO);
• logical level (positive or negative) of the pulse (Byte 3: VAL);
• length of the pulse in ms (Bytes 4, 5: TL/TH – low and high byte).
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To send a single pulse, send GPIO_MAKE_PULSE command.
If you set Byte 6: MODE to 1, the pulse will be generated using the settings previously configured by
GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG command. These settings are stored in the internal memory of the GPIO-24
adapter and can be changed only with another GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG command.
If you you want to apply other settings for the pulse, set Byte 6: MODE to 0. In this case the
adapter will send the pulse using the settings specified in GPIO_MAKE_PULSE command. Parameters
of Bytes 2..5 are set in perfect analogy to the same bytes of GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG command.
Unlike GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG command, the settings, configured by GPIO_MAKE_PULSE command,
aren't stored in the internal memory. So, they are applied only for the current pulse.
Both GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG and GPIO_MAKE_PULSE commands will switch pins to pulse generation
mode.
With the help of GPIO_GET_CFG and GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG commands you can check whether the pin
is switched to pulse mode or not. To determine whether an I/O pin is sending a single pulse at the moment
or not, use Byte 5: EXTENDED_CFG of GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG command. Note, that this information is
available only when the pin is switched to pulse mode.
Pulse settings can be retrieved with GPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG command.

9.4. GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG (0x07)
The GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG command configures pulse width modulation (PWM) settings for specified I/O
pins. For more detailed information see Section 9.1, “Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) ”.

GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG

Byte 1
Byte 2

Bit 7..4

ECHO

Echo to associate a command with the response.

PORT

GPIO port.

Bit 3..0

Byte 3

Command ID (0x07).

ON
MASK

PWM state: on/off.
Data mask.

Byte 4

T0L

Low time of the pulse (least significant byte).

Byte 5

T0H

Low time of the pulse (most significant byte).

Byte 6

T1L

High time of the pulse (least significant byte).

Byte 7

T1H

High time of the pulse (most significant byte).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG (0x07)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x07.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2:
Bits 7..4

Bits 3..0

PORT

ON

Bits 7..4: PORT
• 0 – GPIO PORT A;
• 1 – GPIO PORT B;
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• 2 – GPIO PORT C.
Bits 3..0: ON
The PWM state (on/off):
• 1 – the pins will be switched to PWM mode. GPIO_GET_CFG and GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG
commands will return GPIO_CFG_PWM (0x2) value for the pins. The pins can be used only
by the PWM module;
• 0 – the PWM mode will be switched off on the pins. GPIO_GET_CFG and GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG
commands will return GPIO_CFG_NOT_CONFIGURED (0xf) value for the pins. The pins can
be used by any module.
Byte 3: MASK
Data mask to use when modifying PWM settings for I/O pins. It is well known that a byte consists
of 8 bits (which can be 0 or 1). This characteristic is used to create a mask. The mask value allows
to modify certain pins, leaving rest of the pins unchanged. Note, that only the pins with mask bit set
to 1 will be affected.
Bytes 4, 5: T0L/T0H
Byte 4: T0L – least significant byte (low byte) of low time of the pulse.
Byte 5: T0H – most significant byte (high byte) of low time of the pulse.
Low time is a time period when the output equals to 0. It is specified in ms in the range from 1 to
65535 ms (65.535 seconds).
Bytes 6, 7: T1L/T1H
Byte 6: T1L – least significant byte (low byte) of high time of the pulse.
Byte 7: T1H – most significant byte (high byte) of high time of the pulse.
High time is a time period when the output equals to 1. It is specified in ms in the range from 1 to
65535 ms (65.535 seconds).
For convenience GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG response after command execution.

GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2
Byte 3..7

Response ID (0x07).
Echo to associate a command with the response.

ST

Status of the command execution.

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG (0x07)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x07.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – The I/O pins were successfully configured.
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PORT (0x03) – Invalid port number has been specified.
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Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

9.5. GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG (0x08)
The GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG command retrieves pulse width modulation (PWM) settings for specified I/O
pin.

GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Echo to associate a command with the response.

Byte 2

GPIO

GPIO pin number.

Byte 3..7

Reserved

Command ID (0x08).

Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG (0x08)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x08.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: GPIO
GPIO pin number:
• 0..7 corresponds to GPIO PORT A pins 0..7;
• 8..15 corresponds to GPIO PORT B pins 0..7;
• 16..23 corresponds to GPIO PORT C pins 0..7.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG response after command execution. The PWM
configuration settings are specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG Response
Go to Command
The GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG response contains PWM configuration settings for I/O pin specified in
GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG command.
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Byte 3

GPIO

Response ID (0x08).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Status of the command execution.
GPIO pin number.

Byte 4

T0L

Low time of the pulse (least significant byte).

Byte 5

T0H

Low time of the pulse (most significant byte).

Byte 6

T1L

High time of the pulse (least significant byte).

Byte 7

T1H

High time of the pulse (most significant byte).
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Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG (0x08)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x08.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – The I/O pin PWM configuration settings were successfully retrieved.
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_GPIO (0x02) – Invalid I/O pin number has been specified.
Byte 3: GPIO
GPIO pin number:
• 0..7 corresponds to GPIO PORT A pins 0..7
• 8..15 corresponds to GPIO PORT B pins 0..7
• 16..23 corresponds to GPIO PORT C pins 0..7
Bytes 4, 5: T0L/T0H
Byte 4: T0L – least significant byte (low byte) of low time of the pulse.
Byte 5: T0H – most significant byte (high byte) of low time of the pulse.
Low time is a time period when the output equals to 0. It is specified in ms in the range from 1 to
65535 ms (65.535 seconds).
Bytes 6, 7: T1L/T1H
Byte 6: T1L – least significant byte (low byte) of high time of the pulse.
Byte 7: T1H – most significant byte (high byte) of high time of the pulse.
High time is a time period when the output equals to 1. It is specified in ms in the range from 1 to
65535 ms (65.535 seconds).
For convenience GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

9.6. GPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG (0x14)
The GPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG command configures the high frequency pulse width modulation (HPWM)
settings for A.5 and B.5 pins. For more detailed information see Section 9.2, “High Frequency PWM
(HPWM)”.

GPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Command ID (0x14).

Byte 2

HPWM_NUMBER

Byte 3

ON

HPWM state (on/off).

Byte 4

TL

PWM period (least significant byte).

Byte 5

TH

PWM period (most significant byte).

Byte 6

T1L

High time of the pulse (least significant byte).

Byte 7

T1H

High time of the pulse (most significant byte).

Echo to associate a command with the response.
HPWM channel number.
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Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG (0x14)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x14.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: HPWM_NUMBER
The HPWM channel number.
• 0 – B.5 pin;
• 1 – A.5 pin.
Byte 3: ON
The HPWM state (on/off) on the specified pin:
• 1 – the pins will be switched to HPWM mode. GPIO_GET_CFG and GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG
commands will return GPIO_CFG_HPWM (0x2) value for the pin. The pin can be used only by the
HPWM module;
• 0 – the HPWM mode will be switched off on the pins. GPIO_GET_CFG and GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG
commands will return GPIO_CFG_NOT_CONFIGURED (0xf) value for the pin. The pin can be used
by any module.
Bytes 4, 5: TL/TH
Byte 4: TL – least significant byte (low byte) of PWM period.
Byte 5: TH – most significant byte (high byte) of PWM period.
The PWM period is the sum of high time and low time of the pulse. It is specified in µs in the range
from 1 to 340 µs.
Bytes 6, 7: T1L/T1H
Byte 6: T1L – least significant byte (low byte) of high time of the pulse.
Byte 7: T1H – most significant byte (high byte) of high time of the pulse.
High time is a time period when the output equals to 1. It is specified in µs in the range from 1 to 340 µs.
For convenience GPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG response after command execution.

GPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2
Byte 3..7

ST
Reserved

Response ID (0x14).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Status of the command execution.
Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG (0x14)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x14.
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Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – The I/O pins were successfully configured.
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PORT (0x03) – Invalid port number has been specified.
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PWM_PERIOD (0x08) – Invalid PWM period.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

9.7. GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG (0x15)
The GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG command retrieves high frequency pulse width modulation (HPWM) settings
for specified pin (A.5 or B.5).

GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

HPWM_ NUMBER

Byte 3..7

Command ID (0x15).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
HPWM channel number.

Reserved

Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG (0x15)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x15.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: PWM_NUMBER
The HPWM channel number.
• 0 – B.5 pin;
• 1 – A.5 pin.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG response after command execution. The HPWM
configuration settings are specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG Response
Go to Command
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The GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG response contains high frequency pulse width modulation (HPWM)
configuration settings for I/O pin, specified with GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG command.
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Byte 3

HPWM_NUMBER

Response ID (0x15).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Status of the command execution.
HPWM channel number.

Byte 4

TL

PWM period (least significant byte).

Byte 5

TH

PWM period (most significant byte).

Byte 6

T1L

High time of the pulse (least significant byte).

Byte 7

T1H

High time of the pulse (most significant byte).

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG(0x15)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x15.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – The I/O pins were successfully configured.
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PORT (0x03) – Invalid port number has been specified.
Byte 3: PWM_NUMBER
The HPWM channel number.
• 0 – B.5 pin;
• 1 – A.5 pin.
Bytes 4, 5: TL/TH
Byte 4: TL – least significant byte (low byte) of PWM period.
Byte 5: TH – most significant byte (high byte) of PWM period.
The PWM period is the sum of high time and low time of the pulse. It is specified in µs in the range
from 1 to 340 µs.
Bytes 6, 7: T1L/T1H
Byte 6: T1L – least significant byte (low byte) of high time of the pulse.
Byte 7: T1H – most significant byte (high byte) of high time of the pulse.
High time is a time period when the output equals to 1. It is specified in µs in the range from 1 to 340 µs.
For convenience GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

9.8. GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG (0x23)
The GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG command allows to configure the pulse generation settings. For more
detailed information see Section 9.3, “Single Pulses”.

GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG Command
Go to Response
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Byte 0

GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Echo to associate command with the response.

Byte 2

GPIO

GPIO pin number.

Byte 3

VAL

Byte 4

TL

Pulse length (least significant byte).

TH

Pulse length (most significant byte).

Byte 5
Byte 6..7

Command ID (0x23).

Logical level of the pulse.

Reserved

Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG (0x23)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x23.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: GPIO
GPIO pin number:
• 0..7 corresponds to GPIO PORT A pins 0..7;
• 8..15 corresponds to GPIO PORT B pins 0..7;
• 16..23 corresponds to GPIO PORT C pins 0..7.
Byte 3: VAL
Logical level of the pulse:
• 0 – negative pulse.
• 1 – positive pulse.
Bytes 4, 5: TL/TH
Byte 4: TL – least significant byte (low byte) of pulse length.
Byte 5: TH – most significant byte (high byte) of pulse length.
Pulse length is specified in ms in the range from 1 to 65535 ms (65.535 seconds).
Bytes 6..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG response after command execution.

GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2
Byte 3..7

ST
Reserved

Response ID (0x23).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Status of the command execution.
Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG (0x23)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x23.
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Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – Command execution succeeded.
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_GPIO(0x02)- Invalid I/O pin number has been specified.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

9.9. GPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG (0x24)
The GPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG command allows to retrieve the pulse generation settings.

GPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Echo to associate a command with the response.

Byte 2

GPIO

GPIO pin number.

Byte 3..7

Reserved

Command ID (0x24).

Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG (0x24)
Command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x24.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: GPIO
GPIO pin number:
• 0..7 corresponds to GPIO PORT A pins 0..7;
• 8..15 corresponds to GPIO PORT B pins 0..7;
• 16..23 corresponds to GPIO PORT C pins 0..7.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG response after command execution. The response
contains pulse configuration settings.

GPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG Response
Go to Command
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Byte 0

GPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Response ID (0x24).
Echo to associate command with the response.
Status of the command execution.

Byte 3

GPIO

GPIO pin number.

Byte 4

STATE

State of pulse.

Byte 5

VAL

Byte 6

TL

Pulse length (least significant byte).

Byte 7

TH

Pulse length (most significant byte).

Logical level of the pulse.

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG (0x23)
This byte contains response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x23.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – Command execution succeeded.
Byte 3: GPIO
GPIO pin number:
• 0..7 corresponds to GPIO PORT A pins 0..7;
• 8..15 corresponds to GPIO PORT B pins 0..7;
• 16..23 corresponds to GPIO PORT C pins 0..7.
Byte 4: STATE
The state of pulse:
• GPIO_CFG_PULSE_IDLE (0x01) – The pin is switched to pulse mode, but it is not sending a pulse
at the moment.
• GPIO_CFG_PULSE_ACTIVE (0x00) – The pin is sending a pulse at the moment.
Byte 5: VAL
Logical level of the pulse:
• 0 – negative pulse;
• 1 – positive pulse.
Bytes 6, 7: TL/TH
Byte 6: TL – least significant byte (low byte) of pulse length.
Byte 7: TH – most significant byte (high byte) of pulse length.
Pulse length is specified in ms in the range from 1 to 65535 ms (65.535 seconds).
For convenience GPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

9.10. GPIO_MAKE_PULSE (0x0A)
The GPIO_MAKE_PULSE command instructs GPIO-24 adapter to generate a single pulse on selected I/
O pin. For more detailed information see Section 9.3, “Single Pulses”.
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GPIO_MAKE_PULSE Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_MAKE_PULSE

Command ID (0x0A).

Byte 1

ECHO

Echo to associate a command with the response.

Byte 2

GPIO

GPIO pin number.

Byte 3

VAL

Byte 4

TL

Pulse length (least significant byte).

Byte 5

TH

Pulse length (most significant byte).

Byte 6

MODE

Settings mode for pulse generation.

Byte 7

Reserved

Logical level of the pulse.

Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_MAKE_PULSE (0x0A)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x0A.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: GPIO
GPIO pin number:
• 0..7 corresponds to GPIO PORT A pins 0..7
• 8..15 corresponds to GPIO PORT B pins 0..7
• 16..23 corresponds to GPIO PORT C pins 0..7
Byte 3: VAL
Logical level of the pulse:
• 0 – negative pulse.
• 1 – positive pulse.
Bytes 4, 5: TL/TH
Byte 4: TL – least significant byte (low byte) of pulse length.
Byte 5: TH – most significant byte (high byte) of pulse length.
Pulse length is specified in ms in the range from 1 to 65535 ms (65.535 seconds).
Byte 6: MODE
The settings mode for pulse generation:
• 0 – current pulse will be generated using the settings specified in GPIO_MAKE_PULSE command;
• 1 – current pulse will be generated using the settings stored in the internal memory.
GPIO_MAKE_PULSE command settings will be ignored. You can change settings, stored in the
internal memory, with GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG command.
Byte 7: Reserved
This byte is reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_MAKE_PULSE_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_MAKE_PULSE response after command execution.
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GPIO_MAKE_PULSE Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_MAKE_PULSE

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2
Byte 3..7

Response ID (0x0A).
Echo to associate a command with the response.

ST

Status of the command execution.

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_MAKE_PULSE (0x0A)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x0A.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – Command execution succeeded.
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_GPIO (0x02)- Invalid I/O pin number has been specified.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_MAKE_PULSE_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.
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Frequency counter module has two frequency counters. Either of them can measure frequency of a digital
signal on A.3 or A.4 pin. Frequency is measured by counting the number of pulses on the corresponing
I/O pin per second. Minimum high time (T1) and low time (T0) of a pulse should be 83 ns.

While T1 and T0 are greater than 83 ns, GPIO-24 adapter frequency counter can measure frequency up
to 5 MHz.
Any time you can retrieve current frequency with GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL command.
Besides sending measurement results on demand, a frequency counter can generate an event to notify the
user when user-defined measurement limits are reached. You can also configure the frequency counter to
send events periodically with a predefined repeat interval. For more detailed information see Section 10.1,
“Frequency Counter Event”.
The GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG command is used to configure either of the frequency counters. To retrieve
the configuration settings, send GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG command.

10.1. Frequency Counter Event
Both frequency counters can notify the user when user-defined measurement limits are reached and
send measurement results. For this purpose GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_EV_FR_CNT event to your
application. The event returns the following information:
• measured frequency (Bytes 2...4: FREQUENCY);
• ID number of the frequency counter, from which measurement result has been retrieved (Byte 5:
FR_CNT_NUMBER).
The conditions of the event generation are set with GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG command as desribed
below.
If you do not want to receive events at all:
Set Byte 7: EVENT_COND to GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_NONE (0x00). The measured frequency can still
be retrieved with GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL command.
If you want to receive measured frequency periodically:
Set Byte 7: EVENT_COND to GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_ALWAYS (0x05). In this case events are sent
periodically with predefined interval. Specify the interval in units of 100 ms in Byte 3: REPEAT. The
repeat interval should be non-zero.
If you want to receive events depending on the result of comparison:
In Bytes 4..6: COMP_VAL you define threshold frequency. This value is constantly compared with
measured frequency. The condition of the comparison is specified in Byte 7: EVENT_COND.
Byte 7: EVENT_COND can take on one of 4 different values:
• GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_BELOW (0x01) – events are sent when the frequency is lower than the treshold
value.
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• GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_NOT_EQ (0x02) – events are sent when the frequency is lower or higher than
the treshold value.
• GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_EQ (0x03) – events are sent when the frequency is equal to the treshold value.
• GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_ABOVE (0x04) – events are sent when the frequency is higher than the
treshold value.
You can also configure USB-I/O adapter to send events repeatedly while the comparison
condition exists. The repeat interval in units of 100 ms is specified in Byte 3: REPEAT of
GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG command. If the repeat interval is zero, only one event is sent (when the
measurement limit is reached).

10.2. GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG (0x16)
The GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG command allows to switch on/off frequency counter mode on specified pin
and to set the conditions of the event generation.

GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG

Byte 1
Byte 2

ECHO
Bit 7..4

ON

Bit 3..0

FR_CNT_NUMBER

Command ID (0x16).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Frequency counter state.
ID number of the counter to measure frequency.

Byte 3

REPEAT

Repeat interval value in units of 100 ms.

Byte 4

COMP_VAL[2]

Threshold frequency (least significant byte).

Byte 5

COMP_VAL[1]

Threshold frequency (middle byte).

Byte 6

COMP_VAL[0]

Threshold frequency (most significant byte).

Byte 7

EVENT_COND

Condition of comparison.

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG (0x16)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x16.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2:
Bits 7..4

Bits 3..0

ON

FR_CNT_NUMBER

Bits 7..4: ON
The frequency counter state (on/off):
• 1 – the pin will be switched to the frequency counter mode. GPIO_GET_CFG and
GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG commands will return GPIO_CFG_FR_CNT (0x6) value for the pin. The
pin can be used only by the frequency counter module;
• 0 – the frequency counter mode will be switched off on the pin. GPIO_GET_CFG and
GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG commands will return GPIO_CFG_NOT_CONFIGURED (0xf) value for
the pin. The pin can be used by any module.
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Bits 3..0: FR_CNT_NUMBER
The ID number of the frequency counter:
• 0 – frequency counter on A.3 pin;
• 1 – frequency counter on A.4 pin.
Byte 3: REPEAT
This byte defines the repeat interval in units of 100 ms for the event GPIO_EV_FR_CNT generation.
If this byte is non-zero, GPIO-24 adapter sends events each REPEAT*100 ms. For more detailed
information see Section 10.1, “Frequency Counter Event”.
Bytes 4..6: COMP_VAL
The threshold frequency to be compared with. The counter calculates frequency and constantly
compares it with the threshold frequency specified in Bytes 4..6: COMP_VAL.
Byte 4: COMP_VAL[2] – least significant byte (low byte) of threshold frequency.
Byte 5: COMP_VAL[1] – middle byte of threshold frequency.
Byte 6: COMP_VAL[0] – most significant byte (high byte) of threshold frequency.
Frequency is specified in Hz in the range from 0 to 5,000,000 Hz (5 MHz).
Byte 7: EVENT_COND
The condition of the comparison:
• GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_NONE (0x00) – No events are sent by current frequency counter.
• GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_BELOW (0x01) – Events are sent when the frequency is lower than the
threshold value specified in Bytes 4..6: COMP_VAL.
• GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_NOT_EQ (0x02) – Events are sent when the frequency is lower or higher than
the threshold value specified in Bytes 4..6: COMP_VAL.
• GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_EQ (0x03) – Events are sent when the frequency is equal to the threshold
value specified in Bytes 4..6: COMP_VAL.
• GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_ABOVE (0x04) – Events are sent when the frequency is higher than the
threshold value specified in Bytes 4..6: COMP_VAL.
• GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_ALWAYS (0x05) – Events are sent periodically with predefined interval
specified in Byte 3: REPEAT.
For convenience GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file:
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG response after command execution.

GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2
Byte 3..7

ST
Reserved

Response ID (0x16).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Status of the command execution.
Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG(0x16)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x16.
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Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – Frequency counter was succesfully configured;
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_FR_CNT_NUMBER (0x0A) – Invalid frequency counter ID has been specified
(only 1 and 0 are valid);
• GPIO_ST_UNKNOWN_EVENT_TYPE (0x0B) – Unsupported comparison condition has been
specified.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

10.3. GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG (0x17)
The GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG command retrieves configuration settings for specified frequency counter.

GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

FR_CNT_NUMBER

Byte 3..7

Command ID (0x17).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
The id number of frequency counter (0 and 1 values are available).

Reserved

Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG (0x17)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x17.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: FR_CNT _NUMBER
• 0 – frequency counter on A.3 pin;
• 1 – frequency counter on A.4 pin.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG response after command execution. The frequency
counter settings are specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG Response
Go to Command
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Byte 0

GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG

Byte 1
Byte 2

ECHO
Bit 7..4
Bit 3..0

Response ID (0x17).
Echo to associate a command with the response.

ST

Status of the command execution.

ON

Frequency counter state.

Byte 3

REPEAT

Repeat interval value in units of 100 ms.

Byte 4

COMP _VAL[2]

Threshold frequency (least significant byte).

Byte 5

COMP _VAL[1]

Threshold frequency (middle byte).

Byte 6

COMP _VAL[0]

Threshold frequency (most significant byte).

Byte 7

EVENT _COND

Condition of comparison.

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG (0x17)
This byte contains response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x17.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2:
Bits 7..4

Bits 3..0

ST

ON

ST: 7..4 bits
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – Frequency counter configuration has been succesfully retrieved;
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_FR_CNT_NUMBER (0x0A) – Invalid ID number of the frequency counter
has been specified (only 0 and 1 values are valid).
ON: 3..0 bits
The frequency counter state (on/off):
• 1 – the pin is switched to the frequency counter mode;
• 0 – the frequency counter mode is switched off on the pin.
Byte 3: REPEAT
This byte contains the repeat interval in units of 100 ms for the event GPIO_EV_FR_CNT generation.
If this byte is non-zero, GPIO-24 adapter sends events each REPEAT*100 ms. For more detailed
information see Section 10.1, “Frequency Counter Event”.
Byte 4..6: COMP_VAL
The threshold frequency in Hz to be compared with. The counter calculates frequency and constantly
compares it with the threshold frequency specified in Bytes 4..6: COMP_VAL.
Byte 4: COMP_VAL[2] – least significant byte (low byte) of threshold frequency.
Byte 5: COMP_VAL[1] – middle byte of threshold frequency.
Byte 6: COMP_VAL[0] – most significant byte (high byte) of threshold frequency.
Byte 7: EVENT_COND
The condition of the comparison:
• GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_NONE (0x00) – No events are sent by current frequency counter.
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• GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_BELOW (0x01) – Events are sent when the frequency is lower than the
threshold value specified in Bytes 4..6: COMP_VAL.
• GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_NOT_EQ (0x02) – Events are sent when the frequency is lower or higher than
the threshold value specified in Bytes 4..6: COMP_VAL.
• GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_EQ (0x03) – Events are sent when the frequency is equal to the threshold
value specified in Bytes 4..6: COMP_VAL.
• GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_ABOVE (0x04) – Events are sent when the frequency is higher than the
threshold value specified in Bytes 4..6: COMP_VAL.
• GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_ALWAYS (0x05) – Events are sent periodically with predefined interval
specified in Byte 3: REPEAT.
For convenience GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

10.4. GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL (0x18)
The GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL command retrieves current frequency measured by specified frequency
counter.

GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

FR_CNT_NUMBER

Byte 3..7

Command ID (0x18).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
ID number of the frequency counter to retrieve frequency from.

Reserved

Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL (0x18)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x18.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: FR_CNT_NUMBER
The ID number of the frequency counter to retrieve frequency from:
• 0 – frequency counter on A.3 pin;
• 1 – frequency counter on A.4 pin.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL response after command execution. The current
frequency is specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL Response
Go to Command
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Byte 0

GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Byte 3

Response ID (0x18).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Status of the command execution.

FR_CNT_NUMBER

ID number of the frequency counter, from which frequency has been
retrieved.

Byte 4

FREQUENCY[2]

Frequency in Hz (least significant byte).

Byte 5

FREQUENCY[1]

Frequency in Hz (middle byte).

Byte 6

FREQUENCY[0]

Frequency in Hz (most significant byte).

Byte 7

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL (0x18)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x18.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – Frequency has been succesfully retrieved;
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_FR_CNT_NUMBER (0x0A) – Invalid ID number of the frequency counter has
been specified (only 0 and 1 are valid).
Byte 3: FR_CNT_NUMBER
The ID number of the frequency counter, from which current frequency has been retrieved:
• 0 – frequency counter on A.3 pin;
• 1 – frequency counter on A.4 pin.
Byte 4..6: FREQUENCY
The current frequency in Hz.
Byte 4: FREQUENCY[2] – least significant byte (low byte) of frequency.
Byte 5: FREQUENCY[1] – middle byte of frequency.
Byte 6: FREQUENCY[0] – most significant byte (high byte) of frequency.
Byte 7: Reserved
This byte is reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

10.5. GPIO_EV_FR_CNT (0x85)
GPIO-24 adapter can send GPIO_EV_FR_CNT event to your application.
You can configure event generation conditions with GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG command. For more
detailed information see Section 10.1, “Frequency Counter Event”.
The GPIO_EV_FR_CNT event returns the following information:
• current frequency (Bytes 2..4: FREQUENCY);
• ID number of the frequency counter, from which frequency has been retrieved (Byte 5:
FR_CNT_NUMBER).
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Byte 0

GPIO_EV_FR_CNT

Event ID (0x85).

Byte 1

CNT

Byte 2

FREQUENCY[2]

Current frequency in Hz (least significant byte)

Byte 3

FREQUENCY[1]

Current frequency in Hz (middle byte)

Byte 4

FREQUENCY[0]

Current frequency in Hz (most significant byte)

Byte 5
Byte 6..7

CNT is incremented each time after the event arises.

FR_CNT_NUMBER

ID number of the frequency counter, from which frequency has been
retrieved.

Reserved

Reserved

Event is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_EV_FR_CNT (0x85)
Event ID (response type). Should be set to 0x85
Byte 1: CNT
CNT byte value is incremented each time when any event arises.
Byte 2..4: FREQUENCY
The current frequency in Hz.
Byte 2: FREQUENCY[2] – least significant byte (low byte) of frequency.
Byte 3: FREQUENCY[1] – middle byte of frequency.
Byte 4: FREQUENCY[0] – most significant byte (high byte) of frequency.
Byte 5: FR_CNT_NUMBER
The ID number of the frequency counter, from which current frequency has been retrieved:
• 0 – frequency counter on A.3 pin;
• 1 – frequency counter on A.4 pin.
Bytes 6..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_EV_FR_CNT structure is declared in reports.h file.
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Pulse counter module contains 2 pulse counters connected to A.3 and A.4 pins.
Each counter can count pulses in one of three modes:
• Free Run Mode – Pulses are counted continuously. You can suspend, resume or reset the counter and
get the number of pulses at any time.
• Time Based Mode – Pulses are counted during the user-defined time period. When the predefined time
period is exceeded, the counting starts again from 0 and the pulse counter sends an event to PC. The
event contains the number of pulses detected during this period.
• Pulse Based Mode – Pulses are counted until the number of pulses reaches the user-defined value.
Then the counting starts again from 0 and the counter sends an event to PC. The event contains time
elapsed from the moment you started the counter.

For pulse to be counted its high time (T1) and low time (T0) should be greater than 83 ns.
The number of pulses and elapsed time are stored as 3-byte value. This allows to count up to 16,777,215
pulses until the counter overflows. When the counter overflows, it doesn't stop. The GPIO-24 adapter
resets the counter, and counting starts again from 0. You can configure the counter to send an event,
when it overflows.

11.1. Pulse Counter Modes
There are three possible modes of a pulse counter:
• Free Run Mode – pulses are counted until maximum number of pulses (16,777,215) is reached;
• Time Based Mode – pulses are counted only during user-defined time period;
• Pulse Based Mode – pulses are counted until user-defined number of pulses is detected.
The modes can be selected in Bits 7..4: PLS_CNT_MODE of Byte 3 of GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG
command.

11.1.1. Free Run Mode
In Free Run Mode pulses are counted continuously. When maximum number (16,777,215) of pulses is
reached, the counting starts again from 0.
The pulse counter registers the number of detected pulses and the elapsed time. Any time you can suspend
time and pulse counting, resume or reset it. Besides, you can retrieve the number of detected pulses
and elapsed time. You can also configure the pulse counter module to send events to your application
periodically or when the counter overflows (maximum number of pulses is reached).
To configure pulse counter settings, send GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG command. The Free Run Mode
can be selected in Bits 7..4: PLS_CNT_MODE of Byte 3.
If you want to receive GPIO_EV_PLS_CNT event, when the pulse counter overflows, specify 1 in Bit 0:
EV_OVERFLOW of Byte 3. The event will return the elapsed time.
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You may configure the pulse counter to send events periodically. The repeat interval is specified in Byte
4: REPEAT in units of 10 ms. The event will return the number of detected pulses.
For more detailed information about the event see Section 11.2, “Pulse Counter Event”.
You can suspend pulse counting by GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT command. This command suspends
both time counting and pulse counting. If a pulse counter is suspended, it will not run until you send the
GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT command.
Any time you can retrieve current number of detected pulses and timer readings with
GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL command. You can reset the time count or pulse count with
GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT command.
To retrieve the pulse counter configuration settings, send GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG command.

11.1.2. Time Based Mode
In Time Based Mode pulses are counted only during user-defined time period. When this time period is
exceeded, the counting starts again from 0 and the counter sends an event to the user application.
The pulse counter registers the number of detected pulses and the elapsed time. As in the case of Free
Run Mode, in Time Based Mode you can suspend time and pulse counting, resume or reset it.
In Time Based Mode it is possible to set the time period, during which the pulses will be counted, and to
change it. You can also retrieve this time period, as well as the elapsed time and the number of detected
pulses.
To configure pulse counter settings, send GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG command. The Time Based Mode
can be selected in Bits 7..4: PLS_CNT_MODE of Byte 3. You specify the time period in Bytes 5..7: LIMIT.
This value is specified in units of 10 ms and can vary from 10 to 167,772,150 ms (46.5 h).
If you want to receive GPIO_EV_PLS_CNT event, when the pulse counter overflows, specify 1 in Bit 0:
EV_OVERFLOW of Byte 3. The event will return the elapsed time. If you want to receive the event, when
the time period is exceeded, specify 1 in Bit 2: EV_MATCH of Byte 3. You may also configure the pulse
counter to send events periodically. The repeat interval is specified in Byte 4: REPEAT in units of 10 ms.
In both these cases the events will return the number of detected pulses. For more detailed information
about the event see Section 11.2, “Pulse Counter Event”.
You can suspend pulse counting by GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT command. This command suspends
both time counting and pulse counting. If a pulse counter is suspended, it will not run until you send the
GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT command.
You can reset the time count or pulse count with GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT command. To
change the defined time period, send GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT command (make sure that
GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_TIME (1) value is specified in Byte 3: LIMIT_TYPE of this command). To retrieve
this user-defined time period, use GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT command.
You can retrieve current number of pulses and timer readings with GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL command.
To retrieve the pulse counter configuration settings, send GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG command.

11.1.3. Pulse Based Mode
In Pulse Based Mode you can specify the threshold number of pulses. Pulses will be counted until the
user-defined threshold number is reached. Then counting starts again from 0 and the counter sends an
event to the user application.
The pulse counter registers the number of detected pulses and the elapsed time. You can suspend time
and pulse counting, resume or reset it at any time.
As opposed to Time Based Mode, in Pulse Based Mode you specify the threshold number of pulses.
Pulses will be counted until the number of pulses reaches this user-defined value. You can also retrieve
this threshold number, as well as the elapsed time and the number of detected pulses.
To configure pulse counter settings, send GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG command. The Pulse Based Mode
can be selected in Bits 7..4: PLS_CNT_MODE of Byte 3. In Bytes 5..7: LIMIT you can specify the threshold
number of pulses. This value is specified in the range from 1 to 16,777,215.
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If you want to receive GPIO_EV_PLS_CNT event, when threshold number of pulses is reached, specify
1 in Bit 2: EV_MATCH of Byte 3. The event will return the elapsed time.
You may also configure the pulse counter to send events periodically. The repeat interval is specified in
Byte 4: REPEAT in units of 10 ms. The event will return the number of detected pulses.
For more detailed information about the GPIO_EV_PLS_CNT event see Section 11.2, “Pulse Counter
Event”.
You can suspend pulse counting by GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT command. This command suspends
both time counting and pulse counting. If a pulse counter is suspended, it will not run until you send the
GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT command.
You can reset the time count or pulse count with GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT command. To change
the defined threshold number, send GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT command (make sure that
GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_PULSES (0) value is specified in Byte 3: LIMIT_TYPE of this command). To retrieve
this threshold number, use GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT command.
You can retrieve current number of pulses and timer readings with GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL command.
To retrieve the pulse counter configuration settings, send GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG command.

11.2. Pulse Counter Event
Both pulse counters can notify the user:
• when the pulse counter overflows (Free Run Mode and Time Based Mode);
• when user-defined time period is exceeded (Time Based Mode);
• when user-defined threshold number of pulses is detected (Pulse Based Mode);
• periodically with predefined repeat interval.
For this purpose GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_EV_PLS_CNT event to your application. The conditions
of the event generation are set with GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG command as described below.
If you want to receive the event when the counter overflows:
Specify 1 in Bit 0: EV_OVERFLOW of Byte 3. In this case the event is generated when maximum
number of pulses (16,777,215) is reached. The event of this type can be sent in Free Run Mode and
Time Based Mode. Byte 2: EVENT_TYPE of the event will contain GPIO_PLS_CNT_EV_OVERFLOW
(1) value. The event will return the time, elapsed since last reset.
If you want to receive the event when the time period is exceeded:
Specify 1 in Bit 2: EV_MATCH of Byte 3. The event of this type can be sent in Time Based
Mode, when user-defined time period is reached. Byte 2: EVENT_TYPE of the event will contain
GPIO_PLS_CNT_EV_MATCH (3) value. The event will return the number of detected pulses.
If you want to receive the event when the user-defined number of pulses is detected:
Specify 1 in Bit 2: EV_MATCH of Byte 3. The event of this type can be sent in Pulse Based Mode,
when user-defined threshold number of pulses is reached. Byte 2: EVENT_TYPE of the event will
contain GPIO_PLS_CNT_EV_MATCH (3) value. The event will return the elapsed time.
If you want to receive the event periodically with predefined interval:
Specify the non-zero repeat interval in Byte 4: REPEAT. The repeat interval is set in units of 10 ms in
the range from 10 to 167,772,150 ms (46.5 h). The event will return current number of detected pulses.
To summarize, the event returns the following information:
• cause of the event (Byte 2: EVENT_TYPE):
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_EV_OVERFLOW (1) – pulse counter overflows (maximum number of pulses –
16,777,215 – is reached);
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• GPIO_PLS_CNT_EV_REPEAT (2) – pulse counter is configured to send events periodically and the
repeat interval has passed;
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_EV_MATCH (3) – user-defined limit is reached: time period is exceeded (Time
Based Mode) or threshold number of pulses is detected (Pulse Based Mode).
• ID number of the pulse counter, which has generated the event (Byte 3: PLS_CNT_NUMBER);
• returned value (Bytes 4..6: VALUE):
• if Byte 7: VALUE_TYPE = GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_PULSES (0) – the event returns current number
of detected pulses;
• if Byte 7: VALUE_TYPE = GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_TIME (1) – the event returns elapsed time.
• type of returned value (Byte 7: VALUE_TYPE):
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_PULSES (0) – the event contains the number of detected pulses in Bytes
4..6: VALUE;
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_TIME (1) – the event contains the elapsed time in Bytes 4..6: VALUE.

11.3. GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG (0x1D)
The GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG command allows to configure pulse counter module, to start, stop and
suspend pulse counting and to set the conditions of the event generation.

GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2 Bits 7..3

Echo to associate the command with the response.

Reserved

Bit 2

SUSPENDED

Bit 1

ON

Bit 0

PLS_CNT_NUMBER

Byte 3 Bits 7..4

Command ID (must be 0x1D).
Reserved (must be 0).
Pulse counter state (suspended or not).
Pulse counter switcher (used to start/stop pulse counting).

PLS_CNT_MODE

Bit 3

Reserved

Bit 2

EV_MATCH

Bit 1

Reserved

Bit 0

EV_OVERFLOW

Byte 4

REPEAT

Byte 5

LIMIT[2]

Byte 6

LIMIT[1]

Byte 7

LIMIT[0]

ID number of the counter to count pulses.
Pulse counter mode.
Reserved (must be 0).
Matcher (an event will be sent when counter limits are exceeded).
Reserved (must be 0).
Matcher (an event will be sent when maximum number of pulses
is detected).
Repeat interval value in units of 10 ms.
Counter limit (time period or threshold number of pulses).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG (0x1D)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It must be set to 0x1D.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
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Byte 2:
Bits 7..3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

Reserved

SUSPENDED

ON

PLS_CNT_NUMBER

Bits 7..3: Reserved
These bits are reserved for future usage. They must be set to 0.
Bit 2: SUSPENDED
Pulse counter state:
• 0 – pulse counter runs immediately after configuration.
• 1 – pulse counter will be in suspended state. It will not run until you send the
GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT command.
Bit 1: ON
The pulse counter state (on/off):
• 1 – the pin is switched to the pulse counter mode. GPIO_GET_CFG and GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG
commands will return GPIO_CFG_PLS_CNT (0x7) value for the pin. The pin can be used only
by the pulse counter module;
• 0 – the pulse counter mode is switched off on the pin. GPIO_GET_CFG and
GPIO_GET_PIN_CFG commands will return GPIO_CFG_NOT_CONFIGURED (0xf) value for
the pin. The pin can be used by any module.
Bit 0: PLS_CNT_NUMBER
The ID number of the pulse counter:
• 0 – pulse counter on A.3 pin;
• 1 – pulse counter on A.4 pin.
Byte 3:
Bits 7..4

Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

PLS_CNT_MODE

Reserved

EV_MATCH

Reserved

EV_OVERFLOW

Bits 7..4: PLS_CNT_MODE
The pulse counter can be configured into one of three possible modes:
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_MODE_FREE_RUN(0) – pulses are counted until maximum number of
pulses (16,777,215) is reached. For more detailed information see Section 11.1.1, “Free Run
Mode”.
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_MODE_TIME_BASED(1) – pulses are counted only during user-defined time
period. For more detailed information see Section 11.1.2, “Time Based Mode”.
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_MODE_PULSE_BASED(2) – pulses are counted until user-defined number
of pulses is detected. For more detailed information see Section 11.1.3, “Pulse Based Mode”.
Bit 3: Reserved
This bit is reserved for future usage. It must be set to 0.
Bit 2: EV_MATCH
• 1 – USB-I/O adapter will send the GPIO_EV_PLS_CNT event either when the time period is
exceeded (Time Based Mode) or when the threshold number of pulses is detected (Pulse Based
Mode). For more detailed information see Section 11.2, “Pulse Counter Event”;
• 0 – the event is not generated when pulse counter limits are reached.
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This bit is not used in Free Run Mode and must be set to 0.
Bit 1: Reserved
This bit is reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
Bit 0: EV_OVERFLOW
• 1 – USB-I/O adapter will send the GPIO_EV_PLS_CNT event when maximum number of
pulses is reached. For more detailed information see Section 11.2, “Pulse Counter Event”;
• 0 – the event is not generated when maximum number of pulses is reached.
Byte 4: REPEAT
This byte defines the repeat interval for GPIO_EV_PLS_CNT event generation. If this byte is non-zero,
GPIO-24 adapter sends events each REPEAT*10 ms. For more detailed information see Section 11.2,
“Pulse Counter Event”.
Bytes 5..7: LIMIT
These bytes define pulse counter limits.
For the pulse counter in Time Based Mode these bytes define the time period in units of 10 ms up to
16,777,215 (167,772,150 ms or 46.5 h). Pulses will be counted only during this time period.
For the pulse counter in Pulse Based Mode these bytes define the threshold number of pulses up to
16,777,215. Pulses will be counted until this number is detected.
Byte 5: LIMIT[2] – least significant byte (low byte) of a pulse counter limit.
Byte 6: LIMIT[1] – middle byte of threshold a pulse counter limit.
Byte 7: LIMIT[0] – most significant byte (high byte) of a pulse counter limit.
For the pulse counter in Free Run Mode these bytes are not used and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG response after command execution.

GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Bytes 3..7

Response ID (0x1D).
Echo to associate command with the response.
Command execution status.

Reserved

Reserved.

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG (0x1D)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x1D.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – Pulse counter has succesfully been configured;
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PARAMETER (0x0A) – Unsupported pulse counter mode has been specified.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
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For convenience GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

11.4. GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG (0x1E)
The GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG command retrieves pulse counter configuration settings.

GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

PLS_CNT_NUMBER

Bytes 3..7

Command ID (must be 0x1E)
Echo to associate the command with the response
ID number of the counter, which settings will be retrieved.

Reserved

Reserved (must be 0)

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG (0x1E)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It must be set to 0x1E.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response, received from GPIO-24 adapter, with the specific command.
The response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: PLS_CNT_NUMBER
The ID number of the pulse counter:
• 0 – pulse counter on A.3 pin;
• 1 – pulse counter on A.4 pin.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG response after command execution. Pulse counter
configuration settings are specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Byte 3 Bits 7..3
Bit 2

Echo to associate a command with the response
Command execution status

Reserved
SUSPENDED

Bit 1

ON

Bit 0

PLS_CNT_NUMBER

Byte 4 Bits 7..4

Response ID ( 0x1E)

Reserved
Pulse counter state (suspended or not)
Pulse counting state (on/off)

PLS_CNT_MODE

Bit 3

Reserved

Bit 2

EV_MATCH

Bit 1

Reserved

Bit 0

EV_OVERFLOW

ID number of the counter, which settings are retrieved
Pulse counter mode
Reserved
Matcher (an event is sent when counter limits are exceeded)
Reserved
Matcher (an event is sent when maximum number of pulses is
detected).

Byte 5

REPEAT

Repeat interval value in units of 10 ms

Bytes 6..7

Reserved

Reserved
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Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG (0x1E)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x1E.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – Pulse counter configuration has succesfully been retrieved;
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PLS_CNT_NUMBER (0x0A) – Invalid ID of the pulse counter has been
specified (only 0 and 1 values are valid).
Byte 3:
Bits 7..3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

Reserved

SUSPENDED

ON

PLS_CNT_NUMBER

Bits 7..3: Reserved
These bits are reserved for future usage.
Bit 2: SUSPENDED
Pulse counter state:
• 0 – pulse counter is running;
• 1 – pulse counter is in suspended state. It will not run until you send the
GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT command.
Bit 1: ON
The pulse counter state (on/off):
• 1 – the pin is switched to the pulse counter mode;
• 0 – the pulse counter mode is switched off on the pin.
Bit 0: PLS_CNT_NUMBER
The ID number of the pulse counter:
• 0 – pulse counter on A.3 pin;
• 1 – pulse counter on A.4 pin.
Byte 4:
Bits 7..4

Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

PLS_CNT_MODE

Reserved

EV_MATCH

Reserved

EV_OVERFLOW

Bits 7..4: PLS_CNT_MODE
The mode in which pulse counter operates:
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_MODE_FREE_RUN(0) – pulses are counted until maximum number of
pulses (16,777,215) is reached. For more detailed information see Section 11.1.1, “Free Run
Mode”.
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_MODE_TIME_BASED(1) – pulses are counted only during user-defined time
period. For more detailed information see Section 11.1.2, “Time Based Mode”.
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_MODE_PULSE_BASED(2) – pulses are counted until user-defined number
of pulses is detected. For more detailed information see Section 11.1.3, “Pulse Based Mode”.
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Bit 3: Reserved
This bit is reserved for future usage.
Bit 2: EV_MATCH
• 1 – USB-I/O adapter will send the GPIO_EV_PLS_CNT event either when the time period is
exceeded (Time Based Mode) or when the threshold number of pulses is detected (Pulse Based
Mode). For more detailed information see Section 11.2, “Pulse Counter Event”;
• 0 – the event is not generated when pulse counter limits are reached.
Bit 1: Reserved
This bit is reserved for future usage.
Bit 0: EV_OVERFLOW
• 1 – USB-I/O adapter will send the GPIO_EV_PLS_CNT event when maximum number of
pulses is reached. For more detailed information see Section 11.2, “Pulse Counter Event”;
• 0 – the event is not generated when maximum number of pulses is reached.
Byte 5: REPEAT
The repeat interval for GPIO_EV_PLS_CNT event generation. If this byte is non-zero, GPIO-24
adapter sends events each REPEAT*10 ms. For more detailed information see Section 11.2, “Pulse
Counter Event”.
Bytes 6..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

11.5. GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT (0x28)
The GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT command specifies pulse counter limits – time period or threshold
number of pulses – for Time Based Mode and Pulse Based Mode, correspondingly. For the pulse counter
in Free Run Mode this command has no sense.

GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

PLS_CNT_NUMBER

Byte 3

LIMIT_TYPE

Byte 4

LIMIT[2]

Byte 5

LIMIT[1]

Byte 6

LIMIT[0]

Byte 7

Reserved

Command ID
Echo to associate command with the response
ID number of the counter, which limit will be configured.
Type of the counter limit (time period or threshold number of pulses)
Counter limit (time period or threshold number of pulses)
Reserved

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT (0x28)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It must be set to 0x28.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte can be used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific
command. Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: PLS_CNT_NUMBER
The ID number of the pulse counter:
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• 0 – pulse counter on A.3 pin;
• 1 – pulse counter on A.4 pin.
Byte 3: LIMIT_TYPE
The type of value specified in Bytes 4..6: LIMIT:
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_PULSES (0) – Bytes 4..6: LIMIT contain the threshold number of
pulses.
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_TIME (1) – Bytes 4..6: LIMIT contain the time period in units of 10 ms.
Bytes 4..6: LIMIT
These bytes contain pulse counter limits.
If Byte 3: LIMIT_TYPE = GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_TIME (1) – Bytes 4..6: LIMIT define the time
period in units of 10 ms up to 16,777,215 (167,772,150 ms or 46.5 h).
If Byte 3: LIMIT_TYPE = GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_PULSES (0) – Bytes 4..6: LIMIT define the
threshold number of pulses up to 16,777,215.
Byte 4: LIMIT[2] – least significant byte (low byte) of a pulse counter limit.
Byte 5: LIMIT[1] – middle byte of threshold a pulse counter limit.
Byte 6: LIMIT[0] – most significant byte (high byte) of a pulse counter limit.
Byte 7: Reserved
This byte is reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT response after command execution.

GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Bytes 3..7

Response ID
Echo to associate command with the response
Command execution status

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT (0x28)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x28.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It can be used to associate the response with
the specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – Pulse counter limit has succesfully been set;
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PLS_CNT_NUMBER (0x0A) – Invalid ID of the pulse counter has been
specified (only 0 and 1 values are valid);
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PARAMETER (0x0B) – Unsupported pulse counter limit type has been
specified.
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
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For convenience GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

11.6. GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT (0x29)
The GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT command retrieves pulse counter limits – time period or threshold
number of pulses – for Time Based Mode and Pulse Based Mode, correspondingly.

GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

PLS_CNT_NUMBER

Byte 3

LIMIT_TYPE

Bytes 4..7

Command ID
Echo to associate command with the response
ID number of the counter, which limit will be retrieved.
Type of the counter limit (time period or threshold number of pulses)

Reserved

Reserved

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT (0x29)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It must be set to 0x29.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte can be used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific
command. Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: PLS_CNT_NUMBER
The ID number of the pulse counter:
• 0 – pulse counter on A.3 pin;
• 1 – pulse counter on A.4 pin.
Byte 3: LIMIT_TYPE
The type of value to be retrieved:
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_PULSES (0) – the command retrieves the threshold number of pulses.
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_TIME (1) – the command retrieves the time period in units of 10 ms.
Bytes 4..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT response after command execution. Pulse counter
limit is specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Byte 3

PLS_CNT_NUMBER

Byte 4

LIMIT_TYPE

Byte 5

LIMIT[2]

Byte 6

LIMIT[1]

Byte 7

LIMIT[0]

Response ID
Echo to associate command with the response
Command execution status
The number of pulse counter
The type of limit
Counter limit (time period or threshold number of pulses)
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Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT (0x29)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x29.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It can be used to associate the response with
the specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – Pulse counter limit has succesfully been retrieved;
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PLS_CNT_NUMBER (0x0A) – Invalid ID of the pulse counter has been
specified (only 0 and 1 values are valid);
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PARAMETER (0x0B) – Unsupported pulse counter limit type has been
specified.
Byte 3: PLS_CNT_NUMBER
The ID number of the pulse counter:
• 0 – pulse counter on A.3 pin;
• 1 – pulse counter on A.4 pin.
Byte 4: LIMIT_TYPE
The type of value specified in Bytes 5..7: LIMIT:
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_PULSES (0) – Bytes 5..7: LIMIT contain the threshold number of
pulses.
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_TIME (1) – Bytes 5..7: LIMIT contain the time period in units of 10 ms.
Bytes 5..7: LIMIT
These bytes contain pulse counter limits.
If Byte 4: LIMIT_TYPE = GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_TIME (1) – Bytes 4..6: LIMIT define the time
period in units of 10 ms up to 16,777,215 (167,772,150 ms or 46.5 h).
If Byte 4: LIMIT_TYPE = GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_PULSES (0) – Bytes 4..6: LIMIT define the
threshold number of pulses up to 16,777,215.
Byte 5: LIMIT[2] – least significant byte (low byte) of a pulse counter limit.
Byte 6: LIMIT[1] – middle byte of threshold a pulse counter limit.
Byte 7: LIMIT[0] – most significant byte (high byte) of a pulse counter limit.
For convenience GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

11.7. GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL (0x1F)
The GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL command retrieves current number of detected pulses or elapsed time
for specified pulse counter.

GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL Command
Go to Response
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Byte 0

GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

PLS_CNT_NUMBER

Byte 3

VALUE_TYPE

Bytes 4..7

Command ID (must be 0x1F)
Echo to associate the command with the response
ID number of the counter, which readings will be retrieved.
Type of the counter value (elapsed time or current number of detected
pulses)

Reserved

Reserved

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL (0x1F)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It must be set to 0x1F.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte can be used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific
command. Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: PLS_CNT_NUMBER
The ID number of the pulse counter:
• 0 – pulse counter on A.3 pin;
• 1 – pulse counter on A.4 pin.
Byte 3: VALUE_TYPE
The type of value to be returned in the response:
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_PULSES (0) – The response will contain the number of detected pulses.
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_TIME (1) – The response will contain the elapsed time in units of 10 ms.
Bytes 4..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL response after command execution. Current pulse
counter readings are specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Byte 3

PLS_CNT_NUMBER

Byte 4

VALUE_TYPE

Byte 5

VALUE[2]

Byte 6

VALUE[1]

Byte 7

VALUE[0]

Command ID (must be 0x1F)
Echo to associate the command with the response
Command execution status
ID number of the counter, which readings are retrieved.
Type of the counter value (elapsed time or current number of detected
pulses)
Current number of detected pulses or elapsed time

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL (0x1F)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x1F.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It can be used to associate the response with
the specific command.
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Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – Pulse counter readings has succesfully been retrieved;
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PLS_CNT_NUMBER (0x0A) – Invalid ID of the pulse counter has been
specified (only 0 and 1 values are valid);
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PARAMETER (0x0B) – Unsupported pulse counter value type has been
specified.
Byte 3: PLS_CNT_NUMBER
The ID number of the pulse counter:
• 0 – pulse counter on A.3 pin;
• 1 – pulse counter on A.4 pin.
Byte 4: VALUE_TYPE
The type of value specified in Bytes 5..7: VALUE:
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_PULSES (0) – Bytes 5..7: VALUE contain the number of detected
pulses.
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_TIME (1) – Bytes 5..7: VALUE contain the elapsed time in units of 10 ms.
Bytes 5..7: VALUE
If Byte 4: VALUE_TYPE equals to GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_PULSES (0), Bytes 5..7: VALUE
contain the time period in units of 10 ms, that have passed since last reset of the pulse counter.
If Byte 4: VALUE_TYPE equals to GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_TIME (1), Bytes 5..7: VALUE contain
current number of pulses counted since last reset of the pulse counter.
Byte 5: VALUE[2] – least significant byte (low byte) of a pulse counter readings.
Byte 6: VALUE[1] – middle byte of threshold a pulse counter readings.
Byte 7: VALUE[0] – most significant byte (high byte) of a pulse counter readings.
For convenience GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

11.8. GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT (0x2B)
The GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT command suspends specified pulse counter. This command can suspend
time counting and/or pulse counting.

GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

PLS_CNT_NUMBER

Byte 3

RESET_TIMER

Byte to reset time count

Byte 4

RESET_COUNTER

Byte to reset pulse count

Bytes 5..7

Reserved

Command ID
Echo to associate the command with the response
ID number of the pulse counter to be suspended

Reserved

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT (0x2B)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It must be set to 0x2B.
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Byte 1: ECHO
This byte can be used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific
command. Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: PLS_CNT_NUMBER
The ID number of the pulse counter:
• 0 – pulse counter on A.3 pin;
• 1 – pulse counter on A.4 pin.
Byte 3: RESET_TIMER
This byte resets time count:
• 1 – time count will be set to 0;
• 0 – time count is just suspended and will not be set to 0.
Byte 4: RESET_COUNTER
This byte resets pulse count:
• 1 – pulse count will be set to 0;
• 0 – pulse count is just suspended and will not be set to 0.
Bytes 5..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT response after command execution.

GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Bytes 3..7

Response ID
Echo to associate command with the response
Command execution status

Reserved

Reserved (must be 0)

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT (0x2B)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x2B.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It can be used to associate the response with
the specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – Pulse counter has succesfully been suspended;
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PLS_CNT_NUMBER (0x0A) – Invalid ID of the pulse counter has been
specified (only 0 and 1 values are valid);
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PARAMETER (0x0B) – Invalid reset timer parameter or reset counter
parameter has been specified (only 0 and 1 values are valid).
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Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

11.9. GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT (0x2A)
The GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT command resumes suspended pulse counter. This command can resume
time counting and/or pulse counting.

GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

PLS_CNT_NUMBER

Command ID
Echo to associate the command with the response
ID number of the pulse counter to be resumed

Byte 3

RESET_TIMER

Byte to reset time count

Byte 4

RESET_COUNTER

Byte to reset pulse count

Bytes 5..7

Reserved

Reserved

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT (0x2A)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It must be set to 0x2A.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte can be used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific
command. Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: PLS_CNT_NUMBER
The ID number of the pulse counter:
• 0 – pulse counter on A.3 pin;
• 1 – pulse counter on A.4 pin.
Byte 3: RESET_TIMER
This byte resets time count:
• 1 – time count will start from 0;
• 0 – time count will start from suspended value.
Byte 4: RESET_COUNTER
This byte resets pulse count:
• 1 – pulse count will start from 0;
• 0 – pulse count will start from suspended value,
Bytes 5..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT response after command execution.

GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT Response
Go to Command
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Byte 0

GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Bytes 3..7

Response ID
Echo to associate the command with the response
Command execution status

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT (0x2A)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x2A.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It can be used to associate the response with
the specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – Pulse counter has succesfully been resumed;
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PLS_CNT_NUMBER (0x0A) – Invalid ID of the pulse counter has been
specified (only 0 and 1 values are valid);
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PARAMETER (0x0B) – Invalid reset timer parameter or reset counter
parameter has been specified (only 0 and 1 values are valid).
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

11.10. GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT (0x2C)
The GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT command sets to 0 timer readings and/or current number of detected pulses.

GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

PLS_CNT_NUMBER

Byte 3

RESET_TIMER

Byte to reset time count

Byte 4

RESET_COUNTER

Byte to reset pulse count

Bytes 5..7

Command ID
Echo to associate the command with the response

Reserved

ID number of the pulse counter to be reset

Reserved

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT (0x2C)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It must be set to 0x2C.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte can be used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific
command. Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: PLS_CNT_NUMBER
The ID number of the pulse counter:
• 0 – pulse counter on A.3 pin;
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• 1 – pulse counter on A.4 pin.
Byte 3: RESET_TIMER
This byte resets time count:
• 1 – time count will be reset;
• 0 – time count will not be reset.
Byte 4: RESET_COUNTER
This byte resets pulse count:
• 1 – pulse count will be reset;
• 0 – pulse count will not be reset.
Bytes 5..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT response after command execution.

GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2
Bytes 3..7

Response ID
Echo to associate the command with the response

ST

Command execution status

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT (0x2C)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x2C.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It can be used to associate the response with
the specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – Pulse counter has succesfully been reset;
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PLS_CNT_NUMBER (0x0A) – Invalid ID of the pulse counter has been
specified (only 0 and 1 values are valid);
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PARAMETER (0x0B) – Invalid reset timer parameter or reset counter
parameter has been specified (only 0 and 1 values are valid).
Bytes 3..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

11.11. GPIO_EV_PLS_CNT
GPIO-24 adapter can send GPIO_EV_PLS_CNT event to your application.
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You can configure event generation conditions with GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG command. For more
detailed information see Section 11.2, “Pulse Counter Event”.
Byte 0

GPIO_EV_PLS_CNT

Event ID (0x86)

Byte 1

CNT

Events counter

Byte 2

EVENT_TYPE

Byte 3

PLS_CNT_NUMBER

Byte 4

VALUE[0]

Byte 5

VALUE[1]

Byte 6

VALUE[2]

Byte 7

VALUE_TYPE

Cause of the event
ID number of the pulse counter, which has generated the event
Current number of detected pulses or elapsed time
Type of returned value (current number of detected pulses or elapsed time)

Event is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_EV_PLS_CNT (0x86)
Event ID (event type). This byte will contain 0x86.
Byte 1: CNT
Events counter value. USB-I/O adapter increments event counter with every event.
Byte 2: EVENT_TYPE
This byte may contain one of three possible values:
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_EV_OVERFLOW (1) – maximum number of pulses (16,777,215) is reached.
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_EV_REPEAT (2) – the event is sent periodically.
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_EV_MATCH (3) – user-defined measurement limits are reached: time period is
exceeded (Time Based Mode:) or threshold number of pulses is detected (Pulse Based Mode:).
Byte 3: PLS_CNT_NUMBER
The ID number of the pulse counter, which has generated the event:
• 0 – pulse counter on A.3 pin;
• 1 – pulse counter on A.4 pin.
Bytes 4..6: VALUE
If Byte 7: VALUE_TYPE equals to GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_TIME (1), Bytes 4..6: VALUE contain
the time period in units of 10 ms, that have passed since last reset of the pulse counter.
If Byte 7: VALUE_TYPE equals to GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_PULSES (0), Bytes 4..6: VALUE
contain current number of pulses counted since last reset of the pulse counter.
Byte 6: VALUE[0] – most significant byte (high byte).
Byte 5: VALUE[1] – middle byte.
Byte 4: VALUE[2] – least significant byte (low byte).
Byte 7: VALUE_TYPE
The type of value specified in Bytes 4..6: VALUE:
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_PULSES (0) – Bytes 4..6: VALUE contain the number of detected
pulses.
• GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_TIME (1) – Bytes 4..6: VALUE contain the elapsed time in units of 10 ms.
For convenience GPIO_EV_PLS_CNT structure is declared in reports.h file.
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GPIO-24 adapter has weak pull-up resistors on some of the 24 pins. Weak pull-up resistors are used
to ensure that adapter digital inputs assume a high logic value (logical one) while external devices are
disconnected.
The USB-I/O adapter pull-ups are automatically turned off when pins are configured as digital outputs or
analog inputs. In other configurations the pull-up resistors are software controlled in GPIO-24 adapter.
All the pins with pull-up resistors are divided into two groups. The first group consists of A0, A1, A2, A3,
A4, B0, B1, B4 pins. The second group consists of A6, A7, B7, C0, C7 pins. The weak pull-ups can be
turned on/off only for the whole group of pins. It is impossible to turn on/off pull-ups for individual pins.
To enable/disable the weak pull-ups for any group of pins, use GPIO_SET_PULL_UPS command. The
state (on/off) of the weak pull-ups can be retrieved with GPIO_GET_PULL_UPS command.
GPIO-24 adapter inputs have very high resistance. It is a positive feature because they will not affect
the circuit where they are connected. However, it also means that unconnected inputs can easily pick up
electrical noise and rapidly change between high and low states in an unpredictable way. This will make
the pulse and frequency counters count pulses caused by such bouncing. It is advisable to turn on the
weak pull-up resistors to prevent such problems.

12.1. GPIO_SET_PULL_UPS (0x19)
The GPIO_SET_PULL_UPS command allows to turn on/off weak pull-up resistors for either of the two
groups of pins.

GPIO_SET_PULL_UPS Command
Go to Response
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_PULL_UPS

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

PINS_GROUP1

Enable byte for the first group of pins

Byte 3

PINS_GROUP2

Enable byte for the second group of pins

Byte 4..7

Reserved

Command ID (0x19).
Echo to associate a command with the response

Reserved

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_PULL_UPS (0x19)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x19.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: PINS_GPOUP1
The Enable byte for the first group of pins (A0, A1, A2, A3, A4, B0, B1, B4):
• 1 – weak pull-up resistors will be enabled for the group of pins;
• 0 – weak pull-up resistors will be disabled for the group of pins.
Byte 3: PINS_GROUP2
The Enable byte for the second group of pins (A6, A7, B7, C0, C7):
• 1 – weak pull-up resistors will be enabled for the group of pins;
• 0 – weak pull-up resistors will be disabled for the group of pins.
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Bytes 4..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
For convenience GPIO_SET_PULL_UPS_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_SET_PULL_UPS response after command execution.

GPIO_SET_PULL_UPS Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_SET_PULL_UPS

Byte 1

ECHO

Byte 2

ST

Byte 3..7

Response ID (0x19).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Status of the command execution.

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_SET_PULL_UPS (0x19)
Response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x19.
Byte 1: ECHO
Echo byte copied from the corresponding command. It is used to associate the response with the
specific command.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – The weak pull-ups were succesfully configured;
• GPIO_ST_INVALID_PARAMETER (0x01) – Invalid parameter has been specified.
Bytes 3..5: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_SET_PULL_UPS_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.

12.2. GPIO_GET_PULL_UPS (0x1A)
The GPIO_GET_PULL_UPS command allows to retrieve the state (on/off) of the weak pull-up resistors.

GPIO_GET_PULL_UPS Command
Go to Response
Byte 0
Byte 1
Byte 2..7

GPIO_GET_PULL_UPS
ECHO
Reserved

Command ID (0x1A).
Echo to associate a command with the response.
Reserved (must be 0).

Command is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_PULL_UPS (0x1A)
This byte contains command ID (command type). It should be set to 0x1A.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Bytes 2..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage and must be set to 0.
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For convenience GPIO_GET_PULL_UPS_CMD structure is declared in reports.h file.
GPIO-24 adapter sends GPIO_GET_PULL_UPS response after command execution. The weak pull-ups
state (on/off) is specified inside the response.

GPIO_GET_PULL_UPS Response
Go to Command
Byte 0

GPIO_GET_PULL_UPS

Byte 1

ECHO

Response ID (0x1A).
Echo to associate a command with the response

Byte 2

ST

Byte 3

PINS_GROUP1

State (on/off) of the weak pull-ups for the first group of pins

Byte 4

PINS_GROUP2

State (on/off) of the weak pull-ups for the second group of pins

Byte 5..7

Status of the command execution

Reserved

Reserved

Response is an 8-byte array of the following format:
Byte 0: GPIO_GET_PULL_UPS (0x1A)
This byte contains response ID (response type). This byte will contain 0x1A.
Byte 1: ECHO
This byte is used to associate a response received from GPIO-24 adapter with a specific command.
Response will contain exactly the same value in its echo byte.
Byte 2: ST
Status of the command execution:
• GPIO_ST_SUCCESS (0x00) – The weak pull-ups configuration was successfully retrieved.
Byte 3: PINS_GPOUP1
The state of the weak pull-ups for the first group of pins (A0, A1, A2, A3, A4, B0, B1, B4):
• 1 – weak pull-up resistors are enabled for the group of pins;
• 0 – weak pull-up resistors are disabled for the group of pins.
Byte 4: PINS_GROUP2
The state of the weak pull-ups for the second group of pins (A6, A7, B7, C0, C7):
• 1 – weak pull-up resistors are enabled for the group of pins;
• 0 – weak pull-up resistors are disabled for the group of pins.
Bytes 5..7: Reserved
These bytes are reserved for future usage.
For convenience GPIO_GET_PULL_UPS_RSP structure is declared in reports.h file.
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13.1. Overview
Integration of the Diolan USB-I/O Interface Adapter GPIO-24 API with C or C++ application is very simple.
It only requires a number of API function calls.
To integrate GPIO-24 API with your C/C++ project follow the next steps:
• Include the gpio_24.h file into your application source module:
#include "gpio_24.h"
• Link your project with gpio_24.dll library. For implicit linking you can use the gpio_24.lib import
library. If you are using Microsoft Visual Studio you can simply add the next line into your source module:
#pragma comment (lib, "gpio_24.lib")
For explicit linking use LoadLibrary() and GetProcAddress() functions from Windows API.
For convenience all necessary constants were defined in reports.h file. This file also contains structures for
handy access to GPIO-24 adapter commands, responses and events. You can simply include reports.h
file into any C or C++ source module:
#include "reports.h"
USB-I/O adapter installation package also contains open source applications. You can use them as
examples during your software development.

13.2. gpio_24.h
#ifndef GPIO24_H_INCLUDED
#define GPIO24_H_INCLUDED
#ifdef __cplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif
#if defined(__linux__) || defined(__APPLE__) || defined(__FreeBSD__)
/*
* Compatibility stuff
*/
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/time.h>
typedef unsigned long long cycles_t;
static inline cycles_t get_cycles (void)
{
unsigned long long ret;
__asm__ __volatile__("rdtsc" : "=A" (ret));
return ret;
}
typedef bool
#define TRUE

BOOL;
true
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#define FALSE
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef

false

u_int8_t
BYTE;
u_int8_t
UCHAR;
u_int16_t
WORD;
u_int16_t
USHORT;
u_int32_t
DWORD;
u_int32_t
HWND;
u_int32_t
UINT;
u_int32_t
ULONG;
cycles_t
LARGE_INTEGER;
void
*HANDLE;
void
*LPVOID;
void
*GUID;
void
*LPOVERLAPPED;

static inline LARGE_INTEGER RDTSC(void)
{
return get_cycles();
}
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

_stdcall
/* nothing */
__stdcall
/* nothing */
INVALID_HANDLE_VALUE ((HANDLE)(-1))
INFINITE
(-1)
WAIT_OBJECT_0
0
WAIT_TIMEOUT
ETIMEDOUT

#include <pthread.h>
typedef struct _EVENT {
pthread_mutex_t mutex;
pthread_mutexattr_t attr;
pthread_cond_t cond;
int broadcast;
} EVENT, *PEVENT;
#endif /* defined(__linux__) || defined(__APPLE__) || defined(__FreeBSD__)*/
#ifdef __GNUC__
#define __PACKED_ATTR __attribute__ ((__packed__))
#else
#ifdef WIN32
#include <windows.h>
#endif /* WIN32 */
#define __PACKED_ATTR
/*nothing*/
#pragma pack(push, 1)
#endif /* __GNUC__ */
typedef long HGPIO;
const HGPIO HGPIO_INVALID_HANDLE = -1;
const HGPIO HGPIO_ALL_DEVICES = -2;
const HGPIO HGPIO_DLL_NOTIFICATION = -3;
enum GPIO_RESULT
{
// Successful return codes
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GPIO_S_SUCCESS = 0,
GPIO_S_SUCCESSFUL_REINIT = 1,
GPIO_S_ALREADY_OPENED = 2,
// Error codes
GPIO_E_OUT_OF_MEMORY = -1,
GPIO_E_NOT_INITIALIZED = -2,
GPIO_E_INVALIDARG = -3,
GPIO_E_HANDLE = -4,
GPIO_E_FAIL = -5,
GPIO_E_EVENT_ABSENT = -6,
};
#define GPIO_SUCCEEDED(Result) (Result >= 0)
#define GPIO_FAILED(Result) (Result < 0)
typedef enum _GPIO_NOTIFICATION_TYPE
{
ntEvent,
ntCallback,
ntWindowMessage,
ntThreadMessage,
ntNoNotification,
} GPIO_NOTIFICATION_TYPE;
typedef void (__stdcall * PGPIO_CALLBACK)(HGPIO);
typedef struct _GPIO_NOTIFICATION
{
GPIO_NOTIFICATION_TYPE type;
PGPIO_CALLBACK callback;
DWORD thread;
HWND wnd;
UINT msg;
HANDLE event;
} GPIO_NOTIFICATION, *PGPIO_NOTIFICATION;
const unsigned int GPIO_COMMAND_LENGTH = 8;
typedef struct _GPIO_COMMAND
{
unsigned char command[GPIO_COMMAND_LENGTH];
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_COMMAND, *PGPIO_COMMAND;

const unsigned int GPIO_EVENT_LENGTH = 8;
typedef struct _GPIO_EVENT
{
unsigned char event[GPIO_EVENT_LENGTH];
LARGE_INTEGER timestamp;
HGPIO device;
} GPIO_EVENT, *PGPIO_EVENT;
GPIO_RESULT
GPIO_RESULT
GPIO_RESULT
GPIO_RESULT
GPIO_RESULT
GPIO_RESULT

_stdcall
_stdcall
_stdcall
_stdcall
_stdcall
_stdcall

GPIO_Init(GPIO_NOTIFICATION Notification);
GPIO_Uninit();
GPIO_GetDeviceCount(long *pDevNumber);
GPIO_OpenDevice(long nDevice, HGPIO *phDevice);
GPIO_CloseDevice(HGPIO hDevice);
GPIO_CloseAllDevices();
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GPIO_RESULT _stdcall GPIO_SendCommand(HGPIO hDevice, GPIO_COMMAND Command);
GPIO_RESULT _stdcall GPIO_GetEvent(HGPIO hDevice, GPIO_EVENT *pEvent);
GPIO_RESULT _stdcall GPIO_Transaction(HGPIO hDevice, GPIO_COMMAND Command,
GPIO_EVENT *pResponse);
#ifndef __GNUC__
#pragma pack(pop)
#endif
#ifdef __cplusplus
}
#endif
#endif //GPIO24_H_INCLUDED

13.3. reports.h
#ifndef GPIO_REPORTS_H_INCLUDED
#define GPIO_REPORTS_H_INCLUDED

#ifdef __GNUC__
#define __PACKED_ATTR __attribute__ ((__packed__))
#else
#define __PACKED_ATTR
/*nothing*/
#ifndef __18CXX
#pragma pack(push, 1)
#endif /* __18CXX */
#endif /* __GNUC__ */
// Status values
#define GPIO_ST_SUCCESS
0x0
#define GPIO_ST_INVALID_PARAMETER 0x1
#define GPIO_ST_INVALID_GPIO
0x2
#define GPIO_ST_INVALID_PORT
0x3
#define GPIO_ST_INVALID_CFG
0x4
#define GPIO_ST_COMMAND_NOT_SUPPORTED 0x5
#define GPIO_ST_COMMAND_SEND_FAILED 0x6
#define GPIO_ST_INVALID_CHANNEL 0x7
#define GPIO_ST_INVALID_HPWM_PERIOD 0x8
#define GPIO_ST_INVALID_CMP_MODE 0x9
#define GPIO_ST_INVALID_FR_CNT_NUMBER 0xa
#define GPIO_ST_UNKNOWN_EVENT_TYPE 0xb
#define GPIO_ST_INVALID_ADC_CFG 0xc
#define GPIO_ST_EEPROM_ERROR 0xd
#define GPIO_ST_INVALID_PLS_CNT_NUMBER 0xe
#define GPIO_ST_INVALID_MASK 0xf
#define GPIO_ST_ADC_ON
0x10
#define GPIO_ST_CMP_ON
0x11
#define GPIO_ST_HPWM_ON
0x12
// commands and responses
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

GPIO_SET_CFG
0x01
GPIO_GET_CFG
0x02
GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL 0x03
GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL 0x04
GPIO_SET_IN_CFG 0x05
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#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

GPIO_GET_IN_CFG 0x06
GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG 0x07
GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG 0x08
GPIO_GET_VAL
0x09
GPIO_MAKE_PULSE 0x0A
GPIO_GET_FW_VER 0x0B
GPIO_GET_SN
0x0C
GPIO_SET_DEV_ID 0x0D
GPIO_GET_DEV_ID 0x0E

#define GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG
#define GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG

0x0F
0x10

#define GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL 0x11
#define GPIO_SET_ADC_CFG 0x12
#define GPIO_GET_ADC_CFG 0x13
#define GPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG
#define GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG

0x14
0x15

#define GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG
#define GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG
#define GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL

0x16
0x17
0x18

#define GPIO_SET_PULL_UPS 0x19
#define GPIO_GET_PULL_UPS 0x1A
#define GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM 0x1B
#define GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM 0x1C
#define GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG
#define GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG
#define GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL

0x1D
0x1E
0x1F

#define GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG 0x20
#define GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG 0x21
#define GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL

0x22

#define GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG 0x23
#define GPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG 0x24
#define GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG 0x25
#define GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG 0x26
#define GPIO_GET_VDD
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

0x27

GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT 0x28
GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT 0x29
GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT 0x2a
GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT 0x2b
GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT 0x2c

// events
#define GPIO_EV_DEVICE_ADDED 0x80
#define GPIO_EV_DEVICE_REMOVED 0x81
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#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

GPIO_EV_IN
0x82
GPIO_EV_ADC
0x83
GPIO_EV_CMP
0x84
GPIO_EV_FR_CNT
0x85
GPIO_EV_PLS_CNT 0x86

// GPIO
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

configurations
GPIO_CFG_IN
0x0
GPIO_CFG_OUT
0x1
GPIO_CFG_PWM
0x2
GPIO_CFG_PULSE
0x3
GPIO_CFG_ADC_IN 0x4
GPIO_CFG_VREF_HIGH 0x5
GPIO_CFG_VREF_LOW 0x6
GPIO_CFG_CMP_IN_HI 0x7
GPIO_CFG_CMP_IN_LOW 0x8
GPIO_CFG_CMP_OUT 0x9
GPIO_CFG_CMP_NC 0xa
GPIO_CFG_FREQ 0xb
GPIO_CFG_CNT 0xc
GPIO_CFG_HPWM
0xd
GPIO_CFG_OUT_VREF 0xe
GPIO_CFG_NOT_CONFIGURED

// GPIO
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

input pin phase configurations
GPIO_IN_EV_NONE 0x0
GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_0 0x1
GPIO_IN_EV_LEV_1 0x2
GPIO_IN_EV_RISING 0x3
GPIO_IN_EV_FALLING 0x4
GPIO_IN_EV_CHANGE 0x5

// GPIO
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

Frequency counter event conditions
GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_NONE 0x0
GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_LESS 0x1
GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_NOT_EQ
0x2
GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_EQ 0x3
GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_ABOVE 0x4
GPIO_FR_CNT_EV_ALWAYS 0x5

// GPIO
#define
#define
#define

Pulse counter event conditions
GPIO_PLS_CNT_EV_OVFERFLOW 0x0
GPIO_PLS_CNT_EV_REPEAT 0x1
GPIO_PLS_CNT_EV_MATCH 0x2

0xf

// Pulse counter running modes
#define GPIO_PLS_CNT_MODE_FREE_RUN 0x0
#define GPIO_PLS_CNT_MODE_TIME_BASED 0x1
#define GPIO_PLS_CNT_MODE_PULSE_BASED 0x2
// Pulse counter value types
#define GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_PULSES 0x0
#define GPIO_PLS_CNT_VAL_TIME
0x1
// GPIO ADC event conditions
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#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

GPIO_ADC_EV_NONE
GPIO_ADC_EV_BELOW
GPIO_ADC_EV_ABOVE
GPIO_ADC_EV_OUTSIDE
GPIO_ADC_EV_INSIDE
GPIO_ACD_EV_ALWAYS

0x0
0x1
0x2
0x3
0x4
0x5

// GPIO
#define
#define
#define

Comparator event conditions
GPIO_CMP_EV_NONE
0x0
GPIO_CMP_EV_CHANGE 0x1
GPIO_CMP_EV_ALWAYS 0x2

// commands
typedef struct _GPIO_SET_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char port;
unsigned char mask;
unsigned char pins[4];
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_SET_CFG_CMD;

typedef struct _GPIO_GET_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char port;
unsigned char reserved[5]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_CFG_CMD;

typedef struct _GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char port;
unsigned char mask;
unsigned char val;
unsigned char reserved[3]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL_CMD, *PGPIO_SET_OUT_VAL_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char reserved[6]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_OUT_VAL_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_SET_IN_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_IN_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char port;
unsigned char mask;
unsigned char phase;
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unsigned char debounce;
unsigned char repeat;
unsigned char reserved;
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_IN_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_SET_IN_CFG_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_IN_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_IN_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char gpio;
unsigned char reserved[5]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_IN_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_IN_CFG_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char on: 4;
unsigned char port: 4;
unsigned char mask;
unsigned short t0;
unsigned short t1;
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_SET_PWM_CFG_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char gpio;
unsigned char reserved[5]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_PWM_CFG_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_VAL_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_VAL;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char reserved[6]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_VAL_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_VAL_CMD;

typedef struct _GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char gpio;
unsigned char val;
unsigned short t;
unsigned char reserved[2]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char gpio;
unsigned char reserved[5]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG_CMD;
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typedef struct _GPIO_MAKE_PULSE_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_MAKE_PULSE;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char gpio;
unsigned char val;
unsigned short t;
unsigned short mode;
unsigned char reserved; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_MAKE_PULSE_CMD, *PGPIO_MAKE_PULSE_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_FW_VER_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_FW_VER;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char reserved[6]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_FW_VER_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_FW_VER_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_SN_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_SN;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char reserved[6]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_SN_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_SN_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_SET_DEV_ID_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_DEV_ID;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char dev_id;
unsigned char reserved[5]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_DEV_ID_CMD, *PGPIO_SET_DEV_ID_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_DEV_ID_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_DEV_ID;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char reserved[6]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_DEV_ID_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_DEV_ID_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char channel1;
unsigned char channel2;
unsigned char reserved[4]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_ADC_VAL_CMD;

typedef struct _GPIO_SET_ADC_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = 0x12;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char channel: 4;
unsigned char vref: 2;
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unsigned char on: 2;
unsigned char repeat;
unsigned short low_threshold;
unsigned short hi_threshold;
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_ADC_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_SET_ADC_CFG_CMD;

typedef struct _GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char on;
unsigned char vref;
unsigned char reset_channels;
unsigned char reserved[3]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char channel: 4;
unsigned char event_condition: 4;
unsigned char repeat;
unsigned short low_threshold;
unsigned short hi_threshold;
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG_CMD;

typedef struct _GPIO_GET_ADC_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_ADC_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char channel;
unsigned char reserved[5]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_ADC_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_ADC_CFG_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char reserved[6]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char channel;
unsigned char reserved[5]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG_CMD;

typedef struct _GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
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union
{
struct
{
unsigned char mode: 4;
unsigned char cmp1_inv: 1;
unsigned char cmp0_inv: 1;
unsigned char cis: 1;
unsigned char reserved: 1;
} cmp_cfg_bit_fields;
unsigned char cmp_cfg_byte;
} cmp_cfg;
union
{
struct
{
unsigned char multiplier: 4;
unsigned char range: 1;
unsigned char ext_source: 1;
unsigned char output: 1;
unsigned char reserved: 1;
} vref_bit_fields;
unsigned char vref_byte;
} vref;
unsigned char repeat0_low;
unsigned char cond0: 4;
unsigned char repeat0_hi: 4;
unsigned char repeat1_low;
unsigned char cond1: 4;
unsigned char repeat1_hi: 4;
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_SET_CMP_CFG_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char reserved[6];// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_CMP_CFG_CMD;

typedef struct _GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char reserved[6];// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_CMP_VAL_CMD;

typedef struct _GPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char hpwm_number;
unsigned char on;
unsigned short t;
unsigned short t1;
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG_CMD;
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typedef struct _GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char hpwm_number;
unsigned char reserved[5]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
//unsigned char on_fr_number;
unsigned char fr_cnt_number: 4;
unsigned char on: 4;
unsigned char repeat;
unsigned char comp_val[3];
unsigned char event_cond;
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG_CMD;

typedef struct _GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char fr_cnt_number;
unsigned char reserved[5]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG_CMD;

typedef struct _GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char fr_cnt_number;
unsigned char reserved[5]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_SET_PULL_UPS_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_PULL_UPS;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char pins_group1;
unsigned char pins_group2;
unsigned char reserved[4]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_PULL_UPS_CMD, *PGPIO_SET_PULL_UPS_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_PULL_UPS_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_PULL_UPS;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char reserved[6]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_PULL_UPS_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_PULL_UPS_CMD;

typedef struct _GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM_CMD
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{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char reserved[6]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM_CMD, *PGPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char reserved[6]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM_CMD, *PGPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM_CMD;
/*
typedef struct _GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char pls_cnt_number: 4;
unsigned char on: 4;
unsigned char event_cond: 4;
unsigned char pls_cnt_mode: 4;
unsigned char repeat;
unsigned char timeORcnt_val[3];
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG_CMD;
*/
typedef struct _GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
union
{
unsigned char byte_control;
struct
{
unsigned char pls_cnt_number: 1;
unsigned char on: 1;
unsigned char suspended: 1;
unsigned char reserved: 5;
} bit_fields_control;
} control;
union
{
unsigned char byte_cfg;
struct
{
unsigned char ev_overflow: 1;
unsigned char ev_repeat: 1;
unsigned char ev_match: 1;
unsigned char reserved: 1;
unsigned char pls_cnt_mode: 4;
} bit_fields_cfg;
} cfg;
unsigned char repeat;
unsigned char reserved[3];
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG_CMD;
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typedef struct _GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char pls_cnt_number;
unsigned char reserved[5]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char pls_cnt_number;
unsigned char limit_type;
unsigned char limit[3];
unsigned char reserved; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT_CMD, *PGPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char pls_cnt_number;
unsigned char limit_type;
unsigned char reserved[4]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char pls_cnt_number;
unsigned char value_type;
unsigned char reserved[4]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL_CMD;

typedef struct _GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char pls_cnt_number;
unsigned char reset_timer;
unsigned char reset_counter;
unsigned char reserved[3]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT_CMD, *PGPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char pls_cnt_number;
unsigned char reset_timer;
unsigned char reset_counter;
unsigned char reserved[3]; // must be 0
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} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT_CMD, *PGPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char pls_cnt_number;
unsigned char reset_timer;
unsigned char reset_counter;
unsigned char reserved[3]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT_CMD, *PGPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT_CMD;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_VDD_CMD
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_VDD;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char reserved[6]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_VDD_CMD, *PGPIO_GET_VDD_CMD;

// responses

typedef struct _GPIO_SET_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5];
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_SET_CFG_RSP;

typedef struct _GPIO_GET_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char port;
unsigned char pins[4];
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_CFG_RSP;

typedef struct _GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5];// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_OUT_VAL_RSP, *PGPIO_SET_OUT_VAL_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL;
unsigned char echo;
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unsigned char st;
unsigned char port[3];
unsigned char reserved[2]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_OUT_VAL_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_OUT_VAL_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_SET_IN_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_IN_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5];// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_IN_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_SET_IN_CFG_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_IN_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_IN_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char gpio;
unsigned char phase;
unsigned char debounce;
unsigned char repeat;
unsigned char reserved;// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_IN_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_IN_CFG_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5];// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_PWM_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_SET_PWM_CFG_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char gpio: 7;
unsigned char on: 1;
unsigned short t0;
unsigned short t1;
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_PWM_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_PWM_CFG_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_VAL_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_VAL;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char port[3];
unsigned char reserved[2]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_VAL_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_VAL_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
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unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5];// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_SET_PULSE_CFG_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char gpio;
unsigned char state;
unsigned char val;
unsigned short t;
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_PULSE_CFG_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_MAKE_PULSE_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_MAKE_PULSE;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5];// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_MAKE_PULSE_RSP, *PGPIO_MAKE_PULSE_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_FW_VER_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_FW_VER;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char major;
unsigned char minor;
unsigned char sub_minor;
unsigned char reserved[2]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_FW_VER_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_FW_VER_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_SN_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_SN;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char upper_sn;
unsigned char hi_sn;
unsigned char low_sn;
unsigned char lowest_sn;
unsigned char reserved; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_SN_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_SN_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_SET_DEV_ID_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_DEV_ID;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5];// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_DEV_ID_RSP, *PGPIO_SET_DEV_ID_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_DEV_ID_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_DEV_ID;
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unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char dev_id;
unsigned char reserved[4]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_DEV_ID_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_DEV_ID_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned short channel1;
unsigned short channel2;
unsigned char reserved;// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_ADC_VAL_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_ADC_VAL_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_SET_ADC_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = 0x12;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char on;
unsigned char reserved[4];// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_ADC_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_SET_ADC_CFG_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5];// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_SET_ADC_MODULE_CFG_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5];// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_SET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_ADC_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_ADC_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char vref: 2;
unsigned char on: 2;
unsigned char st: 4;
unsigned char repeat;
unsigned short low_threshold;
unsigned short hi_threshold;
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_ADC_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_ADC_CFG_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
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unsigned char st;
unsigned char on;
unsigned char vref;
unsigned char reserved[3];
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_ADC_MODULE_CFG_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char event_condition: 4;
unsigned char st: 4;
unsigned char repeat;
unsigned short low_threshold;
unsigned short hi_threshold;
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_ADC_CHANNEL_CFG_RSP;

typedef struct _GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5];// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_CMP_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_SET_CMP_CFG_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
union
{
struct
{
unsigned char mode: 4;
unsigned char cmp1_inv: 1;
unsigned char cmp0_inv: 1;
unsigned char cis: 1;
unsigned char reserved: 1;
} cmp_cfg_bit_fields;
unsigned char cmp_cfg_byte;
} cmp_cfg;
union
{
struct
{
unsigned char multiplier: 4;
unsigned char range: 1;
unsigned char ext_source: 1;
unsigned char output: 1;
unsigned char reserved: 1;
} vref_bit_fields;
unsigned char vref_byte;
} vref;
unsigned char repeat0_low;
unsigned char cond0: 4;
unsigned char repeat0_hi: 4;
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unsigned char repeat1_low;
unsigned char cond1: 4;
unsigned char repeat1_hi: 4;
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_CMP_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_CMP_CFG_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char cmp_0_out;
unsigned char cmp_1_out;
unsigned char reserved[3];// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_CMP_VAL_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_CMP_VAL_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5];// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_SET_HPWM_CFG_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char hpwm_number: 4;
unsigned char on: 4;
unsigned short t;
unsigned short t1;
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_HPWM_CFG_RSP;

typedef struct _GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5];// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_SET_FR_CNT_CFG_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char on: 4;
unsigned char st: 4;
unsigned char repeat;
unsigned char comp_val[3];
unsigned char event_cond;
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_FR_CNT_CFG_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL;
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unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char fr_cnt_number;
unsigned char frequency[3];
unsigned char reserved;// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_FR_CNT_VAL_RSP;

typedef struct _GPIO_SET_PULL_UPS_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_PULL_UPS;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_PULL_UPS_RSP, *PGPIO_SET_PULL_UPS_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_PULL_UPS_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_PULL_RSP;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char pins_group1;
unsigned char pins_group2;
unsigned char reserved[3]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_PULL_UPS_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_PULL_UPS_RSP;

typedef struct _GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM_RSP, *PGPIO_SAVE_CFG_EEPROM_RSP;

typedef struct _GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM_RSP, *PGPIO_CLR_CFG_EEPROM_RSP;

typedef struct _GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5];// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_CFG_RSP;
/*
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG_RSP
{
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unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char on: 4;
unsigned char st: 4;
unsigned char event_cond: 4;
unsigned char pls_cnt_mode: 4;
unsigned char repeat;
unsigned char timeORcnt_val[3];
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG_RSP;
*/
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
union
{
unsigned char byte_control;
struct
{
unsigned char pls_cnt_number: 1;
unsigned char on: 1;
unsigned char suspended: 1;
unsigned char reserved: 5;
} bit_fields_control;
} control;
union
{
unsigned char byte_cfg;
struct
{
unsigned char ev_overflow: 1;
unsigned char ev_repeat: 1;
unsigned char ev_match: 1;
unsigned char reserved: 1;
unsigned char pls_cnt_mode: 4;
} bit_fields_cfg;
} cfg;
unsigned char repeat;
unsigned char reserved[2];
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_CFG_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT_RSP, *PGPIO_SET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char pls_cnt_number;
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unsigned char limit_type;
unsigned char limit[3];
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_LIMIT_RSP;

typedef struct _GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char pls_cnt_number;
unsigned char value_type;
unsigned char value[3];
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_PLS_CNT_VAL_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5];
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT_RSP, *PGPIO_RESUME_PLS_CNT_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5];
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT_RSP, *PGPIO_SUSPEND_PLS_CNT_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char reserved[5];
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT_RSP, *PGPIO_RESET_PLS_CNT_RSP;
typedef struct _GPIO_GET_VDD_RSP
{
unsigned char id; // = GPIO_GET_VDD;
unsigned char echo;
unsigned char st;
unsigned char vdd;
unsigned char reserved[4];// must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_GET_VDD_RSP, *PGPIO_GET_VDD_RSP;

// events

typedef struct
{
unsigned char
unsigned char
unsigned char

_GPIO_IN_EV
id; // GPIO_EV_IN
cnt;
value[3];
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unsigned char mask[3];
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_IN_EV, *PGPIO_IN_EV;
typedef struct _GPIO_ADC_EV
{
unsigned char id; // GPIO_EV_ADC
unsigned char cnt;
unsigned char channel;
unsigned short adc_val;
unsigned char event_condition;
unsigned char reserved[2]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_ADC_EV,*PGPIO_ADC_EV;
typedef struct _GPIO_CMP_EV
{
unsigned char id; // GPIO_EV_CMP
unsigned char cnt;
unsigned char cmp0_out;
unsigned char cmp1_out;
unsigned char event_cond0;
unsigned char event_cond1;
unsigned char reserved[2]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_CMP_EV, *PGPIO_CMP_EV;

typedef struct _GPIO_FR_CNT_EV
{
unsigned char id; // GPIO_EV_FR_CNT
unsigned char cnt;
unsigned char frequency[3];
unsigned char fr_cnt_number;
unsigned char reserved[2]; // must be 0
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_FR_CNT_EV, *PGPIO_FR_CNT_EV;
typedef struct _GPIO_PLS_CNT_EV
{
unsigned char id; // GPIO_EV_PLS_CNT
unsigned char cnt;
unsigned char event_type;
unsigned char pls_cnt_number;
unsigned char value[3];
unsigned char value_type;
} __PACKED_ATTR GPIO_PLS_CNT_EV, *PGPIO_PLS_CNT_EV;

#ifndef __GNUC__
#ifndef __18CXX
#pragma pack(pop)
#endif /* __18CXX */
#endif
#endif // GPIO_REPORTS_H_INCLUDED
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USB-IO Interface Adapter package contains a number of command line applications that can be easily
called from scripts written in many popular scripting languages like Perl, ASP, bash.
The list below summarizes supplied command line applications:
• tracer.exe application monitors events and responses sent by USB-IO adapter.
• command.exe application sends asynchronous commands to USB-IO adapter.
• transaction.exe application sends synchronous commands to USB-IO adapter and prints responses
received from the device.
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15.1. Overview
Diolan provides comprehensive set of SW applications to get instant access to all USB-IO Interface Adapter
functionality. Our SW installation package includes source code of these applications.
The list below summarizes supplied software:
• tracer.exe application monitors events and responses sent by USB-IO adapter.
• command.exe application sends asynchronous commands to USB-IO adapter.
• transaction.exe application sends synchronous commands to USB-IO adapter and prints responses
received from the device.

15.2. tracer.exe
This program monitors events and responses sent by USB-IO Interface Adapter. All events are formatted
and printed on console. You can use this application to monitor events during your SW development.
You can also redirect tracer output and collect GPIO events and responses in log file as:
tracer.exe > gpio.log
Tracer application exits when you press any key.
This application demonstrates how to use event object notification type:
#include <windows.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "../common/gpio_24.h"
#include "../common/reports.h"
#include "../common/format.h"
#pragma comment (lib, "../bin/gpio_24.lib")
/*!
Opens all USB-IO Adapters currently connected to PC.
\retval GPIO_S_SUCCESS If all USB-IO Adapters were successfully open.
*/
GPIO_RESULT open()
{
GPIO_RESULT pc;
long count;
HGPIO device;
if (GPIO_FAILED((pc = GPIO_GetDeviceCount(&count))))
{
printf("GPIO_GetDeviceCount failed, Error = %s\r\n",
gpio_error(pc).c_str());
return pc;
}
for (long i = 0; i < count; i++)
{
if (GPIO_FAILED((pc = GPIO_OpenDevice(i, &device))))
{
printf("Failed to open device, Error = %s\r\n",
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gpio_error(pc).c_str());
return pc;
}
}
return GPIO_S_SUCCESS;
}

int main(int argc, char* argv[])
{
GPIO_RESULT pc;
GPIO_NOTIFICATION notification;
notification.type = ntEvent;
notification.event = CreateEvent(NULL, FALSE, FALSE, NULL);
if (GPIO_FAILED((pc = GPIO_Init(notification))))
{
printf("Failed to initialize library, Error = %s\r\n",
gpio_error(pc).c_str());
return pc;
}
if (GPIO_FAILED((pc = open())))
{
GPIO_CloseAllDevices();
GPIO_Uninit();
return pc;
}

HANDLE console = GetStdHandle(STD_INPUT_HANDLE);
SetConsoleMode(console, ENABLE_PROCESSED_INPUT);
HANDLE handles[2];
handles[0] = console;
handles[1] = notification.event;
bool trace = true;
while (trace)
{
DWORD wait_result;
wait_result = WaitForMultipleObjects(2, handles, FALSE, INFINITE);
switch (wait_result)
{
case WAIT_OBJECT_0: // console event
{
INPUT_RECORD input;
DWORD events_number;
BOOL test = ReadConsoleInput(console, &input, 1,
&events_number);
if (events_number && (input.EventType == KEY_EVENT))
trace = false;
break;
}
case WAIT_OBJECT_0 + 1: // GPIO event
{
// GPIO event arrived
GPIO_RESULT pc;
GPIO_EVENT event;
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while(GPIO_SUCCEEDED((pc = GPIO_GetEvent(HGPIO_ALL_DEVICES, &event))))
{
printf("%27s – %-27s %02X %02X %02X %02X %02X %02X %02X\r\n",
handle_to_string(event.device).c_str(),
event_to_string(event.event[0]).c_str(),
event.event[1], event.event[2],
event.event[3], event.event[4],
event.event[5], event.event[6],
event.event[7]);
switch (event.event[0])
{
case GPIO_EV_DEVICE_REMOVED:
pc = GPIO_CloseDevice(event.device);
break;
case GPIO_EV_DEVICE_ADDED:
pc = open();
}
if (GPIO_FAILED(pc))
break;
}
if (pc != GPIO_E_EVENT_ABSENT)
printf("Error – %s\r\n", gpio_error(pc).c_str());
break;
}
}
}
GPIO_CloseAllDevices();
GPIO_Uninit();
CloseHandle(console);
CloseHandle(notification.event);
return 0;
}

15.3. command.exe
This program sends asynchronous command to USB-IO Interface Adapter. The GPIO command should
be provided as command line parameter in a form of 8 hexadecimal numbers separated by spaces. For
example, to configure C.0 pin for pulse width modulation (PWM) you can run the following:
command.exe 01 00 2 01 00 00 00 02
Use transaction application if you want to send synchronous messages (get the device response before
application exits).
You can launch command.exe application from scripting languages (like Perl, ASP, bash, etc.).
Application can also be used as good SW example of interfacing USB-IO adapter from C++ language:
#include <stdio.h>
#include "../common/gpio_24.h"
#pragma comment (lib, "../bin/gpio_24.lib")
#include <string>
int main(int argc, char* argv[])
{
if (argc != GPIO_COMMAND_LENGTH + 1)
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{
printf("8-byte command has to be provided\r\n");
return -1;
}
GPIO_COMMAND cmd;
for (int i = 0; i < GPIO_COMMAND_LENGTH; i++)
{
char* end;
errno = 0;
unsigned long value = strtoul(argv[i+1], &end, 16);
if ((*end) || (errno != 0) || (value > 0xFF))
{
printf("Invalid parameter: \"%s\"\r\n", argv[i+1]);
return -1;
}
cmd.command[i] = (unsigned char) value;
}
GPIO_NOTIFICATION notification;
GPIO_RESULT pc;
HGPIO device;

notification.type = ntNoNotification;
if (GPIO_FAILED((pc = GPIO_Init(notification))))
{
printf("Failed to initialize library, Error = %d\r\n", pc);
return pc;
}
if (GPIO_FAILED((pc = GPIO_OpenDevice(0, &device))))
{
printf("Failed to open device, Error = %d\r\n", pc);
GPIO_Uninit();
return pc;
}
if (GPIO_FAILED((pc = GPIO_SendCommand(device, cmd))))
{
printf("Failed to send command, Error = %d\r\n", pc);
GPIO_CloseDevice(device);
GPIO_Uninit();
return pc;
}
GPIO_CloseDevice(device);
GPIO_Uninit();
return pc;
}

15.4. transaction.exe
This program sends synchronous commands to USB-IO Interface Adapter and prints the responses
received from the GPIO-24 device. The command to send should be provided as 8 hexadecimal numbers
separated by space. For example to configure C.0 pin for pulse width modulation (PWM) you can run:
transaction.exe 01 00 2 01 00 00 00 02
Use command.exe application to send asynchronous commands.
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You can launch transaction.exe application from scripting languages (like Perl, ASP, bash, etc.).
Application can also be used as good SW example of interfacing USB-IO adapter from C++ language:

#include <stdio.h>
#include "../common/gpio_24.h"
#pragma comment (lib, "../bin/gpio_24.lib")
#include <string>
int main(int argc, char* argv[])
{
if (argc != GPIO_COMMAND_LENGTH + 1)
{
printf("8-byte command has to be provided\r\n");
return -1;
}
GPIO_COMMAND cmd;
for (int i = 0; i < GPIO_COMMAND_LENGTH; i++)
{
char* end;
errno = 0;
unsigned long value = strtoul(argv[i+1], &end, 16);
if ((*end) || (errno != 0) || (value > 0xFF))
{
printf("Invalid parameter: \"%s\"\r\n", argv[i+1]);
return -1;
}
cmd.command[i] = (unsigned char) value;
}
GPIO_NOTIFICATION notification;
GPIO_RESULT pc;
GPIO_EVENT response;
HGPIO device;

notification.type = ntNoNotification;
if (GPIO_FAILED((pc = GPIO_Init(notification))))
{
printf("Failed to initialize library, Error = %d\r\n", pc);
return pc;
}
if (GPIO_FAILED((pc = GPIO_OpenDevice(0, &device))))
{
printf("Failed to open device, Error = %d\r\n", pc);
GPIO_Uninit();
return pc;
}
if (GPIO_FAILED((pc = GPIO_Transaction(device, cmd, &response))))
{
printf("Failed to send transaction, Error = %d\r\n", pc);
GPIO_CloseDevice(device);
GPIO_Uninit();
return pc;
}
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printf("response – %02X %02X %02X %02X %02X %02X %02X %02X\r\n",
response.event[0], response.event[1], response.event[2],
response.event[3], response.event[4], response.event[5],
response.event[6], response.event[7]);
GPIO_CloseDevice(device);
GPIO_Uninit();
return pc;
}
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16.1. I/O Pinout
Pin Number

Port/Pin

J2 Pin
Number

J5 Pin
Number

Input Type

Output
Type

0

A.0

1

-

TTL

CMOS

1

A.1

2

-

TTL

CMOS

2

A.2

3

3

TTL

CMOS

3

A.3

4

7

TTL

CMOS

4

A.4

5

-

TTL

CMOS

5

A.5

6

-

ST

CMOS

6

A.6

8

-

ST

CMOS

7

A.7

9

-

ST

CMOS

8

B.0

10

-

TTL

CMOS

9

B.1

11

-

TTL

CMOS

10

B.2

12

1

ST

CMOS

11

B.3

13

5

TTL

CMOS

12

B.4

14

-

TTL

CMOS

13

B.5

15

-

ST

CMOS

14

B.6

16

-

ST

CMOS

15

B.7

17

-

ST

CMOS

16

C.0

18

-

ST

CMOS

17

C.1

19

2

TTL

CMOS

18

C.2

20

4

TTL

CMOS

19

C.3

21

-

ST

CMOS

20

C.4

22

-

ST

CMOS

21

C.5

23

6

TTL

CMOS

22

C.6

24

8

TTL

CMOS

23

C.7

26

-

ST

CMOS

Functions

Legend:
TTL
TTL compatible input;
ST

Schmitt Trigger input with CMOS levels;
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CMOS
CMOS compatible output;

Digital input;

Digital output;

Single pulse digital output;

PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) digital output;

HPWM (High Frequency Pulse Width Modulation) digital output;

Pulse counter digital input;

Frequency counter digital input;

ADC analog input;

Comparator analog input -;

Comparator analog input +;

Comparator digital output.
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